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The Inclusion of Texas Literature in Texas Public 

School Curricula advocates the organized inclusion of Texas 

literature in Texas public schools. The first chapter, the 

introduction, establishes the study's contention that Texas 

literature, an internationally admired body of literature, 

is worthy of an organized state inclusion. Another 

contention in the introduction is that this inclusion would 

offer its own needed content while reinforcing concepts and 

skills already mandated for social studies and English and 

language arts classes. 

The second chapter, "Review of Literature," places the 

advocacy in context with previously published material on 

related subjects in education and regional literature. 

The third chapter, "Texas Literature and Texas Studies 

in State Curricula," explicates the official relationship 

between Texas literature and the educational guidelines of 

Texas. This chapter also introduces varied possibilities in 

sequencing and content organization within curricula already 

in place. 

The fourth chapter, "Summary and Recommendations," 

arrives at recommendations after the evidence adduced in 

prior chapters. The recommendations are explained in 



context with methodology, currently adopted textbooks, and 

goals common to English-language arts and social studies, 

along with other factors germane to this advocated change 

within the state's complex curriculum. 

The fifth chapter presents a six-week unit designed for 

inclusion in a seventh-grade English-language arts course. 

This model unit offers a day-to-day lesson plan in 

supplement to a grade-level annotated reading list for 

students and teachers, demonstrating by way of example the 

potential educational value of Texas literature. Much like 

the preceding chapter, the sixth chapter presents a model 

six-week unit with a lesson plan and comprehensive reading 

list, designed for inclusion within a secondary American 

literature course. 

The study's overall effect is intended to encourage the 

organized inclusion of Texas literature, a measure long 

advocated by leading educators and scholars and one 

justified by popular and critical acclaim, and more 

importantly, one that would help public-school students 

systematically attain the educational goals established by 

the people of Texas. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This study supports the inclusion of Texas literature 

in the curriculum of the elementary and secondary schools of 

this state. Several reasons exist for this advocacy, the 

strongest being the scope and high caliber of the writing. 

Much of Texas literature is simply too good to be omitted 

from the official design of public school curricula. 

Educator and historian Walter Prescott Webb, presented this 

argument in 1928: 

Does Texas really have a literature? Many 
people, supposedly well informed, deny that 
it has; they say that the State is too young, 
its culture too immature . . . it would seem 
that the public schools of this State have 
an opportunity to take the lead in the study 
of Texas literature. (Friend, 1970, p. 86) 

Modern educators have also recognized the educational 

potential of this body of literature. Gerald Haslam of 

Sonoma State University, California, has stated: 

Why in the world should a Texan need to justify 
teaching Texas literature in Texas high schools? 
. . . Dobie long ago legitimized your state's 
regional writing. Since then—with McMurtry, 
Kelton, and Graves, etc.—it has gotten better, 
become richer, (personal communication, April 25, 
1989) 

Likewise, Don Graham of the University of Texas at 

Austin contends that the current scope and quality of Texas 
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literature compares favorably with the literatures of the 

two coasts and Europe and is essential material for use in 

English-language arts classrooms (personal communication, 

April 20, 1989). Haslam, Graham, and other current 

authorities on regional literature have stated that the 

present treatment of Texas literature in Texas schools is 

not commensurate with its popularity or critical reputation. 

Texas literature has a venerable history. Works on 

Texas subjects by Charles A. Siringo, 0. Henry, Andy Adams, 

and others have been studied and admired throughout this 

century. Three of the most famous Texas authors of the 

past, Roy Bedichek, J. Frank Dobie, and Walter Prescott 

Webb, are still read by those who are interested in Texas 

culture, mores, customs, natural history, and folklore. 

Texas literature is often associated with the Old West, 

and this association is not unfounded. Dobie and Webb wrote 

extensively about the American frontier. Since their 

deaths, a large number of Texas authors have produced 

popular and critically acclaimed works about the Old and New 

West. 

Because of their originality and craftsmanship, Texas 

authors have fared well in recent decades in the Golden Spur 

awards of the Western Writers of America. Frank X. Tolbert 

won in 1959 for Dav of San Jacinto (best Western 

nonfiction). C. L. Sonnichen won in 1974 for Colonel Green 

and the Copper Skyrocket (best Western nonfiction) and in 
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1976 for Jonathan Gilliam and the White Man's Burden (best 

Western short subject). Benjamin Capps was the recipient of 

the Golden Spur novel awards of 1964 and 1965 for The Trail 

to Oaallala and Sam Chance, and, in 1969, he was the 

recipient of a Western historical novel award for The White 

Man's Road. Elmer Kelton, a best-selling author, won awards 

for Buffalo Wagons. The Day the Cowbovs Quit. The Time It 

Never Rained, and Eve of the Hawk (best Western novel) in 

1957, 1971, 1973, and 1981. In 1988, Judy Alter received a 

Golden Spur award for Mattie (best Western historical 

novel), and Joan Lowery Nixon won awards in 1987 and 1988 

for The Orphan Train and In the Face of Danger (best 

Western juvenile book). Marj Gurashich received a 1989 

award for Letter to Oma (best Western juvenile book). After 

receiving the 1977 Award in best Western nonfiction for The 

Cowgirls. Joyce Gibson Roach won the 1987 and 1990 awards in 

best Western short subject for "A High-Toned Woman" and 

"Just As I Am." 

Most notable among award-winning Texans who write 

Westerns is Larry McMurtry, who in 1986 received the Golden 

Spur for best Western novel, along with the Pulitzer Prize 

in fiction, for Lonesome Dove. This extremely popular 

work—later adapted for television—advanced Texas 

literature to a higher degree of international recognition 

than it had previously held. 
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Texas literature is not limited to content about the 

Old West. Readers have long enjoyed Texas works on subjects 

other than trail drives, Indian raids, and wagon trains. In 

1930 Katherine Anne Porter was nationally acclaimed for 

Flowering Judas, a collection that contains stories about 

the Old South in Texas. In 1942 George Sessions Perry 

received the National Book Award for Hold Autumn in Your 

Hand, a novel about Depression-era tenant farmers in Central 

Texas. In 1953, following the publication of The Word on 

the Brazos, a collection of black folktales about preachers 

in the Brazos bottoms,._J. Mason Brewer was proclaimed one of 

America's foremost folklorists. When Home from the Hill. 

William Humphrey's best-selling novel about an aristocratic 

family in East Texas, was published In 1958, it received 

favorable reviews and has since become an American classic. 

Today, prose and poetry about Valley Hispanics, 

nineteenth-century plantation life, twentieth-century urban 

life, and a variety of other subjects comprise the wide 

scope of Texas literature. An article in English Journal 

endorses the high-school use of several of McMurtry's 

novels, including All mv Friends Are Going To Be Strangers 

and Terms of Endearment (Melichar, 1986). These McMurtry 

novels present a full spectrum of Texas people and places. 

Three novels by Hispanic Texans, Estampas del Vallev and 

Generaciones v Semblanczas by Rolando Hinojosa and ". . . v 

no se lo trago la tierra" by Tomas Rivera have also been 
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recommended in English Journal (Orozco, 1982). An 

impressive number of Texas writers, including A. C. Greene, 

David L. Lindsey, Elizabeth Forsythe Hailey, and Shelby 

Hearon, have attained national and international 

readerships. 

The excellence of Texas literature is central to any 

discussion of its educational role; however, other valid 

reasons for its inclusion can be cited. One reason often 

given is that it naturally appeals to Texas readers. _ J. 

Frank Dobie (1967) understood this appeal: "The mesquite 

is, objectively, as good and as beautiful as the Grecian 

acanthus. It is a great deal better for people who live in 

the mesquite country" (p. 237). Those Texas teachers who 

have taught units of native literature have discovered that 

this content appeals in a unique way to school-age readers. 

This inherent advantage of native literature can be 

employed toward the fulfillment of two educational goals: 

(a) Texas literature can improve English-language arts 

skills, and (b) it can also be used to enhance traditional 

content in Texas studies courses. 

The overall objective of English-language arts 

curricula is for all graduates to be "competent users of 

language." This objective has been explained as follows: 

"Quality instruction should make maximum use of what the 

student already knows" (Texas Education Agency, 1987a, p. 
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1). The teaching of Texas literature would comply naturally 

with this precept. 

George R. Stewart (1948) of the University of 

California, Berkeley, made this claim for the teaching of 

native literature: 

There are likely to be many barriers between the 
ordinary student and the appreciation of 
literature . . . the regional approach at least 
gets rid of one of these barriers—that of place, 
(p. 347) 

Like Stewart, Haslam (1985) has learned from experience 

that regional works can make reading assignments more 

meaningful. Haslam has also found that learning to enjoy 

reading is often the first step toward the improvement of 

other language arts abilities. Writing assignments that 

follow regional readings become more meaningful. Students 

are more "stimulated to write from their own region and 

their own experiences." Use of Texas literature can also 

stimulate class discussion: "Such topics emerge naturally 

from the reading. How do students in Texas feel about the 

cowboy stereotype?" (p. 57). 

Instruction in Texas culture predates the Republic. 

Several nineteenth-century Texas teachers, who were veterans 

of wars against the Comanches and other foes, would recount 

personal experiences to infuse life into history lessons 

(Bryan, 1976). Texas studies became a core course in school 

curricula by the end of the nineteenth century (Salter, 

1956) . In 1888 a Pennybacker's A New Texas History was made 
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available to teachers. This reader would be the predominant 

text on Texas history, geography, and civics for two 

generations (Webb, 1952). In 1893 the state superintendent 

reported that 52,827 students had studied Texas history in 

the previous school year. This was out of 91,585 enrolled. 

The 1892 teacher certification examination contained 

questions on Texas history, geography, and civics (Carlisle, 

1893) . 

World War I further increased emphasis on national and 

regional studies. In 1917 a law was passed which mandated 

the teaching of Texas History (Journal. 1917). By the time 

educator and author William A. Owens (1973) taught Texas 

history in the 1920s, it had become a popular core course. 

Today, content in Texas studies are still in place, 

mainly in seventh-grade Texas history and geography. A need 

exists for this discipline to be meaningfully continued 

after the seventh grade. A need also exists for Texas 

studies to be made more interesting and accessible to 

public- school students of all ages. After gathering 

evidence that the current content of Texas studies does not 

appeal to contemporary students, the Texas State Historical 

Association formed a committee "to explore ways to revive 

interest in Texas studies at the high school level" (Staff, 

1988, p. 6). Other scholars and educators have advocated a 

change in perspective. Graham (1985) has declared that the 

present teaching of Texas studies in public schools is 
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limited to "Alamo stuff, the bronzed-legend perspective" (p. 

15). Students learn little and retain even less from 

courses predicated on a stale, lifeless perspective. 

Texas literature can help revitalize Texas studies. 

Aristotle, Sir Philip Sidney, and other learned men have 

maintained that one must read the literary works of a people 

to have a true understanding of that people. Modern 

scholars and educators similarly believe that a cohesive 

understanding of Texas culture must come from at least two 

sources: traditional Texas history and geography materials 

and works of Texas literature. 

Elmer Kelton, who writes elements of Texas folklore 

into his Western novels, made this comment: 

Sometimes history has a tendency to be a little 
sketchy, you get names, you get dates, and you get 
places, but you don't always get the why of 
things, how did this come to be—why did these 
people do what they did at this time? Often, 
folklore tells you more about that than history. 

(Smith, 1988) 

Texas literature can play a consequential role in 

making the vast complexities of this state more 

comprehensible to students. Within the required content of 

Texas history, geography, and civics, a myriad of facts and 

concepts needs to be covered. Graham (1985) has called the 

whole of these diverse facts and concepts "multi-Texas" (p. 

15) . 

The teaching of Graham's "multi-Texas" has already been 

incorporated into social studies directives: 



The social studies curriculum provides students 
with opportunities to learn and use a variety of 
skills in acquiring appreciation of understanding 
cultural diversity . . . the student shall be 
provided opportunities to: describe how the 
various geographical regions of Texas, the United 
States, and the world are similar and different. 
(Texas Education Agency, 1987b, pp. 5, 28) 

These goals are designed to provide students with 

knowledge and skills to cope with the formidable 

complexities of their state. Graham (1985) has advocated 

that knowledge and an appreciation of these complexities 

should be taught in English-language arts classes using 

selected works of native literature: 

To Texans born now or recently immigrated, how can 
multi-Texas, past and present, be understood, 
reclaimed, remembered if not by imagination's 
record in the literature of a time and place. The 
answer is, it cannot be, except through literary 
experience, (p. 15) 

Texas literature can also enhance Texas studies by 

infusing a sense of humanity into assignments. Literature, 

not textbook history, can make a place and time seem human. 

Educator and historian Gary R. Olsen (1986) testified the 

following: 

There are various classroom uses to which 
historical fiction can be put . . . for many 
students, history appears to be the battle ground 
of impersonal ideologies and movements . . . it 
can bring the individual back into history. (p. 
9) 

The acquisition of a knowledge base is the first goal 

of all Texas social studies instruction, kindergarten 

through grade 12. This foremost goal is described in this 
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way: "The knowledge base revolves around people" (Texas 

Education Agency, 1987b, p. 4). This emphasis on people is 

also reflected in various essential elements of Texas social 

studies: 

The student shall be provided opportunities to: 
describe ethnic, racial, and cultural groups and 
individuals who settled in Texas (including 
reasons for immigration, patterns of settlement, 
and way of life). (Texas Education Agency, 1992b, 

p. 69) 

Texas literature, with its inherent emphasis on people, 

is ready-made for teaching in English classes these targeted 

social studies elements as well as English-language arts 

skills and concepts. 

Today a considerable body of excellent literature about 

Texas and by Texans exists. Yet this literature has only a 

minimal presence in public schools. Moreover, this" minimal 

presence is not organized within the framework of a larger, 

integrated educational scheme. The teaching of Texas 

literature in public schools, kindergarten through grade 12, 

needs to be greatly expanded and professionally organized. 

If these two needs were met, the curricula of social studies 

and would be meaningfully enriched and enlivened. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The concept of teaching regional literature to young 

readers is scarcely original to this study. Educator George 

R. Stewart (1948) began his discussion of the subject by 

paraphrasing lines from Horace's Odes. Stewart saw Horace's 

verses as "a manifesto of Roman regionalism" defending Roman 

against Greek poetry: 

Our schoolmasters have been drumming it into us 
Romans for many years about the beauties of Greek 
poetry, and they have been holding up as ideals 
those Greek islands and cities. I have no quarrel 
with their admiration of those places, and I 
myself grant that Rhodes is famous and Mytilene 
beautiful and that Corinth and Lacedaemon are 
great names in poetry. But yet I shall now turn 
to my little farm in the Sabine hills and 
celebrate the local, which I love in a more 
intimate way than I ever can those others. (1948, 
p. 370) 

Although many teachers of Horace's day felt more 

comfortable with Greek literature than with that of their 

native Rome, Horace, recognizing the intrinsic value of his 

native literature, did not. 

By the late Victorian era, English schoolmasters 

taught the literatures of ancient Greece and Rome in equal 

measure, with Latin and Greek sharing eminence in that era's 

humanistic, classical curriculum. However, new voices were 
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challenging the educational value of classical learning 

itself. In 1880 scientist and essayist, Thomas Henry 

Huxley, delivered his address "Science and Culture" to a 

college audience. His treatise was that more science and 

less Horace was needed in the classroom if young Englishmen 

were to excel in the contemporary world. Yet Huxley did not 

seek to diminish the study of literature. With these words, 

Huxley sought to convince his fellow English educators that 

the literatures of ancient lands were not superior to their 

native literature: 

Every Englishman has, in his native tongue, an 
almost perfect instrument of literary expression; 
and, in his own literature, models of every kind 
of literary excellence. If an Englishman cannot 
get literary culture out of his Bible, his 
Shakespeare, his Milton, neither, in my belief, 
will the profoundest study of Homer, Sophocles, . -
Virgil and Horace, give it to him. (1964, p. 136) 

Similarly, the value of American literature was not 

always understood by American educators and scholars. 

Until relatively recent times, American teachers planned 

their lessons around British authors. American literature 

was included in a few college catalogues, but only Columbia 

University consistently offered the course (Hubbell, 1965). 

American literature was seen by American educators as being 

too obscure and too weak in content for inclusion in the 

public school curriculum. However, a few American educators 

disagreed. In 1915 an article by Nellie A. Stephenson, a 

college student and former teacher, advocated the inclusion 
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of American literature. It provides insight into the 

attitude of educators of that period toward native 

literature. At public schools where she had attended or 

taught, Stephenson had encountered only one course in 

American literature. 

Scarcely a trace of American literature existed in the 

college Stephenson (1915) attended. She wrote that it was 

rarely mentioned in her college English courses: "Even those 

who expect to become teachers of high-school English know 

little of American literature" (p. 567). In that same 

decade, a secondary English teacher, Sarah E. Simons (1913), 

argued from experience for the inclusion of American 

literature in high schools. Simons had decided to teach 

American literature from contemporary magazines, and her 

classes were proving very successful in persuading 

adolescents to read voluntarily: "Indeed the librarians of 

our five high schools report that never before has so much 

interest in books and reading been evidenced by the pupils" 

(p. 357). 

Simons' (1913) course in the Washington, D.C., School 

District was an isolated success. Before World War I, 

American literature was a rarity in college English 

departments, much less in public-school classrooms. 

In the 1920s, the case for teaching American literature 

slowly gained credence in college English departments and 
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scholarly publications. This advance occurred because of a 

post-war sense of nationalism (Eby, 1925). 

One catalyst in the rise of American literature was 

the publication, between 1917 and 1921, of the landmark 

work, The Cambridge History of American Literature (Holman, 

1980). Also in 1921 American literature was officially 

included in the agenda of the Modern Language Association 

(Hubbell, 1965). In 1928 the members of the American 

Literature Group of the Modern Language Association 

published their influential collection of essays, The 

Reinterpretation of American Literature. Norman Foerster 

(1928) described the status of American literature at that 

time: 

Notwithstanding a few honorable names, American 
scholarship and education in the field of 
national letters have till recently merited shame 
rather than pride. 

Foerster predicted that "the time is not distant . . . when 

this study will be pursued in the same spirit and with the 

same methods employed in the study of other modern 

literatures" (p. viii). Another important event in the 

acceptance of native literature occurred in 1929 when 

Hubbell became the managing editor of the newly inaugurated 

American Literature, a national journal which marked the 

academic acceptance of American literature (Hubbell, 1965). 

American and regional literature scholar Jay B. Hubbell 

attended Harvard in 1906, when only a half-course in 

American literature was offered in alternate years (Holman, 
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1980). In 1930 Hubbell initiated a program in native 

literature, the first of its kind, at Duke University 

(Hubbell, 1965). By 1930 his courses in American literature 

were only a few of the many offered in universities across 

the country. 

Throughout the 1930s, American literature grew in 

prestige, largely because of the international fame of 

American authors. With the acknowledgment of the greatness 

of Hemingway, Fitzgerald, Cather, Frost and others, American 

literature acquired worldwide appreciation. In turn, new 

interest was directed toward Clemens, Whitman, and other 

nineteenth-century American writers. An increase in 

graduate school research in American literature in the 

1930's reflects this growth in prestige. In 1928 a total of 

56 dissertations had been completed on the subject of 

American literature. By 1933 the number had risen to 406 

(Holman, 1980). Among scholars, college administrators, and 

a good part of the reading public, American literature was 

no longer regarded as inferior. 

An educational movement concomitant with the rise of 

American literature in colleges originated in the 1930s. 

••American Studies" first entered the undergraduate 

curriculum at Harvard and Yale. This approach to teaching 

American culture was initiated by professors in English and 

history departments who were dissatisfied with the 

traditional separation of their disciplines. In the 1930s a 
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growing number of college faculty members taught history, 

literature, geography, economics, and other subjects as one 

curriculum, attempting a more coherent, integrated 

understanding of America (McDowell, 1948). By 1939, the 

University of Pennsylvania, the University of Chicago, 

Amherst, Smith, and George Washington University all offered 

programs in American Civilization or American Studies 

(Marcell, 1982). 

In the 1940s, support for American literature began to 

spread from college campuses and scholarly journals to 

public schools. After World War II, in the wake of that 

epoch's patriotism, American authors were increasingly 

included in the lesson plans of elementary and secondary 

teachers. By 1950 Huckleberry Finn vied with Silas Marner 

for class time. 

By the late 1950s, a traditional sequencing for 

secondary literature had evolved: World literature was 

taught in the sophomore year, American literature was taught 

in the junior year, and British literature was offered in 

the senior year (Cottrel & Josephs, 1965). In 1964 the 

Carnegie Institute of Technology at Pittsburgh, as part of 

the federally-funded "Project English," issued its report on 

curriculum which endorsed this sequence. Those school 

districts which had not already adopted this three-year 

sequence did so following the report (Beckner & Cornett, 

1972). American literature, which had been maligned by many 
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high-school curriculum planners only two decades before, was 

now mandated. The nation's literature was no longer judged 

to be an esoteric subset of literature of the English 

language. It was deemed by educators and scholars as having 

universal merit; it was considered a worthy course of study 

itself. 

In the early twentieth century, while American 

literature was gaining legitimacy, the term "American 

regional literature" was slowly entering the language. By 

World War I, a number of American writers had become 

commonly associated with particular regions of the United 

States. These authors had reached readers who wanted to 

know more about America. 

New England had more than its share of popular writers 

who conveyed a sense of place—Nathaniel Hawthorne, John 

Greenleaf Whittier, and Sarah Orne Jewett among them. James 

Whitcomb Riley and Edgar Lee Masters were adding credence to 

the grouping, "literature of the Midwest." Joel Chandler 

Harris and George Washington Cable were two names invariably 

linked to the South. If someone discussed the culture of 

the West Coast, the works of Bret Harte and Frank Norris 

were mentioned. In the 1920s, regionalism in literature was 

increasingly employed in the editing of bibliograhies, 

anthologies, critical collections, and literary reviews. In 

1924 the first number of Southwest Review, with American 

literature scholars Jay B. Hubbell and Henry Nash Smith 
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among its original editors, was issued at Southern Methodist 

University in Dallas. This literary magazine has featured 

critical essays, poems, short stories, and other pieces 

about both the Old and the New Southwest (Hubbell, 1965). 

In 1928 the first issue of The New England Quarterly was 

compiled by scholars at Northeastern University in Boston. 

This quarterly has offered largely biographical articles and 

essays of literary criticism about historic New England (B. 

Katz & L. Katz, 1986). The success of these two journals 

played an important role in the advancement of regionalism 

in literature in America before World War II. 

One high-school anthology, The Southwest in Literature. 

was published in 1929; in the "Foreword to the Teacher," 

Majors and Smith stated their rationale for a secondary 

textbook consisting solely of Southwestern prose and poetry: 

Both the editors have within recent years taught 
in high school, and have felt the need of fresh 
materials which is related to the daily lives of 
boys and girls in this part of the county. 
However admirable "The Rhodora" and "Snowbound" 
are as literature, they mean little in the 
experience of our pupils in this section. We 
believe that the proper approach to literature for 
youngsters is to perceive the beauty and worth of 
what is near them, and so learn to seek those 
qualities in other lands, (p. v) 

The editors' desire to provide literature "of what is 

near" was very similar to the intent of later educators. 

The 1930s were years of unprecedented growth for 

regional literature. In 1930 a regional literature course, 

J. Frank Dobie's "Life and Literature of the Southwest," was 
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first taught in the English department of the University of 

Texas at Austin (Tinkle, 1978). Dobie's interdisciplinary 

combination of folklore, history, natural history, and 

literature anticipated the American Studies courses of 

Harvard and Yale (Dugger, 1975). Dobie (1952) described the 

purpose of the course: 

It is designed primarily to help the people of the 
Southwest see significances in the features of the 
land to which they belong, to make their 
environments more interesting to them, their past 
more alive, to bring them to a realization of the 
values of their own cultural inheritance, and to 
stimulate them to observe it (p. 10). 

Dobie wanted to use his influence to provide meaningful 

and coherent information about the Southwest to students of 

that region. 

Several key events occurred in 1930 in the national 

recognition of regional literatures, particularly in the 

literature of the Southwest. Oliver La Farge won a 

Pulitzer Prize for Laughing Bov. a novel set in New Mexico; 

Marquis James received the Pulitzer in biography for The 

Raven, the story of Sam Houston; Katherine Anne Porter 

achieved national acclaim for her first success, Flowering 

Judas. and the February 1930 selection of the Literary Guild 

of America was J. Frank Dobie's Coronado's Children, a work 

based on Texas folklore. By the end of the 1930s, the 

regional writings of Carl Sandburg, Robert Frost, and John 

Steinbeck had acquired international reputations. 
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From the 1940s through the 1960s, Henry Nash Smith and 

George R. Stewart of the University of California at 

Berkeley were national figures in the advancement of 

regionalism in literature, both in pedagogy and scholarship 

(Cattell, 1964). 

In his 1948 article, Stewart defended the inclusion of 

regional literature in his courses. Stewart endorsed the 

teaching of regional materials because of their "quicker 

and easier appeal" (p. 372). He believed that students are 

likely to associate prior positive experiences with a 

familiar setting. Stewart (1948) advocated the teaching of 

regional literature in context with the nation and world. 

He felt that students should be taught to make connections 

among regional, national, and world literatures. He 

invented an analogy to illustrate the inadequacies in 

integrity of those who dismiss regional arts: 

To make a political analogy, we should all 
distrust the fundamental political goodness of 
someone who worked for the United Nations and then 
neglected to vote in local elections, (pp. 372-73) 

In the 1990s, Gerald Haslam of Sonoma State University, 

California, is a national leader in the teaching of American 

regional literature (Cattell, 1982). In published works, 

Haslam has championed regional literature in general, and 

California and Texas literature in particular. 

Much like Stewart, Haslam (1985) argues from teaching 

experience that regional selections are an effective tool in 

inducing students to expand their reading interests. He 
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calls his successful teaching technique "the regional-ripple 

approach to literature": 

Simply stated, I begin by teaching contemporary 
writings from the immediate area and then, like 
the spreading ripples in a pond, move my students 
away from their own little pebble splash toward 
Masterworks from other regions. I want to create 
readers, then to direct their attention toward 
increasingly removed—sometimes better—materials, 
(p. 55) 

Haslam is part of a still-developing emphasis on 

regionalism in universities. Today, regional studies in 

several colleges have evolved beyond the scope of any one 

academic discipline. Centers for regional studies in 

several states currently offer interdisciplinary degrees, 

marshaling the resources of the departments of English, 

history, and others. The Center for California Studies at 

California State University, Sacramento; the Center for 

Texas Studies at the University of North Texas, Denton; and 

the Center for the Study of Southern Culture at the 

University of Mississippi are examples of this trend (Rubin, 

1985). Like the older American Studies programs that 

attempt an integrated understanding of America, these 

centers seek a better understanding of regional cultures. 

Although the histories of their scholarship and 

pedagogy have much in common, American literature and 

American regional literature preceded Texas literature by 

several decades. The editors of The Texas Literary 

Tradition chose the 1920s, the decade of J. Frank Dobie's 

first works, as the birthdate of Texas literature (Graham, 
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Lee & Pilkington, 1983). Similarly, Larry McMurtry (1968) 

has declared all Texas writings before Dobie, Bedichek,and 

Webb to be "literary sod houses" (p. 31). 

Since the 1920's, Texas literature has been, and 

frequently still is, subsumed under the heading "The 

Literature of the American Southwest." Today Texas 

literature is often found in Southwestern publications, 

Southwest Review being one example. However, Texas 

literature is currently viewed by many as a literature 

worthy of individual treatment. In this decade a growing 

number of authors, editors, and academicians are in the 

process of disengaging Texas literature from the larger 

Southwestern pool. Anthologies, otated bibliographies, and 

journals have begun to provide information about distinctly 

Texas literature and culture. Within this movement, a few 

college English courses now have "Texas" in their titles. 

Another movement is finding form. Increasingly, 

editors, university educators, and individual teachers are 

working toward the inclusion of Texas literature in public-

school curricula. 

A recent publishing event is also worth noting. A 

chapter on Texas literature is currently part of an 11th-

grade English textbook, Adventures in American Literature. 

Peaasus Edition. This chapter, which was first taught in 

1990, contains writings by Katherine Ann Porter, Americo 

Paredes, Rolando Hinojosa, and other Texas authors. A mini-
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course teachers7 guide on Texas literature; a video, "The 

Texas Experience: An Introduction to Texas Literature"; and 

other supplemental materials were provided to teachers by 

the publisher (C. Rogers, textbook editor, personal 

communication, October 13, 1988). Another educational 

phenomenon is the interaction of university scholars with 

public school administrators and teachers. Texas literature 

authority Don Graham has helped secondary teachers introduce 

this literature to their students. He has also advocated 

the teaching of Texas literature in public schools in 

speeches before the Texas State Historical Association and 

other groups (personal communication, April 20, 1989). In 

1984, Graham edited an anthology of short stories written by 

Texans about Texas which has been used in high schools. He 

gave this justification for grouping Texas stories apart 

from those of the remainder of the Southwest: "Everybody 

from Zane Grey to George Sessions Perry has proclaimed Texas 

a world-in-itself" (p. xiii). 

James Ward Lee, director of the Center for Texas 

Studies at the University of North Texas in Denton, has 

administered pilot programs introducing regional and Texas 

materials to public school students. Lee has worked with 

the staff of Valley High in Sacramento, California, in the 

implementation of a California literature program. He has 

also supervised pilot programs in Texas literature in 

Northside ISD in San Antonio and at South Grand Prairie 
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High, Grand Prairie, Texas (personal communication, July 20, 

1988). Texas literature has been received well in these 

pilot programs. 

Just as it required time for the curriculum planners— 

whether they were in Rome, England, or America—to recognize 

the need to teach their native literature, Texas educators 

have yet to achieve an effective and appropriate treatment 

of the excellent literature of their culture. However, the 

movement to include Texas literature in colleges, secondary 

schools, and elementary schools is accelerating. College 

educators of the 1990s—Haslam, Graham, Lee and others—are 

encouraging this movement in the tradition of Hubbell, 

Dobie, Smith, and Stewart. Much as Stewart did, these 

modern educators promote regional literature in context with 

national and world literatures. Like Dobie and those 

faculty members who pioneered American studies, these 

educators endeavor to make a whole, integrated understanding 

of a native environment available to young minds. Their 

goal is to include Texas literature in well-organized 

formats that will not only advance the teaching of the 

literature and language arts skills, but will also fortify 

student knowledge of Texas history, economics, and 

geography. Like Dobie and Stewart, they know that native 

works, when professionally organized and taught, have an 

inherent advantage over literatures with settings and 

characters unfamiliar to the student. 
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In addition, many elementary and secondary teachers 
f 

would gladly teach indigenous literature if administrative 

directives were changed, knowing that it would be favorably 

received. Like Nellie A. Stephenson (1915) and Sarah E. 

Simons (1913), the early twentieth-century English teachers, 

many teachers of the 1990s know that an effective use of 

native literature can improve reading and writing skills. 

Although the statewide, systematic teaching of Texas 

literature is not yet a reality, those who advocate its 

inclusion have reason to be optimistic. 



CHAPTER III 

TEXAS LITERATURE AND TEXAS STUDIES 

IN STATE CURRICULA 

Texas Literature in Existing Curricula 

A similarity in philosophy exists in the overviews of 

the state curricula of English-language arts and social 

studies. A belief in developmental learning—matching 

grade-level goals with age-related abilities—is a governing 

principle of both curricula. This principle has its 

foundation in the writings of leading developmentalists in 

education and psychology including those of Jean Piaget, 

Robert J. Havighurst, Erik Erikson, and Lawrence Kohlberg. 

The state curricula of English-language arts as well as 

that of social studies are designed to guide Texas students 

developmentally from a child's knowledge of self, family, 

and local community toward an adult understanding of the 

world. 

Developmental learning is a key perspective in the 

essential elements of English-language arts curriculum, 

kindergarten through grade 12. This perspective is 

explained as follows: 

A final general characteristic of cognitive and 
linguistic development is the student's 
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age-related movement from less differentiated to 
more differentiated forms of thought and language. 
As learners grow older, they differentiate more 
precisely among thoughts. A parallel development 
occurs in learners' language ability as they 
acguire greater differentiation in the use of 
language. . . . This progression contains 
significant implications for the language arts 
curriculum. (Texas Education Agency, 1987a, pp. 
10-11) 

Developmental learning is also a key element in the 

design of the social studies curriculum, particularly in 

grades one through six: 

The social studies elementary program, grades 
1-6 "from near to far," is generally referred to as 
the "widening horizons" pattern. This pattern 
refers to the sequential development of content 
from one grade level to another, beginning with 
the students' immediate environment and expanding 
to less familiar areas. As students move from one 
instructional level to another, the pattern 
provides for the development of concepts from 
concrete to abstract and for the development 
of skills from simple to complex. (Texas Education 
Agency, 1987b, pp. 14-16) 

The sequence of social studies, grades one through six, 

exists in a Piagetian pattern, correlating learning 

opportunities to age-determined skills and concepts. Social 

studies instruction in these grades is divided into a focus 

for each grade level, reflecting developmental goals in 

education: 

Grade 1 Focus: Self Family 

Grade 2 Focus: Home School Community 

Grade 3 Focus: Community 

Grade 4 Focus: State 

Grade 5 Focus: Nation 
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Grade 6 Focus: World. 

(Texas Education Agency, 1987b, 

pp. 14-22) 

For example, the 7th-grade course, Texas history and 

geography, expands and enhances the scope of the 4th-grade 

focus on Texas studies. These goals are designed in 

accordance with the proven cognitive abilities of 10- and 

11-year-olds: "Locate major geographical features of Texas 

on maps and globes" (Texas Education Agency, 1992b, p. 28). 

7th-grade essential elements reiterate this 4th-grade goal 

while specifying more advanced skills and concepts: 

"Analyze the interrelationships of physical features and 

distribution of natural resources on population movements, 

economic development, and patterns of settlement" (Texas 

Education Agency, 1992b, p. 69). The 7th-grade required 

skills and concepts target higher cognitive faculties. 

Seventh-graders are presented with materials and assignments 

that challenge their age-related abilities and interests. 

The scope and sequence of grades 7 through 12, "builds upon 

and extends the knowledge" gained in earlier classes (Texas 

Education Agency, 1987b, p. 33). Each focus of the 

elementary levels as well as the progression of the 

secondary social studies sequence is reminiscent of Piaget's 

learning theories. This progression from self to world is 

also reminiscent of the educational views of Stewart, 

Haslam, Lee, and others, who believe that teaching state and 
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regional cultures is a logical and necessary first step 

toward national and world studies. The inclusion of Texas 

literature in English classes would effectively strengthen 

the "widening-horizons" philosophy of social studies 

instruction. The overview of English-language arts lists 

the following broad goal as a key element in educational 

standards: "Students' increased socialization wherein they 

become aware of and experience a need to interact with a 

larger and larger social realm" (Texas Education Agency, 

1987a, p. 5). The teaching of Texas literature in public 

schools would not only be in keeping with the philosophical 

spirit of Texas education, it is mandated by the letter of 

state law as well. The overall requirements of state 

education goals of the Statutory Citation requires that 

"each school district that offers kindergarten through grade 

12 shall offer a well-balanced curriculum that includes: 

Texas and U.S. History as individual courses and in reading 

courses" (Texas Education Agency, 1987c, p. 1). The 

teaching of Texas history in reading courses, kindergarten 

through grade 12, would necessitate the inclusion of fiction 

and nonfiction about Texas in a scope and sequence 

consistent with a well-balanced English-language arts 

curriculum. 

No direct reference, however, to the teaching of Texas 

literature can be found in the elements of English-language 

arts, kindergarten through grade 12. Furthermore, not one 
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reference to Texas studies exists in curriculum guidelines 

of English-language arts. Although the teaching of Texas 

studies in English courses, kindergarten through grade 12, 

is mandated by state law, this area of study is not included 

in the specific language of the English-language arts 

curriculum. 

In addition, the official curriculum of social studies, 

kindergarten through grade 12, omits any specific reference 

to the teaching of Texas literature. In the general 

language of state guidelines, the teaching of Texas studies 

is a prominent component of the scope and sequence of all 

social studies instruction. The overview of social studies 

curricula requires that the study of Texas culture to be 

integrated with instruction in national and world studies, 

kindergarten through grade 12: 

The social studies goals provide the following 
organizational structure for the social studies 
program and enable students to acquire factual 
and generalized knowledge of people and 
environments, including: 

a. the history, structure, and processes 
of the American economic system and 
other economic systems. 

b. historical data and interpretations 
about Texas, the United States, and 
the world; 

c. the institutions and processes of 
local, state, national, and other 
political systems; and 

d. local, state, national, and world 
geography. (Texas Education Agency, 1987b, 
p. 3.) 
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In the specific language of course requirements, several 

element are devoted to the teaching of Texas studies. In 

classroom practice, instruction in Texas studies in social 

studies does not go beyond 7th-grade Texas history and 

geography. 

One Texas studies course is offered after the 7th 

grade. Advanced Texas Studies is a one-half unit elective 

offered to 9th through 12th grade students. However, 

Advanced Texas Studies is currently under review by the 

Texas Education Agency because of the course's low 

enrollment. In the 1971-1972 school year, more than 21,000 

high-school students took this Texas studies course. The 

enrollment decreased to 8,382 by 1984-1985. In 1986, when 

the Texas Education Agency called for a new textbook, no 

publisher submitted for adoption a text for Advanced Texas 

Studies (Staff, 1988). In 1990-1991, only 1,066 students 

took Advanced Texas Studies. This trend continues today. 

(Texas Education Agency, 1992c). 

In part, this precipitous drop can be explained in 

terms of curricular reforms that decreased electives 

enrollment in the 1980s, and in part, the scope of Advanced 

Texas Studies has not been responsive to contemporary 

educational needs. Recognizing the course's deficiencies, 

the Texas State Historical Association has called for 

educators to provide new ideas for the teaching of Texas 
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studies in public schools and in high school in particular 

(Staff, 1988). 

Advanced Texas Studies does not represent an 

appropriate presentation, and no other secondary course 

specifically includes the teaching of native culture. Those 

concepts and skills introduced in the 4th-grade focus on 

Texas are expanded and enhanced in 7th-grade Texas history 

and geography. However, this cumulative knowledge is not 

enlarged or even reinforced in grades 8 through 12. 

This absence of Texas studies is not only illogical, it 

is in violation of the philosophical overviews of the 

curricula of English-language arts and social studies, both 

of which stress continuity in scope and sequence, 

kindergarten through grade 12. The absence of Texas studies 

in English-language arts, kindergarten through grade 12, and 

in social studies, grades 8 through 12, is a breach of state 

law as well. The curriculum planners of the 1980s did not 

intend for Texas studies to be dropped as a subject area 

from all English-language arts and most social studies 

courses; however, this is the reality of the 1990s. 

Currently, Texas literature is not included in the 

curriculum and cannot help revitalize Texas studies or play 

its logical role in the development of student knowledge. 
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Placement of Texas Literature 

Once the need for the organized addition of Texas 

literature is recognized, the question as to where to 

include this content in the English-language arts sequence 

will arise. This question necessitates examining the 

educational potential of Texas literature in terms of 

developmental learning needs as well as the scope and 

sequence of existing English-language arts and social 

studies courses. 

Two perspectives on curriculum give insight into the 

relationship between the teaching of Texas literature and 

the English-language arts sequence. First, the horizontal 

perspective lends insight into the validity of concurrent 

courses across different areas of study. For example, the 

scope of the American history course exists in context with 

that of the American literature course because they have 

overlapping scopes and are junior year courses. Second, 

vertical planning involves sequencing cumulative skills and 

concepts, kindergarten through grade 12. For example, the 

focus on Texas in 4th-grade social studies was planned in 

context with the scope of 7th-grade Texas history and 

geography. Horizontal analysis of curriculum is an 

indispensable way of looking at year-by-year content 

validity. Effective vertical continuity is a prerequisite 
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for the sequencing of cumulative knowledge and developmental 

goals. 

Horizontal analysis of 7th-grade goals reveals a 

logical place for a unit or course in Texas literature in 

English-language arts, increasing learning opportunities 

prescribed in the essential elements of Texas history and 

geography: "Describe developments in culturally related 

fields, (e.g., art, music, drama, literature, etc.)" (Texas 

Education Agency, 1987b, p. 69). From a vertical 

perspective, the inclusion of Texas literature in 7th-grade 

English-language arts classes would be a logical 

continuation of knowledge gained in prior English-language 

arts and social studies classes. 

In secondary education, one precedent can be offered 

for vertical placement of Texas literature content in 

lOth-grade English-language arts. In 1983 the National 

Humanities Faculty awarded a grant to Valley High School of 

Sacramento, California, which resulted in a pilot program of 

California literature in the 10th grade. Lee (1985) worked 

with members of the Valley High School English Department to 

design and execute a two-semester "systematic study of 

California regional literature" (p. 1). Lee explained the 

rationale for placing a native literature course in the 10th 

grade: 

The members of Valley High School core team and I 
decided to work out a course in California 
literature for the 10th grade that would lead into a 
course in American literature for the eleventh 
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grade. By starting a student out on familiar 
terrain, you can stimulate him to become a reader. 

(p. 2) 

The course's placement was based on the assumption that 

regional literature would best introduce the scope of 

American, British, and other literatures covered in grades 

10 through 12. The following chart displays the sequencing 

of a course in California literature and developmental 

writing in the scheme of the English-language arts 

curriculum at Valley High, grades 9 through 12. 

English-Language Arts Sequence 
Valley High, Sacramento 

Level I (9th Grade): Introduction to Genre and 
Developmental Writing 

Level II (10th Grade): California Literature and 
Developmental Writing 

Level III (11th Grade): 
A. American Studies and Advanced Writing (Elective) 
B. Mastering English Skills (Elective) 

Level IV (12th Grade): 
A. College Reading, College Writing (Elective) 
B. Advanced Placement English (Elective) 
C. Elective 
D. Independent Study Projects (Elective). 

(Lee, 1985, p. 6) 

After careful planning, California Literature and 

Developmental Writing was offered in the Fall 1984 semester. 

Not unlike those turn-of-the-century high school teachers 

who tested American literary works with British ones, these 

teachers in modern-day California discovered that students 

enjoy native literature. Presentations by visiting scholars 
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and authors added to the course's popularity. The course 

proved to be a success, both in terms of teaching literature 

appreciation and in writing, and ongoing revision of the 

course was scheduled. 

A symposium followed the 1984-1985 school year. 

Rolando Hinojosa of the University of Texas at Austin joined 

Lee and other authorities on regionalism in literature in a 

critical analysis of the pilot program's first year. Later 

that year, the success of the Valley High School scope and 

sequence was presented by Lee (1985) to the annual meeting 

of the National Council of Teachers of English, where the 

role of regional literature in secondary curriculum was 

discussed. 

A unit of Texas literature should also be considered 

within high-school American literature courses. A precedent 

recommends this placement. A Texas literature unit was 

taught in English III by two veteran secondary English 

teachers at South Grand Prairie High School, Grand Prairie, 

Texas, in May 1988. The unit was a pilot project supervised 

by Lee. 

The participating students found the presentation to be 

a worthwhile and interesting departure from more traditional 

American literature materials. The success of the six-week 

unit can be explained by two factors: (a) the unit was 

designed as a readable mix of folklore, prose, and poetry; 

and (b) the teachers utilized works of Texas literature that 
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were in state-adopted textbooks in addition to many selected 

handouts. 

The need for the organized inclusion of Texas 

literature is presently recognized in the language of state 

curriculum. The question of where to place this inclusion 

currently is open to consideration among scholars, public 

school administrators, and classroom teachers, along with 

anyone who takes an interest in state curriculum. 



CHAPTER IV 

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary 

Advocacy for the inclusion of Texas literature in 

the curriculum of English-language arts can be understood 

from several perspectives: (a) admiration of the 

literature; (b) a knowledge of applicable learning theories; 

(c) the knowledge that inclusion could benefit a Texas 

studies program in decline; and (d) classroom experience. 

Scholars have long been aware of the artistic validity 

of Texas literature and have wished to see it included in 

public school curricula. Beyond academic circles, many 

readers across the nation are currently familiar with the 

works of Katherine Anne Porter, J. Frank Dobie, Fred Gibson, 

Larry McMurtry, Judy Alter, Kelmer Kelton, A. C. Greene, and 

David L. Lindsey. They know these Texas writers and others 

to be major contributors to twentieth-century American 

culture. 

In addition, the inclusion of Texas literature would 

be in keeping with the framework of learning theories now 

implemented by the Texas Education Agency. The teaching of 

this literature would well serve the "near to far" 

developmental philosophy that underlies both social studies 
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and the English-language arts curricula. Those who advocate 

this inclusion have never suggested that the teaching of 

native literature should supersede or displace that of 

American, British, or world studies, but, instead, they have 

maintained that in the student's progress in public schools 

from self to world, Texas literature warrants a place within 

the official design. 

This inclusion is also presented in answer to a clear 

need for additional materials in Texas studies. Today, this 

basic discipline lacks an appropriate emphasis and fails to 

meet the demands of the 1990s. When one compares state 

guidelines that outline and mandate an impressive body of 

knowledge with what is actually achieved in the classroom, 

this need becomes apparent. Native literature could enhance 

and strengthen Texas studies, kindergarten through grade 7. 

The current absence of Texas studies in grades 8 through 12 

necessitates this inclusion. 

University educators such as Stewart, Haslam, Lee, and 

Graham, along with many public school teachers, have 

employed regional reading and writing assignments with 

success. They attest to the capacity of native literature 

to interest students, having witnessed instances in which 

this approach effectively promoted the teaching of cultural 

values, writing skills, and the appreciation of all 

literatures. Their classroom experiences confirm the 

assumption that Texas students in English-language arts 
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would naturally appreciate content created from an 

environment they know. 

Recommendations 

Given this information, this study recommends two 

specific changes in the English-language arts curriculum, 

kindergarten through grade 12. First, the teaching of an 

appropriate six-week unit of Texas literature should be 

included in all seventh-grade English-language arts and 

reading courses, as defined by the essential elements (Texas 

Education Agency, 1992a, pp. 14-16). Second, the teaching 

of an appropriate six-week unit of Texas literature should 

be included in all high-school American literature (English 

III) courses, as defined by the essential elements (Texas 

Education Agency, 1992a, pp. 22-23). (See Chapters 5 and 6, 

respectively for model units.) 

These recommendations are based on the merits of Texas 

literature and the state educational goals now in place. 

The seventh-grade unit, like the secondary one, can be 

implemented immediately with minimal displacement of 

existing curricular content and directives. The seventh-

grade unit would be designed to accomplish the effective 

teaching of skills and concepts mandated for seventh-grade 

English-language arts courses defined in English-Language 

Arts essential elements (Texas Education Agency, 1992a). In 

addition, the unit would horizontally correlate with skills 
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and concepts of seventh-grade Texas history and geography 

detailed in the essential elements (Texas Education Agency, 

1992b). This Texas literature unit would function as a 

nexus between the sequence and scope of Texas studies, 

kindergarten through grade six, with that of high-school 

content. An appropriate unit would enliven and give depth 

to the traditional teaching of seventh-grade Texas studies 

while playing an essential role in the development of verbal 

skills and literary knowledge. 

The high-school unit in Texas literature would be 

designed to accomplish the effective teaching of knowledge 

mandated for American Literature (English III) as defined in 

the essential elements. This six-week unit would be an 

appropriate component of American Literature, a course that 

directs students to "recognize the major authors, periods, 

forms, and works in American literature" (Texas Education 

Agency, 1992a, pp. 22-23). Secondary coverage of Texas life 

and literature would then be taught in context with American 

studies as well. Since most Texas students take both 

American Literature and American History in their junior 

year, a unit on Texas literature would be well placed, 

horizontally supporting social studies content in context 

with that of English-language arts. 

This placement would also greatly improve the vertical 

continuity of the Texas studies program, sustaining 

knowledge about Texas heritage learned in earlier grades, 
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particularly in the fourth and seventh year. Texas studies 

could then exist as a continual body of coherent knowledge. 

A six-week unit within American Literature would sustain the 

intellectual development that started in kindergarten with 

an emphasis on a student's family and local community, 

achieving closure in the senior year with Texas being placed 

in perspective with the world. 

In the 1990s, as this body of literature grows in size 

and critical acclaim, it will be increasingly difficult for 

curriculum planners not to include Texas literature as a 

half-year course. 

One rational placement of a one-semester course is in 

the 10th grade. A Texas literature course could logically 

and effectively precede American Literature and American 

History. English-language arts alternatives would then be 

offered to seniors, including world literature, British 

literature, college preparatory content, and independent 

studies. A similar sequencing was successfully executed in 

the California Literature Plan at Valley High School, 

Sacramento (Lee, 1985). This placement would effectively 

conform to the "from-near-to-far" perspective of overall 

public school curriculum. 

The teaching of Texas literature, whether in six-week 

units or semester courses, would help students attain verbal 

and writing skills, knowledge of historic Texas, 

appreciation of the multicultural nature of modern Texas, 
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and the appreciation of all literatures, to name a few 

goals. The most important goal of curriculum, however, is 

for Texas students to be prepared for the future. This goal 

is the desired culmination of both social studies and 

English-language arts content. Lee explains the connection 

between reading Texas literature in high school and 

intelligently anticipating future events: 

As a high school student, you naturally want to 
know what happened in Texas in the past, what's 
going on in the present, and what might happen 
in the future. I know of no better way to learn 
those things than to read good Texas writing. 
(Smith, 1988) 

The ability to address future needs is closely related 

to two other major educational objectives—citizenship and 

civic responsibility (Texas Education Agency, 1987b). 

Student understanding of native culture is an integral part 

of the lifelong process of civic responsibility. Stewart 

(1948) offered this personally observed reason for the 

teaching regional literature: 

Eventually, I suppose, all justification of the 
study of literature must rest upon a belief that 
it makes the individual a better citizen and a 
happier person. It seems to me that I have 
observed instances in which the study of 
regional literature has achieved this result, 
when perhaps the study of a more distant 
literature would not have done so. (p. 371) 

Texas literature can introduce students, to social and 

economic problems that will likely face their state in the 

next century. Much like Stewart, novelist David L. Lindsey 
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sees Texas literature as an indispensable course of study 

for preparation for whatever lies ahead: 

Literature, whether it's Texas literature or 
European literature, reflects the heritage and 
the conscience of a people . . . it is important 
for students to want to read Texas literature 
. . . contemporary writers are trying to 
perceive a new kind of Texas . . . it is 
important for students to look at it and try to 
chart their own future. (Smith, 1988) 

The recommendations of this study are not presented in 

answer to all future demands on Texas studies or English-

language arts. The organized inclusion of this body of 

literature would constitute a meaningful step toward an 

intrinsic and integrated presentation of Texas culture and 

literature. Of equal or greater importance, this inclusion 

would enrich the teaching of traditional English-language 

arts content. 



CHAPTER V 

ENGLISH AND LANGUAGE ARTS: GRADE SEVEN 

TEXAS LIFE AND LITERATURE 

SIX WEEK MODEL UNIT 

OBJECTIVE l: 

OBJECTIVE 2: 

To improve student literary knowledge and 
research, reading, and writing skills 
specific to the Essential Elements of 
seventh-grade English-Language Arts 
[75.41 (h)] 1992. 

To reinforce the content of seventh-grade 
Texas History and Geography specific to 
the Essential Elements of Social 
Studies [75. Subchapter C (e)] 1992. 

Day 1 

Day 2 

Day 3 

WEEK 1 

INTRODUCTION TO TEXAS LITERATURE 

Assign vocabulary words taken from unit 
materials. 

Cover in class "The Literature of Texas" 
in the seventh-grade social studies 
textbook Texas. Our Texas. Check for 
comprehension. 

Write names of authors and settings 
mentioned in Texas. Our Texas on board and 
elaborate on them. 

Have students read "Indian Tribes" from Texas 
History Movie. Provide visual aids to 
enhance historical content. 

Read "Coronado" and "LaSalle" in Texas 
History Movies. Follow up with 
additional historical content. 

Read to class A. C. Greene's "A Christmas 
Tree." 

Have students read excerpts from Sallie 
Reynold Matthews' Interwoven. including 
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the comment made in Colorado that young 
Sallie "was a nice girl to have come from 
Texas." 

Have class discuss "A Christmas Tree" in 
terms of the values of the old West. 

Break class into work groups, and have 
students locate place names mentioned in 
Texas. Our Texas. "A Christmas Tree," 
and Interwoven on map handouts. Also 
have students prepare brief 
presentations on Christmas in Texas 
using information from Texas and 
Christmas: A Collection of Traditions. 
Memories, and Folklore edited by Judy 
Alter and Joyce Gibson Roach. 

Day 4 Have class read the poem "Texas Poetry" by 
Violette Newton. 

Test over vocabulary, Texas geography, and 
literature. 

Write definitions of "Fiction" and 
"Nonfiction." Check for comprehension. 

Day 5 Pass back tests and answer questions. 
Vocabulary quiz. 

Have class read the skill section "Fiction 
and Nonfiction" in the seventh-grade 
English-language arts textbook Pageants. 
and supervise exercises at the end of the 
chapter. 

WEEK 2 

TEXAS FICTION AND NONFICTION 

Day 1 Assign vocabulary words taken from unit 
material. 

Hand out annotated grade-level reading list 
on Texas literature, and explain book 
report assignment. 

Review the concepts of fiction and nonfiction 
with more examples. 

Assign homework: Have students read all the 
book titles on reading list and write five 
titles of fiction books and five of 
nonfiction ones. 

If time permits, students may start on 
homework. 
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Day 2 Take up homework on fiction and 
nonfiction. 

Cover concepts in class from the chapter 
"Skills: Locating Information" in Pageants. 

Supervise the follow-up questions at the end 
of the chapter. 

Library: Have students complete the 
bibliographic hand out exercise—find 
dates and publishers of the five books 
on a handout. 

If time permits, students should begin 
selecting books for individual reports. 

Day 3 Read to class the poem "Death Rode a Pinto 
Pony" by Whitney Montgomery. 

Hand back homework on fiction and 
nonfiction, and direct a follow-up 
discussion on concepts, using more 
examples. 

Library: Help students find books for their 
reports that are appropriate to individual 
interests and abilities. 

Remainder of period for students to begin 
reading. 

Day 4 Find the Goodnight-Loving trail on 
national and state maps. 

Have class read biographical material on 
J. Frank Dobie. 

Have students read and discuss "Comanches 
on the Goodnight-Loving Trail" from 
J. Frank Dobie's UP the Trail from 
Texas. 

Homework essay: Interwoven. Texas History 
Movies. "A Christmas Tree," and 
"Comanches on the Goodnight-Loving Trail" 
are all nonfictional writings. What do 
these four works have in common? Begin 
prewriting for essay in class. 

Day 5 Vocabulary quiz. 
Have students read the skills section 

"Types of Fiction" from Pageants. and 
cover the section's follow-up questions 
in class. 

Discuss the nature of folktales, legends, and 
myths. Check for comprehension. 

Show photographs of the Alabama-Coushatta 
and Tigua Reservations in Texas 
Highways. 

Find the two reservations on state maps. 
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Have class read "The Creation of the 
Earth" and "The Origin of the Alabama-
Coushatta Indians" from Mvths and 
Folktales of the Alabama-Coushatta 
Indians by Howard N. Martin. 

WEEK 3 

TEXAS FOLKLORE 

Day 1 Assign vocabulary words. 
Take up homework essay on folklore. 
Check for comprehension on content from 
Mvths and Folktales of the 
Alabama-Coushatta Indians. 

Explain the mythic qualities of the poem 
"Lasca," and have students read it 
aloud. 

Describe the Pecos Bill legend. 
Have class read "The Genesis of Pecos 

Bill," "The Adventures of Pecos Bill," and 
"The Exodus of Pecos Bill" from Mody C. 
Boatright's Tall Tales from Texas Cow 
Camps. 

Day 2 Hand back homework essays. 
Break class into response groups. Have 

student read corrected essays to peers 
for evaluation of content, organization, 
and mechanics. 

Follow-up with discussion of real history 
contrasted with the folkloric 
"Adventures of Pecos Bill." 

Day 3 Play the recording "Pecos Bill" narrated 
by Robin Williams. Explain that various 
authors such as Edward O'Reilly and 
those of this recording have added to 
the Pecos Bill legend. 

Assign homework: Recopy essay, making 
corrections. 

Day 4 Take up corrected homework. 
Read some of their best essays on Texas 

nonfiction. 
Read the account of Sam Bass in Texas. 

Our Texas. Play the folksong "Sam Bass," 
with students singing along with lyrics. 

Read and discuss the poem "Sam Bass" by 
Gene Shuford. 

Ask students to explain in a brief essay 
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the difference between a folksong and a 
poem. 

Day 5 Vocabulary quiz. 
Have class read and analyze the poem, "At the 

Seven-Mile Ranch, Comstock, Texas" by Naomi 
Shihab Nye. 

Break into groups to review for test on 
English and language arts concepts and 
Texas folklore content. 

WEEK 4 

FRONTIER TEXAS 

Day 1 Assign vocabulary words. 
Test over fiction and nonfiction. 
Essay question: If Pecos Bill is an 

imaginary Texan and Sam Bass was a real 
Texan, how can both be subjects of 
folklore? Begin essay by defining 
"folklore." 

Day 2 Hand back test and answer questions. 
Have students read the poem "Planter's 

Charm" by Fay M. Yauger. 
Begin book reports. After each presentation, 

ask the student what he or she thinks is 
the main point of the book. 

Day 3 Continue book reports. 
Read "Life on the Texas Frontier" in Texas. 

Our Texas. 
Read biographical sketch of Fred Gipson. 
Look up Gipson's native Mason County on state 
maps. 

Assign home reading: The short story 
"My Kind of Man" by Fred Gipson. 

If time permits, students may start on 
assignment. 

Day 4 Continue book reports. 
Give synopsis of Judy Alter's novel Maaaie 

and a Horse Named Devildust. and have 
students read Alter's chapter "A Trip to 
Indian Territory." 

Discuss "My Kind of Man." 
Begin video of Walt Disney's Old Yeller based 

on the Fred Gipson novel. 
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Day 5 Vocabulary quiz. 
Have a student read the poem "The Farm" by 

Vassar Miller. Check for comprehension. 
Review for test on English and language 

arts concepts and frontier Texas in 
literature. 

Continue book reports. 
Finish video Old Yeller. 

WEEK 5 

THE CULTURES OF TEXAS: 

AFRICAN-AMERICAN TEXANS 

Day 1 Assign vocabulary words. 
Essay test: Describe frontier Texas as 
portrayed in the works of Texas literature 
covered in class. 

Day 2 Have students read Pat Stodghill's 
"Traitor," a poem about Sam Houston's 
not wanting Texas to join the 
Confederacy. 

Continue book reports. 
Have class read the sections on African-
American Texans in Texas. Our Texas. Check 
for comprehension. 

Assign home reading: The first two chapters 
of Muddv Banks by Ruby C. Tolliver, the 
award-winning novel about a young runaway 
slave. 

Day 3 Continue book reports. 
On state maps, have class locate Sabine Pass 

and other place names from the setting of 
Muddv Banks. 

Have students read the brief study The 
Afro-Texans by the Institute of Texan 
Cultures. 

Break into groups to complete worksheet on 
assigned chapters of Muddv Banks. 

Assign next chapters. 

Day 4 Have class read the poem "Momma Sayings" 
by Harryette Mullen. 

Have students read Mary Ealy's article "Mack 
Hopkins: One of the First Black Ar Force 
Pilots" from the Texas Historian. 
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Discuss the assigned chapters of Muddy 
Banks. 

Assign the last chapters. 

Day 5 Vocabulary quiz. 
Have students read the poem "Prologue: Night 

Lightning" by Ntozake Shange. 
Continue book reports. 
Check student comprehension of the last 

assigned chapters and Muddv Banks as a 
whole. 

Review for test on English and language arts 
concepts and literary content by and about 
African-American Texans. 

WEEK 6 

GERMAN- AND MEXICAN-AMERICAN TEXANS 

Day 1 Assign vocabulary words. 
Test over African-American Texans and Muddv 

Banks. Essay: Should Muddy have continued 
to try to reach the North or did he make 
the right decision to stay in Texas? Why or 
why not? Use information about Texas 
history and culture to back up your answer. 
Then think of another way the novel could 
have ended. Develop your ending. 

Day 2 Continue book reports. 
Hand back tests and answer questions. 
Read the best alternative endings to Muddv 

Banks. 
Find the Texas Hill Country, Fredericksburg, 

and New Braunfels on map. 
Cover passages on German Texans in Texas. 
Our Texas. 

Have students read The German Texans by the 
Institute of Texan Cultures. 

Have students read a biographical sketch of 
0. Henry. 

Have students read the "Theme and Plot" 
definitions in Pageant. Explain the 
literary concepts of "plot twist" and 
"surprise ending" in connection with the 
short stories of 0. Henry. 

Assign home reading: "The Chaparral Prince" 
by 0. Henry. 
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Day 3 Quiz on "The Chaparral Prince." 
Have students read the sections on "Mexican 
Texans" and "Tejanos" in Texas. Our Texas. 

Have class read The Mexican Texans by the 
Institute of Texan Cultures. 

Assign home reading: "Nuevo Santander" and 
"The Rio Grande People" from "With His 
Pistol in His Hand" by Americo Paredes. 

Day 4 Continue book reports. 
Locate the Rio Grande, El Paso, San Antonio, 

Corpus Christi, Laredo, and the Valley on 
state maps. 

Elicit student response to the essays "Nuevo 
Santander" and "The Peoples of the Rio 
Grande." 

Have students read the poems "San Antonio" 
and "Alii Por La Calle San Luis" by Carmen 
Tafolla. Explain Spanish words and overall 
meaning. 

Review for test on English-language arts 
concepts and content by and about German 
Texans and Mexican-American Texans. 

Day 5 Test over Texas cultures and their 
literature. 

Essay: Describe German- and Mexican-American 
heritage in Texas. Also describe in- detail 
their literary and cultural contributions 
to modern Texas. 
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SEVENTH-GRADE ENGLISH-LANGUAGE ARTS 

TEXAS LIFE AND LITERATURE 

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS 

[75.41 (h)] 1992. 

WEEK 1 1A (i), 1A (ii), 1A (iii), 1A (i), 1A (ii), 1A 
(iii), IB (i), IB (ii), IB (iii), IB (iv), 2B (i), 
2B (ii), 2C, 2D, 2E, 3B, 3D (ii), 3D (iii), 3E (i), 
3E (ii), 3F (i), 3F (ii), 3F (iii), 3F (v), 3G (i), 
3G (ii), 3G (iii), 3G (iv), 
3G (vii). 

WEEK 2 1A (i), 1A (ii), 1A (iii), IB (i), IB (ii), IB 
(iii), IB (iv), 2A, 2C, 2D, 2E, 2B (i), 2B (ii), 2F 
(i), 2F (iii), 2H, 3A, 3B, 3D (i) 3D (ii), 3D 
(iii), 3E (i), 3E (ii), 3F (i), 3F (ii), 3F (iii), 
3F (V), 3F (vii), 3G (i), 3G (ii), 3G (iii), 3G 
(iv), 3G (vii). 

WEEK 3 1A (i), 1A (ii), 1A (iii), IB (i), IB (ii), IB 
(iii), IB (iv), 2B (i), 2B (ii), 2C, 2D, 2E, 3A, 
3B, 3D (ii), 3D (iii), 3E (i), 3E (ii), 3F (i), 3F 
(ii), 3F (iii), 3F (v), 3F (vii), 3G (i), 3G (ii), 
3G (iii), 3G (iv), 3G (vii). 

WEEK 4 1A (i), 1A (ii), 1A (iii), IB (i), IB (ii), IB 
(iii), IB (iv), 2B (i), 2B (ii), 2C, 2D, 2E, 3A, 
3B, 3D (iii), 3E (i), 3E (ii), 3F (i), 3F (ii), 3F 
(iii), 3F (v), 3G (i), 3G (ii), 3G (iii), 3G (iv), 
3G (vii). 

WEEK 5 1A (i), 1A (ii), 1A (iii), IB (i), IB (ii), IB 
(iii), IB (iv), 2B (i), 2B (ii), 2C, 2D, 2E, 3A, 
3B, 3D (ii), 3D (iii), 3E (i), 3E (ii), 3F (i), 3F 
(ii), 3F (iii), 3G (i), 3G (ii), 3G (iii), 3G (iv), 
3G (vii). 

WEEK 6 1A (i), 1A (ii), 1A (iii), IB (i), IB (ii), IB 
(iii), IB (iv), 2B (i), 2B (ii), 2C, 2D, 2E, 2H, 
3A, 3D (ii), 3D (iii), 3E (i), 3E (ii), 3F (iv), 3G 
(i), 3G (ii), 3G (iii), 3G (iv), 3G (vii). 
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SEVENTH-GRADE ENGLISH-LANGUAGE ARTS 

TEXAS LIFE AND LITERATURE 

READING LIST 

I = Intermediate grade school: Grades four through six. 
Books in this category require below grade-level 
reading skills for seventh grade. 

J = Junior high (middle school) reading skill level. This 
category requires grade-level reading skills. 

S = Senior high school reading skills. This category 
requires above grade-level reading skills. 

Adams, Andy. Trail Drive: A True Narrative of Cowboy Life 
from Andy Adams' Log of a Cowboy. Ed. Glen Rounds. New 
York: Holiday House, 1965. Edited version of the 1903 
classic (J, S). As a young man, Andy Adams himself herded 
longhorns on trail drives. The story's main character, 
teenager Tom Quick, signs up at Brownsville to take the 
cattle north beyond the Red River, past Fort Sill and Dodge 
City, to the Yellowstone country of Wyoming. Tom sees the 
real American West in its last days, an expanse of 
dangerous rivers and dangerous men. Andy Adams' Why the 
Chisolm Trail Forks and Other Tales of the Cattle County 
(J, S, 1959) is also appropriate for seventh-graders. 

Alter, Judy. After Pa Was Shot. New York: Morrow, 1978 (I, 
J). This skillfully written book, set between the state's 
frontier and oil-boom eras, has an interesting plotline and 
good dialogue. Twelve-year-old Ellsbeth James, an engaging 
heroine, lives with her mother after her father, then 
sheriff, dies in line of duty. With this sad event, 
Ellsbeth must leave behind childhood, for she must help her 
mother who cannot cope with the tragedy. When her mother 
opens a boarding house, most of the responsibility falls on 
Ellsbeth7s shoulders. A major conflict occurs when her 
mother begins to keep company with a border, Mr. Mallard, 
whom Ellsbeth distrusts. The book's conclusion is both 
upbeat and realistic. 

. Luke and the Van Zandt County War. Fort Worth: Texas 
Christian UP, 1984 (I, J). Winner of a Texas Institute of 
Letters award. A growing-up story about a young girl and 
her brother set in Canton, Texas, during the Reconstruction 
Era. A little-known incident in Texas history, the Van 
Zandt County War, acts as the backdrop for this family 
story. Throughout the narrative, the common sense of 
fourteen-year-old Theo Burford exists in contrast to the 
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adventurous personality of her newly adopted brother Luke. 
Her father, a peaceful physician, and Theo remember better 
days before Reconstruction when Theo's mother was alive. In 
After Pa Was Shot, the author deals with the evils of anti-
Semitism, and in Luke and the Van Zandt War, Alter develops 
thematic materials about the destructive nature of bigotry, 
with details taken from the history of the Ku Klux Klan in 
Texas. 

— . Maggie and A Horse Named Devildust. Lufkin and Dallas: 
Temple and E-Heart, 1989 (I, J). Heroine Maggie Pickett 
lives with her family near Ponder in Wise County in late 
nineteenth-century Texas. Maggie's mother, who grew up 
having to work in the fields, wants a "lady-like" future 
for her daughter. Maggie, however, believes that she can be 
both a lady.and a stunt rider. The threat of being sent to 
a girl's boarding school weighs heavily upon the heroine, 
who much prefers tending cattle to attending teas. When 
Maggie sees Devildust, she senses that this fiery horse 
will be the key to her cowgirl future. Other characters 
include Mabel Dickson, once a real stunt rider; Julia 
Smithers, Maggie's snooty nemesis; and Kiowa Chief 
Antelope. 

. Maggie and the Search for Devildust. Lufkin and Waco: 
Temple and E-Heart, 1989 (I, J). Reprinted by Texas 
Christian UP. This second book in the series picks up the 
story with Maggie, now fifteen, in Miss Porter's girls 
school. Because Maggie does well at finishing school, her 
mother, against her better judgment, allow Maggie to pursue 
her dream of being a stunt rider. She even fashions a new 
riding outfit for her daughter. Maggie meets Zack Mulhall, 
a famous showman, and is hired on. While Maggie tours North 
Texas with Mulhall's Wild West Show, someone steals 
Devildust, and her dream of becoming a great trick rider is 
in jeopardy. Of course, the heroine is reunited with 
Devildust, but Maggie learns some hard lessons in the 
process. 

. Maggie and Devildust—Riding High! Lufkin and Dallas: 
Temple and E-Heart, 1990 (I, J). In the first chapter, 
Maggie, now seventeen, spends her third summer with the 
Mulhalls on the Texas, Arkansas, and Oklahoma show circuit. 
Once Maggie is back in her family's dog-trot home in 
Ponder, her mother still hopes that she will abandon her 
cowgirl ways. Maggie's parents soon face other problems 
—signs of rustlers are discovered, and the ranch foreman 
is shot. Also part of plot is Maggie's maturing feeling 
toward her old childhood friend, Davy Benson. After meeting 
Buffalo Bill Cody and Annie Oakley, Maggie's dream 
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seems very real when she is invited to be a trick rider 
with Devildust at Madison Square Garden. In Texas, Davy 
helps arrest the rustlers, proving worthy of adult 
responsibilities. Because of Alter's wonderful 
understanding of tomboys and her treatment of regional 
history, the Maggie series should be more widely used in 
classrooms. 

Alter, Judy and Joyce Gibson Roach, eds. Texas and 
Christmas: A Collection of Traditions. Memories, and 
Folklore. Fort Worth: Texas Christian UP, 1983 (J, S). This 
collection of yuletide Texas lore offers recipes, essays, 
and poetry. Larry Chittenden's "The Cowboys' Christmas 
Ball" is included. These lines are from Chittenden's famous 
poem: "Way out in Western Texas, where the Clear Fork's 
waters flow.... Where the antelope is grazin' and the 
lonely plovers call / It was there that I attended 'The 
Cowboys' Christmas Ball."1 

Baker, Karle Wilson. Dreamers on Horseback: Collected Verse. 
Dallas: Southwest, 1931 (J, S). This award-winning book of 
short verses appeals to people of all ages. Poems such 
as"Some Towns of Texas," "Texas Cowboy," and "Within the 
Alamo" teach both Texas poetry and history. This stanza is 
from "Within the Alamo": "Bright on the blue leagues / of 
buffalo-clover. / Travis drew a line / And they all crossed 
over." 

Brett, Bill. The Stolen Steers: A Tale of the Big Thicket. 
College Station: Texas A & M UP, 1977 (J, S). The voice of 
Bill Brett captures the spirit and dialect of Texas. 
Brett's narrator, an old man, reminisces about his youthful 
adventures. The yarns show human understanding and an 
impressive knowledge of Texas. The old man admits that he 
once rustled cattle and stole money; yet, much like 
legendary Robin Hood and Sam Bass, he refused to profit 
from his exploits and helped those less fortunate. 
Throughout his adventures in the wilds of Texas, 
particularly East Texas, the reader comes to know this 
character, who is more sinned against than a sinner. 

Campbell, Camilla. Coronado and His Captains. Chicago: 
Follet, 1958 (I, J). Winner of a Texas Institute of Letters 
award. This excellent grade-level biography about Francisco 
Vazquez de Coronado serves as a good example of the high 
quality of Texas children's nonfiction. Readers follow the 
conquistadors across the Texas Panhandle in their quest for 
the legendary city of Quivira. Coronado and His Captains 
also gives insights into the Spanish Empire in the 
Southwest. Illustrations are very much part of the success 
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of the book. This is a work to elicit an early interest in 
Texas studies. 

Campbell, Wanda Jay. Ten Cousins. New York: Dutton, 1964 
(I). Requiring below grade-level skills, Ten Cousins reads 
as a good story, and it also teaches regional history and 
family values. Set in times after the old frontier in 
Bosque County, Ten Cousins takes place while the legends of 
Sam Houston, Belle Starr, and warpath Comanches were still 
in the memory of elders. Tomboy Carrie Lawson, who is one 
of ten children, at first, does not care for her visiting 
cousin Josephine. Carrie, who has always worked hard, 
dislikes pretty Josephine with her social graces and prissy 
mannerisms. Suddenly, seventy dollars that the family had 
earned picking cotton is stolen from the old family Bible. 
Then the illness of a little sister and the theft of her 
brother's horse leave Carrie's life in disarray. 

Cousins, Margaret. We Were There at the Battle of the Alamo. 
New York: Grosset, 1958 (I, J). The twenty-fifth 
anniversary edition was reprinted as The Boy in the Alamo. 
Margaret Cousins is the recipient of a 1991 Texas Institute 
of Letters award for lifetime achievement. In the first 
chapter, Davy Crockett on his way to the Alamo stops by the 
blacksmith shop where Will Campbell and his older brother 
Buck work for their uncle. Buck joins Davy Crockett, but 
Will, age twelve, is deemed too young "to go adventuring." 
Not accepting this, Will hides in a stagecoach and reaches 
Buck at the Alamo. After surviving the Battles of the Alamo 
and San Jacinto, Will finds his way back to his aunt and 
uncle. This is the earliest and best juvenile Texas book in 
an "eyewitness to history" format. 

Desprez, Frank. Lasca: The Story of A Texas Cowbov. Houston: 
Rein, 1931 (J, S). First published in 1882 in London 
Society Magazine and reprinted in the 1929 high-school 
anthology The Southwest in Literature, as well as in the 
Rein edition, this tale about a cowboy and his cowgirl has 
been enjoyed by people of all ages. Frank Desprez of 
Bristol, England, was a professional writer and a world 
traveler who experienced three years on a Texas ranch. This 
story that takes place "in Texas, down by the Rio Grande" 
begins: "I want free life, and I want fresh air; / And I 
sigh for the canter after cattle." Since the last century, 
"Lasca" has been a popular selection for classroom 
declamation. 

Dobie, J. Frank. Coronado's Children. Dallas: Southwest, 
1930. Reprinted by U of Texas P (J, S). A classic for 
children, young adults, and adults—anyone who likes the 
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spirit of Texas. In Coronado's Children, one reads about 
lost gold in Big Bend, the ghost of Jean Lafitte, Jim 
Bowie's lost mine, and other lore gathered from across the 
state. This collection of tales is not so much about gold 
and silver as the dream of finding lost treasure. Other 
grade-level Dobie books are recommended: On the Open Range 
(1931, I, J) is an informative yet easy- to-read collection 
of stories about Texas cowboys, and Up the Trail from Texas 
(1955, J) presents history and folklore about cowpunchers, 
cowhands, camp cooks, cattle inspectors, and the longhorn 
creatures themselves. In both On the Open Range and UP the 
Trail from Texas, illustrations, maps, and diagrams help 
bring the Old West to life. 

Erdman, Loula Grace. The Wind Blows Free. New York: Dodd, 
1952 (I, J). The Wind Blows Free begins: "Melinda Pierce 
sat on the green plush seat of the railroad car, listening 
to the mocking song the wheels of the train were singing. 
All the way up from East Texas they had said the same 
thing—'Going away. Going away. Going away,' they wailed."' 
Melinda, age fifteen, hears this wail as she looks out the 
train window at antelope, traveling to join her family on 
their Panhandle claim near Amarillo. Once with her family, 
lives in a one-room dugout, and Melinda, at first, regards 
her new land a "flat wide nothingness." In time she 
acquires a love of the prairie and develops a love of 
reading, with sixteen-year-old Dennis Kennedy, until 
another kind of love comes along. Dennis lives on a nearby 
ranch, only twenty miles away—a short distance by early 
Panhandle reckoning. Erdman tells of a new region where 
settlers fry prairie chicken on fires of burning cowchips. 
The nostalgic particulars of family life, a girl's 
transformation into womanhood, and the beauty of a pristine 
land are all part of the book's charm. The Wind Blows Free 
is the first in the trilogy with Wide Horizon: A Storv of 
the Texas Panhandle (1956, J) and The Good Land (1959, J) 
completing the saga of a Panhandle family. 

Erdman, Loula Grace. Room to Grow. New York: Dodd, 1962 (I, 
J). Winner of a Texas Institute of Letters award. 
Immigrants Pierre and Celeste Danton and their children 
leave forever their native France for the Texas Panhandle. 
This narration, which takes place in the days of President 
McKinley, is of particular interest because of its 
depiction of the Americanization process. Piere's beautiful 
young daughter Michelle and her brother join in regional 
activities such as a July Fourth baseball game and 
chuckwagon meals. Room to Grow is a credible look at French 
heritage when merged with the history of Texas and America. 
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Loula Grace Erdman's A Bluebird Will Do (1973, I, J) also 
received a Texas Institute of Letters award, and her young 
adult classic, The Edge of Time (1950, S) would be 
appreciated by seventh graders with above-level reading 
skills. 

Erickson, John R. Hank the Cowdog• Perryton, TX: Maverick, 
1983. Reprinted by Texas Monthly (J, S). This modern fable 
is told in the cowdog's own talkative voice. Hank the 
Cowdog has its setting in the Texas Panhandle, where Hank 
serves as the self-appointed head of security. In twelve 
related chapters, he protects the property of Sally May and 
her husband Lupus. The success of the Hank the Cowdog 
series originates from Erickson's consistent humor and use 
of regional dialogue. Much of the humor can be found in 
Hank's self-importance. In this first of fourteen books, 
Hank infiltrates a coyote camp to court Missy, his coyote 
girlfriend, while following up leads in the case of a 
murdered chicken. 

Erickson, John R. Hank the Cowdog and Murder in the Middle 
Pasture. Perryton, Texas: Maverick Books, 1984. Reprinted 
by Texas Monthly (J, S). This whodunit begins in the cold 
December snow with Hank seeking the killers of a calf in 
the middle pasture. By way of asides to the reader, Hank 
describes his adventures through a hostile West Texas world 
of cats, buzzards, coyotes, and mean dogs, none to be 
trusted. While continuing to be a study in bad timing, Hank 
investigates an outlaw gang of dogs led by Mugs the Killer. 
The story's conclusion features a blood-and-hair battle 
between local coyotes and the outlaw dogs, and in the end, 
Hank lives up to his personal, if plagiarized, motto, "One 
Riot—One Cowdog." Other titles in the series include: The 
Further Adventures of Hank the Cowdog (1988 J, S) and Hank 
the Cowdog and Faded Love (1989, J, S). 

Fowler, Zinita. The Last Innocent Summer. Fort Worth: 
Texas Christian UP, 1990 (I, J). Winner of a Texas 
Institute of Letters award. This story is part fiction, but 
Zinita Fowler incorporates several plot elements from a 
historic incident. Narrated by the protagonist, Juanita 
"Skeeter" Haynes, The Last Innocent Summer takes place in 
1931 in fictitious Harris Hill, a place that closely 
resembles the East Texas town of Commerce. When a local 
woman is arrested for the murder of her two young 
daughters, the small college community is deeply shocked. 
At first their deaths were officially attributed to 
ptomaine poisoning, but after Sketter's father performed 
the autopsies, it was discovered that the girls had died 
from eating fudge laced with arsenic. Alongside the murder 
mystery, Sketter and her sister Loreen live in a very real 
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Depression-era town of slumber parties and town picnics. 
The Last Innocent Summer advances two tough adult 
concepts—that evil exists amidst good and that justice 
does not always win.Fowler, Zinita. Ghost Stories of Old 
Texas. Austin: Eakin Press, 1983 (I, J). Traditional Texas 
ghost stories, for the most part humorously told. Taken 
from the Spanish, Anglo, and Native American oral 
traditions, this collection is the best of its kind. 
Chapters offer the well-known folktales "La Llorona" and 
"The Lady of White Rock Lake." 

Gipson, Fred. Old Yeller. New York: Harper, 1956 (J), 
Variously reprinted. This famous story about a boy and his 
dog narrates the struggles of a frontier Texas family in 
the 1860s. Fourteen-year-old Travis becomes the man of the 
family when his father must leave on a cattle drive. With 
self-doubt, Travis faces the challenges of feeding and 
protecting his mother and baby brother in the wild terrain 
around Gipson's native Mason County. Old Yeller. a big, 
ugly mongrel, appears at Travis' cabin doorstep and proves 
to be a valued family member. On more than one occasion Old 
Yeller saves the day. The sad ending is just one component 
of this Texas classic that lingers in memory. Other titles 
of recommended Gipson juvenile books include Savage Sam (J, 
1962), the seguel to Old Yeller: Recollection Creek (1959 
I, J); The Trail Driving Rooster (1955, P, I—Texas 
Institute of Letters awardV: Little Arliss (1978 I, J); and 
Curlv and the Wild Boar (1979, I). 

Greene, A. C. A Christmas Tree. Austin: Encino, 1973 (J, S). 
Greene wonderfully recreates a place and time, the country 
around Abilene in the 1920s. A. C. Greene sets up this true 
story: "When I was a boy in West Texas, nearly everyone 
used a cedar for a Christmas tree. Few fir, pine, or spruce 
trees were shipped in and most families, even the wealthy 
ones, would have choked at the notion of paying good money 
for a tree." As a boy, A. C. Greene lived with his father 
and mother as well as with his maternal grandmother and 
great-grandmother—all under the same roof. The women of 
the household were far more cautious that Greene's father, 
Carl, and the relationship between Carl and his mother-
in-law, in particular, was not always amiable. Greene 
explains: "My maternal family were without peers as 
questioners-after-the-fact." After the women question 
whether a cedar tree in the woods is too tall for their 
ceiling, Carl ignores their warnings and cuts it down, 
taking the oversize cedar home. Of course, it is too tall, 
but, not totally admitting defeat, Carl storms out in a 
rage. The story does not end there. This well-written 
narrative about a West Texas childhood at yuletide has 
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above grade-level wording. However, children would enjoy 
having it read to them. 

Gurasich, Marj. Letters to Oma. A Young German Girl's 
Account of Her First Year in Texas. 1847. Fort Worth: Texas 
Christian UP, 1989 (J). Winner of a Golden Spur award from 
the Western Writers of America. Letters to Oma is faithful 
to the history of German settlers in Texas. Fifteen-
year-old Christina Eudora Von Scholl and her family move to 
frontier Texas in 1840, seeking political freedom denied 
her father in Germany. Christina must leave behind her 
beloved grandmother, "Oma," who gives Christina a cuckoo 
clock as a memento. Much of the plot is achieved through 
the letters that Christina—once in Texas, "Tina"—sends to 
her faraway grandmother. Tina sees a panther, learns to 
fire a gun, and falls in love for the first time. A crucial 
moment comes when she must make an agonizing decision 
concerning the cuckoo clock. Young readers, besides 
discovering a time and a place, can identify with Tina's 
universal growing pains. 

Hoff, Carol. Johnny Texas. Chicago: Follet, 1950 (I). Winner 
of a Texas Institute of Letters award. Like the works of 
Fred Gipson, Jane Roberts Wood, and others, this Texas 
children's classic has been widely enjoyed by adults. J. 
Frank Dobie in his Guide to Life and Literature of the 
Southwest highly recommends this juvenile work, describing 
it as "delightful in both text and illustrations." Greene 
also selected it as one the best books on Texas. The title 
character, Johann Friedrick is hardly off the boat from 
Germany when a stagecoach driver nicknames him Johnny 
Texas. Johnny works hard with his optimistic father and 
pessimistic mother to make their homestead farm a success. 
The best element of the book is the way Hoff portrays the 
wonders of the wilderness—bobwhite quail, sandy ponds, and 
flowing rivers. Neither Indians nor rattlesnakes nor Santa 
Anna's invading army can prevent Johnny from maturing into 
a true son of Texas. 

Immroth, Barbara Froling. Texas in Children's Books. Hamden, 
CT: Library Professional, 1986. Not a children's book, but 
a bibliographic study about children's books, this resource 
belongs in this list because of its wide scope. Texas in 
Children's Books offers brief summaries of several hundred 
juvenile works on Texas subjects. Although only a small 
percentage of the books listed should be used as examples 
of literature, this comprehensive source does annotate an 
impressive number of appropriate grade-level books that 
could facilitate information gathering. 
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Kafka, Sherry, and Robert Coles, eds. I Will Always Stay Me. 
Austin: Texas Monthly, 1982 (I, J). Writer Sherry Kafka and 
Dr. Robert Coles, a Harvard professor in psychiatry and 
Pultizer-Prize winner, compiled this collection of poetry 
written by migrant farm children of South Texas. The poems 
of more than two hundred students from Carrizo Springs, 
Dilley, Cotulla, and other rural districts make up this 
best of all school poetry anthologies. The verses express 
honest, artistic impressions of a world that includes 
poverty, family problems, and despair, but also includes 
love of friends and joys of life. 

Milligan, Bryce. With the Wind. Kevin Dolan. San Antonio: 
Corona, 1987 (J). Lone Star Reading List of the Texas 
Library Association. Two brothers, Kevin Dolan, age twelve, 
and Tom Dolan, age eighteen, decide to escape the 
injustices of the British who occupy Ireland. The boys' 
benefactor, Mr. Donahue, makes it possible for them to set 
sail for the Powers Colony in Texas. In return for passage 
money, Tom and Kevin agree to work for Mr. Donahue for a 
year once reaching their destination. Despite sea-sickness 
while crossing the Atlantic and cholera while quarantined 
in New Orleans, and despite the dangerous sandbars of 
Aransas Pass, the brothers reach Texas some six months 
after leaving their homeland. Far from the Celtic stone 
crosses and lush greenery of Ireland, Kevin adapts to a 
place near the modern-day town of Refugio, Texas. True, 
cactus spines, snakes, alligators, ubiquitous mosquitos, 
and Karankawa and Comanche Indians pose problems, but the 
young Irishmen soon appreciate early Texas. Most of all, 
they appreciate the freedom of the colony—a better land 
than Ireland, because, in Texas, they are not forced to pay 
in taxes half of all their harvest to British soldiers. Mr. 
Donahue and Tom must take on frontier challenges, and Kevin 
must face the distasteful irony that he is occupying Indian 
land and is, therefore, not unlike the British who occupy 
Ireland. 

Montgomery, Charlotte Baker. The Trail North. Austin: Eakin, 
1990 (I). This children's book received a Texas Institute 
of Letters award. These related short stories are all set 
near an ancient animal trail on the high ground between two 
creeks. Young people through two millennia, from prehistory 
through the Spanish Empire to modern-day Texas, play, work, 
and survive dangers near the trail. Very much a part of the 
content is a child's natural affinity for animals. With the 
passing of time, the old Hasinai Indian trail that was said 
to end at the North Star becomes a modern American highway, 
and a flint arrowhead, a bone bead, a brass button, and an 
old oak tree, among other artifacts, connect the 
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generations of boys and girls. Montgomery won two previous 
Texas Institute of Letters awards for Magic for Marv M 
(1952, I) and The Best of Friends (1966, I). 

Neugeboren, Jay. Poli. San Antonio: Corona, 1989 (J). In the 
late 1980s and early 1990s, the quality and quantity of 
Texas children's literature has noticeably increased, and 
this Neugeboren novel serves as an example of this 
phenomenon. This story about a Mexican-American Boy in 
early Texas teaches concepts about the state's 
multicultural origins. Jose Policarpo Rodriguez, nicknamed 
Poli, after living in his native Mexico and later with the 
Comanches, finds a new life in old San Antonio. Poli is far 
more than just a flat character fashioned by the author to 
teach Texas history; the reader follows a likable boy as he 
matures into a capable man. Despite the hardships of his 
youth, Poli Rodriquez always gets along with the various 
peoples of Texas, appreciating cultures other than his own. 
Poli survives the Texas Revolution, the Council House Fight 
between Texans and Comanches, and the War of 1845 between 
the United States and Mexico. In the book's postscript, 
Poli becomes a frontier guide and valued citizen of the 
state of Texas. 

Nixon, Joan Lowery. The Kidnapping of Christina Lattimore. 
New York: Harcourt, 1979 (I, J). One of the better of 
Nixon's fifty-plus mysteries, and a recipient of an Edgar 
Allan Poe award from the Mystery Writers of America. First, 
Christina, the daughter of a prominent Houston family, is 
kidnapped. Then, after her rescue, nearly everyone believes 
that she faked her own abduction. Within her search for the 
identities of her kidnappers, Christina encounters true-
to-life characters, contemporary regional settings, and 
tricky red herrings. The Kidnapping succeeds as a crime 
story, even for adults. Nixon's particular gift, however, 
lies in her ability to render the feelings of a teenage 
girl searching for self- identity. 

. The Seance. New York: Harcourt, 1980 (J). Also the 
winner of an Edgar Allan Poe award. Lauren, the book's main 
character, unknowingly takes part in a scheme in which an 
acquaintance, Sara Martin, plans to run away from home. 
Sara devises a seance as a ruse to disappear. A few days 
later, Sara is discovered drowned in a swamp in the Big 
Thicket. Town gossip intensifies after a second girl's body 
is found, and Lauren has reason to believe that she will be 
next, throughout her works, Nixon develops the theme of 
young heroines trapped in isolation. Lauren finds herself 
in a situation without help from friends or family. She 
must depend on her personal strengths to survive. 
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. The Specter. New York: Delacorte, 1982. (I, J). 
One of Nixon's best, The Specter follows the adventures of 
the lead character, Dina Harrington, a teenage orphan 
coping with Hodgkin's disease in remission. An important 
person in Dina's confined world of a San Antonio hospital 
is her roommate, nine-year old Julie. The specter of the 
title is Julie's mysterious past. Local color of San 
Antonio—the River Walk and local parks—adds to the good 
plotline. Dropped clues and plot twists precede a surprise 
ending. Dina must find inner strength to defeat a 
mysterious force in Julie's past and to fight the sickness 
in her own body. Other Nixon books have received 
prestigious awards: The Alligator Under the Bed (1973, P, 
I) was given an award by the Texas Institute of Letters; 
The Other Side of Dark (1986, I, J) received an Edgar Allan 
Poe award; and In the Face of Danger (1988, I, J) won a 
Golden Spur award from the Western Writers of America. 

Owens, William A. Look to the River. New York: Atheneum, 
1963. Reprints available from Texas Christian University 
Press (J, S). Jed, an orphan from the Red River bottoms, 
agrees to be bonded in field labor to a childless couple, 
Basil and Cannie. When Old John, a worldly Jewish peddler, 
visits the couple, he gives Jed a cheap watch as partial 
payment toward Jed's future services. The trinket sets off 
a series of events. After John leaves, Basil and Cannie 
think that Jed stole the watch, and, while searching for 
John to clear his name, Jed meets Luster, a black youth 
about his own age, in a chain gang. Jed is also arrested, 
but the boys escape and look to the Red River across which 
freedom lies. This regional story presents universal 
themes—the optimism of youth, dilemmas in keeping one's 
word, and the ugly nature of prejudice. 

Rosenfield, John, and Jack Patton. Texas History Movies. 
1928. Dallas: Pepper, 1986 (I, J, S). Rosenfield wrote the 
text, and Patton did the famous illustrations in this book 
that has been popular for decades. Rosenfield and Patton 
comment on their work: "The history of Texas is so 
picturesque that there is a natural temptation to tell it 
in pictures." This book of cartoons does just that. From 
Coronado to the state's first skyscraper, state history in 
pictures comes across to the reader. Author and historian 
A. C. Greene testifies that Texas History Movies can act as 
a hook to further interest among young students: "Along 
with a couple of generations of Texans, I got my start in 
loving state history from Texas History Movies in comic 
strip form." 

Tolliver, Ruby C. Muddv Banks. Fort Worth: Texas Christian U 
P, 1987 (J). Recipient of a Texas Institute of Letters 
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award. The story begins in January 1863 just after 
President Lincoln has freed the slaves. The main character, 
a young runaway slave, holds close to his heart the promise 
he made to his mother that he would try with all his soul 
to escape north to freedom. The story's setting is a town 
on the Sabine River under siege by the Union blockade. 
Bethel Banks, an ex-school teacher who is beyond bigotry, 
discovers the runaway. Instead of having him arrested, 
Bethel buys him, protecting him from slavery. She gives the 
young man a place to stay, baking lessons, and her last 
name—making him Muddy Bank. Muddy's best friend is a 
gullible Cajun named Jo Bear (Joubert). Despite the 
kindnesses of Bethel, Jo Bear, and others, Muddy cannot 
forget his promise to escape north. The promise becomes 
more difficult to fulfill as he sees the complexities of 
adult loyalties. Muddy also comes to understand the horrors 
of war after witnessing the Battle of Sabine Pass. This 
award-winning novel presents an honest look at a difficult 
period of Texas history. Two other Tolliver works that 
require seventh-grade reading skills are recommended: Blind 
Bess. Buddy. and Me (1990, J) is a story set in East Texas 
during the Depression, and in Have Gun Need Bullets (1991, 
J), a fourteen-year-old boy seeks revenge after his school 
teacher is shot down in cold blood. 

Tunbo, Frances. Stay Put. Robbie McAmis. Fort Worth: Texas 
Christian UP, 1988 (J). During a crossing of a rain-swollen 
river, twelve-year-old Robbie McAmis, along with other 
family members, is separated from a wagon train. Robbie 
remembers well his uncle's last instruction before the 
untimely separation: "Stay put and watch out for Grannie 
and the younguns' til we get there, you hear?" Robbie acts 
as the leader of a group that includes himself, five 
younger children, and his seemingly senile grandmother. 
Stay Put. Robbie McAmis is a charming book that reads much 
like a Swiss Family Robinson story on the Texas frontier. 
The characters reach deep inside to help one another. Under 
Robbie's resourceful direction, the survivors find food and 
shelter, and even plant crops. Once in the wilderness, the 
whole crew, not just Robbie, transcends old limitations. 
Grannie retrieves from memory much needed frontier survival 
skills, and Robbie's disabled cousin proves invaluable as a 
lookout. Besides being a good story about old Texas, Stay 
Put. Robbie McAmis makes the point that, all too often, 
human potential goes unused. 

Wood, Jane Roberts. The Train to Estelline. Austin: Temple, 
1987. Reprinted by Doubleday (J, S). This classic is the 
best Texas juvenile novel with a female protagonist. 
Letters and diary entries tell the story of the pre-World 
War-I school marm, Lucinda Eliza Richards. After leaving 
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her native East Texas for West Texas, Lucy finds a much 
different world. Wood's description of West Texas and West 
Texans is masterful. Lucy soon falls in love with handsome 
Bob Sully and is befriended by Josh Arnold, a nearby 
principal. The reader, but not Lucy, sees that Josh is the 
better man. Despite her growth as a person during the 
school year, the heroine, by the novel's end, is denied 
happiness. 

— . A Place Called Sweet Shrub. New York: Delacorte, 1990 
(J, S). The unresolved ending of Train To Estelline 
naturally leads to its sequel, A Place Called Sweet Shrub. 
Three years have passed since Lucy has returned to Bonham 
from West Texas. She spends her days taking care of her 
mother and consumptive aunt while corresponding with Josh 
Arnold. After Josh visits her in East Texas, Lucy finally 
does what most readers expected of her in Train To 
Estelline—she marries Josh. The newlyweds prepare to 
relocate to Sweet Shrub, Arkansas, a cotton town, where 
Josh will teach school. Once there, Lucy hardly finds a 
haven from small minds. Indeed, the book graphically shows 
the evils of segregation and racism in the cotton culture. 
These evils appear in the plot as acts of cruel injustice 
done to the characters, Queenie, the Arnolds' black maid, 
and her adopted white son, Jeremiah. Local whites detest 
the concept of a black raising a white child. Lucy and 
Arnold, who detest local intolerance, must decide whether 
to attempt to improve Sweet Shrub or leave for a more 
progressive community. 



CHAPTER VI 

ENGLISH AND LANGUAGE ARTS: ENGLISH III 

TEXAS LIFE AND LITERATURE 

SIX WEEK MODEL UNIT 

OBJECTIVE l: 

OBJECTIVE 2: 

To improve student literary knowledge and 
research, reading, and writing skills 
specific to the Essential Elements of 
English III (American Literature): [75.61 
(ii)3 1992. 

To reinforce previously taught Texas 
studies content using selections of Texas 
literature. 

Day 1 

Day 2 

WEEK 1 

THE FIRST EUROPEANS 

Hand out vocabulary list. 
Provide an overview of Texas history 
before 1820 using excerpts from T. R. 
Fehrenbach's Lone Star and Maps from 
Historical Atlas of Texas edited by Ray 
A. Stephens and William M. Holmes and A 
Historical Atlas of Texas edited by William 
C. Pool, Edward Triggs, and Lance Wren. 

Present background information on Coronado 
and Cabeza de Vaca. Check for 
comprehension. 

Have class read and discuss "Why We Named the 
Island 'Doom7" and "How We Became 
Medicine-Men" from Cabeza de Vaca's 
Adventures in the Unknown Interior of 
America. 

Have students read Arthur M. Sampley's poem 
"Coronado Disposes of a Guide." 

Explain map projects and break class into 
groups to prepare presentations. 

70 
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Day 3 Have students read a conquistador's 
description of "The Pass of the North" from 
Tom Lea's novel The Hands of Cantu. 

Group map projects: Correlating facts with 
places. 

Indian Tribes 
Texas Under Spain and Mexico 
The Republic 
The Civil War 
Cattle Trails and Kingdoms 
The Cultures of Texas Today 

Day 4 Hand out biography sheet of Texas authors. 
Presentations of group map projects. 
While in groups, students can play the 

board game "Texas Trivia." 

Day 5 Quiz over Texas history, geography, early 
literature, and related vocabulary. 

Introduce the lives and legends of Cynthia 
Ann and Quanah Parker using selected 
passages from John Edward Weems' Death 
Sona. 

Explain the difference between folk legends 
and historic events. 

Assign the first three chapters of A Woman of 
the People by Benjamin Capps for home 
reading. Explain that the fictional 
character Tehanita is based on the historic 
Texan, Cynthia Ann Parker. 

WEEK 2 

INDIAN WARRIORS, TEXAN CAPTIVES 

Day 1 Quiz over assigned chapters of A Woman of the 
People. 

Hand out vocabulary list. 
Hand out class reading list and explain six-
week projects.* Elicit class comments on 
assigned chapters of A Woman of the People. 

Assign next chapters. 

Day 2 Have class read excerpts from the chapter 
"The Caddo Confederacies: East Texas" from 
W. W. Newcomb's The Indians of Texas. 

Have students read poem "Caddo Mounds" by 
Violette Newton. Check for comprehension. 

Break into groups to analyze the assigned 
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chapters of A Woman of the People. 
Assign next chapters. 

Day 3 Show slides of Caddo and Plains Indians. 
Have students read selection from 

"Comanches: Terror of the Southern Plains" 
from W. W. Newcomb's The Indians of Texas. 

Have class read biographies of authors 
from list. Direct a class discussion of the 
assigned chapters. Assign next chapters. 

Day 4 Have class read the description of a 
drunken Apache camp from A. C. Greene's The 
Last Captive. Explain the concepts of 
"group loyalty" and "cultural 
assimilation." 

Initiate a class discussion in which students 
compare and contrast the nonfictional 
captive of The Last Captive with the 
protagonist of A Woman of the People along 
with modern captives like Patti Hearst, 
cult members, and POW's. Explain project 
assignment, arrange class into groups, and 
have groups brainstorm for ideas for 
projects.* 

Assign final chapters of A Woman of the 
People. 

Day 5 Vocabulary quiz related to Texas studies 
content. 

Direct a class discussion of the final 
chapters of the novel. Have students read 
the poem "1874—Battle of Adobe Walls" by 
Chris Willerton. Break class into groups to 
review A Woman of the People for test by 
summarizing key chapters. 

* Students are to present a group project on Texas culture. 
The project can be a group book report, explanation of an 
artifact, a performance, or any presentation in a related 
format. The project must be historically accurate and in 
some way related to one source on the reading list. In 
the presentation, group members must explain the 
connections among the project itself, entries on the 
reading list, and Texas culture. 
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WEEK 3 

THE OLD WEST 

Day 1 Hand out vocabulary list. 
Test over A Woman of the People. Essay 
question: Compare and contrast Tehanita's 
plight with that of a modern-day American. 
Cite passages from the novel as examples. 
Break class into groups to work on 
presentations. 

Day 2 Hand back tests and answer questions. 
Introduce cowboy history featuring the 
chapter "On the Trail" from J. Frank 
Dobie's The Lonahorns. Show Tom Lea's 
illustrations of the cattle culture in The 
Lonahorns. Read descriptions of the 
cowpunchers in Larry McMurtry's Lonesome 
Dove. Break class into groups to prepare 
for presentations. 

Day 3 Have students read "The Professor" from 
Benjamin Capps' The Trail to Qqallala. 
Explain Capps' references to Melville's 
Mobv Dick. Break class into groups to 
complete presentations. Assign home 
reading: Carolyn Osborn's short story "My 
Brother Is a Cowboy." 

Day 4 Cover biographies of authors. 
Have class read passages from the chapters 

"Hairpins on the Trail" and "Lady Rustlers" 
from Joyce Gibbons Roach's Cowgirls. 

Have students read and explain the poems 
"Cattle" by Berta Hart Nance and "Wind and 
Hardscrabble" by Walter McDonald. 

Break class into response groups to complete 
worksheet exercise on "My Brother Is a 
Cowboy." 

Begin group presentations on subjects from 
reading list. 

Assign home reading: Dave Hickey's short 
story "I'm Bound to Follow the Longhorn 
Cow." 

Day 5 Vocabulary quiz related to Texas studies 
Content. 

Continue presentations. 
Take student comments on "I'm Bound to Follow 

the Longhorn Cow." Explain with examples 
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the stream of consciousness method of 
narration that Dave Hickey uses in this 
short story. 

Briefly describe background information on 
Texas cowboy folksongs using excerpts from 
the chapter "Hunting Cowboy Songs" from 
John A. Lomax' Adventures of a Ballad 
Hunter. 

Play recordings of Texas folksongs performed 
by John A. Lomax's son, Alan Lomax: 

"Whoopee Ti Yi Yo, Git Along, 
Little Dogies" 

"Bury Me Not On the Lone Prairie" 
"The Lone Star Trail" 
"A Cowboy's Lament" ("Streets of 
Laredo") 

"The Old Chisholm Trail" 

Point out that "I'm Bound to Follow Longhorn 
Cow," the title of Dave Hickey's 
short story, comes from a line in "The Lone 
Star Trail." 

Explain writing assignment.* 
Begin student prewriting in class. 

* Pretend that you are stranded somewhere in Texas for 
twenty-four hours. Using as a model the content and style of 
"I'm Bound to Follow the Longhorn Cow," narrate in detail 
the situation and your thoughts. Use the stream of 
consciousness method in your storytelling. 

WEEK 4 

DEATH OF THE OLD WEST: EARLY MODERN TEXAS 

Day 1 Hand out vocabulary list. 
Test on the Old West in Texas life and 

literature. Essay question: Describe the 
cowboy tradition in Texas. Cite information 
from literary works by and about Texans in 
your discussion. 

If time permits, continue group 
presentations. 

Day 2 Have class read the poem "For Erwin Smith, 
Cowboy Photographer" by Larry McMurtry. 
Check for comprehension. 

Pass back tests and answer questions. 
Break into response groups, and have students 
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read for peer criticism their essays based 
on "I'm Bound to Follow the Longhorn Cow." 

Continue presentations of group projects. 

Day 3 Cover biographies. 
Explain concepts concerning "The Death of the 
Old West" in Texas history using excerpts 
from Larry McMurtry's In a Narrow Grave. 

Point out that the title of In a Narrow Grave 
comes from a line in the folksong "Bury Me 
Not on the Lone Prairie." 

Video: Cattle scenes from the television 
mini-series "Lonesome Dove." Assign home 
reading: "The Last Running" by John Graves. 

Day 4 Have students read the poems "Site of the 
Indian Fights of 1871, Abilene" and 
"Thinking about Cows at Ten O'clock in the 
Morning, Abilene" by Naomi Shihab Nye. 

Have students turn in the final drafts of 
their essays based on "I'm Bound to Follow 
the Longhorn Cow." 

Initiate a class discussion on the ironic 
elements in "The Last Running." 

Continue group presentations. 

Day 5 Vocabulary quiz on Texas studies content. 
Have class read from Elmer Kelton's The Good 

Old Bovs—passages that describe the life 
and death of the character, Boy Rasmussen. 

Initiate discussion on how the demise of this 
cowboy character symbolizes the death of 
the real West. 

Continue presentations. 
Pass back graded essays. 

WEEK 5 

MULTICULTURAL TEXAS 

Day 1 Hand out vocabulary list. 
Take up corrected essays. 
Test. Essay questions: What is meant by 

"The Death of the Old West?" Explain in 
detail, citing content from literary works. 
Can one still see signs of the Old West in 
Texas? Why or why not? 

If time permits, continue group 
presentations. 
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Day 2 Cover biographical entries on authors. 
Give background information on Hispanic 
Texans, using excerpts from the essay "This 
Writer's Sense of Place" by Rolando 
Hinojosa as well as excerpts from the 
essays "Nearby Places and Strange-Sounding 
Names" and "The Love Tragedy in Texas-
Mexican Balladry" by Americo Paredes. 

After translating Spanish words, have 
students sing the modern Texas-Mexican 
folksong "Ya se va la television" from a 
Texas-Mexican Cancionero edited by Americo 
Paredes. 

Assign home reading: the chapter "The 
Portrait" from the novel "... and the earth 
did not part" by Tomas Rivera. 

Day 3 Direct class comments on "The Portrait." 
Present background information on African-
American Texans, presenting excerpts from 
the chapter "Explorers and Settlers" from 
Alwyn Barr's Black Texans. 

Continue class presentations. Read to class 
some of the best student stream of 
consciousness essays. 

Assign home reading: the "Death of Mama" 
scene from No Ouittin' Sense. C. C.- White's 
autobiographical account of African-
American life in East Texas. 

Day 4 Have students read the poems "Mama 
Saying," "Father (Part I), and "Tree Tall 
Woman" by Harryette Mullen. 

Elicit comments about "Death of Mama" from No 
Ouittin' Sense. 

Have students read biographical entry on J. 
Mason Brewer. Show the film "Hannah and the 
Dog Ghost." 

Day 5 Test over multicultural Texas and related 
vocabulary. Essay question: What cultures 
besides that of Anglo-Americans have 
contributed to the evolution of modern 
Texas. Name at least two cultures, and 
detail their literary and cultural 
contributions. 
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WEEK 6 

URBAN GROWTH, DEATH OF JOHN F. KENNEDY, 

AND HIGH TECH AFTER OIL 

Day 1 Hand out vocabulary list. 
Read "Modernistic Setting for a Machine Age" 

from Texas: A Literary Portrait by Don 
Graham. 

Break class into groups to complete "Modern 
Texas" handout exercise. 

Have class read and explicate the poems 
"1951: Cowgirl" by Pat Little Dog, "The 
Lost Parrot" by Naomi Shihab Nye, and 
"Dickey's Announcement" by David Yates. 

Continue presentations. Assign home reading: 
Winifred M. Sanford's short story 
"Windfall." 

Day 2 Read to class the first chapter of John 
Graves' Goodbve to a River. 

Have students analyze "Windfall" and Goodbve 
to a River in context with trends in late 
twentieth-century Texas. 

Continue presentations. Provide an overview 
of the Kennedy assassination in Dallas. 

Assign home reading: three chapter about 
Dallas during the assassination weekend 
from November 22 by Brian Woolley: "The 
Sixth Hour: Raymond," "The Eleventh Hour: 
Raymond," and "The Thirteenth Hour: Jake." 

Day 3 Have students read and analyze William 
Burford's poem about the J.F.K. 
assassination, "The Spell." 

Direct discussion on the three chapters from 
Woolley's November 22. 

Have students read and give comments on 
Donald Barthelme's short story, "I Bought A 
Little City." Finish presentations. 

Hand out homework exercise for the six-week 
test. 

Day 4 Break class into groups to explicate the 
poems "Houston's Adolescence was My 
Adolescence" by Robert Bonazzi; "After the 
Rains of Saigon" by Walter McDonald; "What 
the Citizens of Corpus, Rockport, 
Palacious, or Bryan Need" by Paul 
Chistensen; and Stephen Harrigan poem, 
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"Pecos Bill in Decline." 
Have students locate place names in the poems 

of maps. 
Answer questions about the test review 

handout. 

Day 5 Six-week test. Essay question: Contrast 
Texas culture of the 1950s with that of 
today. Use your knowledge of history, 
culture, and literature, describing at 
least four literary works that reflect the 
changes between 1950 and now. Explain in 
detail how these works reflect these 
changes. 
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WEEK 1 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE-ARTS ENGLISH III 

TEXAS LIFE AND LITERATURE 

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS 

[75.61 (ii)] 1992. 

1A (i), 1A (ii), IB (i), IB (ii), IF, 
2A, 2D, 2G, 2H (iv), 21 (ii), 2J (i), 2J 
(iv). 

WEEK 2 

WEEK 3 

lA(i), 1A (ii), IB (i), IB (ii), IF, 
2A, 2D,2 2H (iv), 21 (i), 2J (i). 

1A (i), 1A (ii), IB (i), IB (ii), IB 
(iv), IF, 2A, 2D, 2F, 2G, 2H (iv), 2J 
(i). 

WEEK 4 1A (i), 1A (ii), IB (i), IB (ii) , IB 
(iv), 1C (i), 1C (ii), 1C (iii), 1C 
(iv), ID, IE, IF, 1G, 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D, 
2E, 2F, 2G, 2H (iv), 2J (i). 

WEEK 5 

WEEK 6 

1A (i), 1A (ii), IB (i), IB (ii), IB 
(iv), ID, IE, IF, 1G, 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D, 
2E, 2F, 2G, 2H (iv), 2J (i). 

1A (i), 1A (ii), IB (i), IB (ii), 
(iv), IF, 1G, 2F, 2G, 2J (i). 

IB 
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HIGH-SCHOOL TEACHERS GUIDE FOR READING LISTS 

ON TEXAS LIFE AND LITERATURE 

PREFACE 

This annotated bibliography is a resource for the 

preparation of lesson plans for a unit on Texas life and 

literature within the curriculum of a secondary course of 

American literature (English III). The bibliographic guide 

can help teachers select books for student and class reading 

projects as well as help provide teacher-level subject 

knowledge. Although not all books listed are still in 

print, all works can be obtained either through bookstores 

and mail order or through local libraries and the inter-

library loan system. 

Although many Texans have written popular and 

critically acclaimed works that are not about Texas, this 

guide presents only those entries of poetry and prose that 

treat state content. 

Since no single reading list is appropriate for every 

high-school American literature class, teachers can utilize 

this guide toward the creation of individual lists that 

factor in educational goals, reading skill levels, degrees 

of sophistication, community values, and, most importantly, 

student interests. Indeed, taking differing needs and 

interests into consideration is the key; a unit that covers 
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Texas literature in a Beaumont high school should differ 

from units taught in Amarillo, Dallas, or El Paso. Because 

some of the books annotated are not suitable for all English 

III classrooms without some editing, annotations cite 

possible teacher, parent, and student objections. 
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REFERENCE AND BACKGROUND SOURCES ON TEXAS 

LIFE AND LITERATURE 

Alexander, Stanley G. George Sessions Perrv. Austin: Steck-
Vaughn, 1967. Southwest Writers Series. This study comes 
with a useful bibliography for teachers who wish to include 
Perry's works in their units on Texas literature. Brief, 
but valid, this general source presents the life and works 
of the award-winning author of Hold Autumn in Your Hand. 

Adams, Ramon. Six-Guns and Saddle Leather. Norman: U of 
Oklahoma P, 1969. This massive source carries out its 
subtitle: A Bibliography of Books and Pamphlets on Western 
Outlaws and Gunmen. Like other informal annotated 
bibliographies—J. Frank Dobie's Guide to Life and 
Literature of the Southwest and A. C. Greene's The Fifty 
Best Books on Texas—Adams' compilation can be admired for 
its prose as well as for its reference worth. Belle Star 
and Bill Longley are among infamous Texans specified in 
book reviews. A. C. Greene picked Six-Guns and Saddle 
Leather as one of the best works in all of Texas 
literature, saying, "After all, detailing the lives and 
crimes of Southwestern outlaws is a literary contribution 
in itself." 

Alter, Judy. Elmer Kelton and West Texas: A Literary 
Relationship. Denton: U of North Texas P, 1989. Besides 
offering the life, times, and literature of the famous 
Western writer, Alter's study is good reading. Kelton's 
best West Texas books, The Time It Never Rained. The Good 
Old Bovs. and The Day The Cowbovs Quit, are now taught in 
college English courses. Alter, a renowned Texas author 
herself, starts with Elmer Kelton's childhood in West Texas 
where he grew up with his cowboy father and schoolteacher 
mother. The chapters "The Major Novels" and "Kelton as 
Novelist" would be especially beneficial to teachers who 
wish to include Kelton in their lesson plans. 

Anderson, John Q., Edwin W. Gaston, and James Ward Lee. 
Southwestern American Literature: A Bibliography. Chicago: 
Swallow, 1980. Notable because of its impressive scope, 
Southwestern American Literature contains a list of books 
about "Religion," "Arts," "Farming and Ranching," among 
other related entries. Subheadings about literature include 
"Poetry," "Humor," and "Juveniles." Texas books by Texas 
writers are in the record—works by Andy Adams, Karle 
Wilson Baker, Horton Foote, Vassar Miller, George Sessions 
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Perry, Gene Shuford, Lon Tinkle, and R. G. Vliet, among 
others. 

Barr, Alwyn. Black Texans. Austin: Jenkins, 1973. The best 
general study on the specific topic of African-American 
history in Texas. Barr's work begins in 1528, with Estevan, 
the first African-American to see Texas and ends with the 
twentieth century. More than biographical sketches, Black 
Texans involves a diversity of subjects—voting laws, 
economics, and evolving trends. 

Barr, Alwyn, and Robert A. Calvert, eds. Black Leaders: 
Texans for Their Times. Austin: Texas State Historical 
Assn., 1981. Chapter-length biographies sketch the lives of 
African-American Texans who significantly contributed to 
regional progress. One entry describes the life of 
frontiersman William Goyens, who came to Nacogdoches in 
1820 and maintained his freedom while earning a fortune. 
Other chapters tell of Matt Gaines, an effective state 
senator during Reconstruction, Mary Branch, president of 
Tillotson College, and John Biggers, an acclaimed Houston 
artist. 

Bennett, Patrick. Talking with Texas Writers. College 
Station: Texas A & M UP, 1980. Informal, insightful 
interviews with influential members of the Texas literati— 
Larry McMurtry, A. C. Greene, John Graves, Shelby Hearon, 
Preston Jones, Elmer Kelton, William Goyen, Leon Hale, 
Larry L. King, Tom Lea, and Max Apple. By better 
understanding the authors, students can better appreciate 
their works. 

. Rough and Rowdy Ways. College Station: Texas A & M U 
P, 1988. Bennett's biography of the Texas writer Edward 
Evell Anderson evolved from years of research. Edward 
Anderson, who is best remembered as a prose chronicler of 
the Depression, once called his writings "poor-folk 
fiction." Hungry Men became a Literary Guild selection and 
his classic Thieves Like Us. a novel about a young couple 
living outside the law, gained Anderson a national 
following. Very much part of Bennett's content is the fact 
that Anderson often returned from his travels to his 
childhood home of Abilene. 

Brown, Steven Ford, ed. Heart's Invention: On the Poetry of 
Vassar Miller. Houston: Ford-Brown, 1988. This study on the 
great American poet and her works features essays by poets 
Thomas Whitbread, Paul Christensen, and Robert Bonazzi. 
Larry McMurtry, a longtime admirer of Vassar Miller's word 
art, contributed the introduction. A biography and a 
bibliography complete Heart's Invention. 
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Busby, Mark. Preston Jones. Boise, ID: Boise State U, 1983. 
This publication in the Western Writers Series gives 
biographical and bibliographical information about the 
creator of Colonel Kincaid, Lu Ann Hampton Laverty 
Oberlander, and the other denizens of Bradleyville, Texas. 
This study would be indispensable for any teacher who plans 
to include excerpts from Preston Jones' Trilogy in lesson 
plans. 

Calvert, Robert A., and Arnoldo De Leon. The History of 
Texas. Arlington Heights, IL: Harlan Davidson, 1990. 
Written by Calvert of Texas A & M and De Leon of Angelo 
State University, this general text provides a good 
overview. The first of fourteen chapters, "Contact of 
Civilization," starts with Pre-columbian populations, and 
the last chapter, "Texas in Transition," covers Governor 
Ann Richards and contemporary issues. Time lines compare 
the histories of the United States and Texas, reinforcing 
facts and concepts of American history. 

Campbell, Randolph. An Empire for Slavery: The Peculiar 
Institution in Texas. 1821-1865. Baton Rouge: Louisiana 
State UP, 1989. Winner of a Texas Institute of Letters 
award in nonfiction. A monumental work on the era of Texas 
slavery, The Empire of Slavery explores the nature of "the 
Peculiar Institution." Beginning with the slaves of Stephen 
F. Austin's first colonists and closing with the influx of 
bondmen during the War Between the States, An Empire for 
Slavery is a resource for human understanding. Campbell 
answers this tough question: "What were the physical and 
psychological conditions of servitude for Texas slaves?" 
The chapter "Family, Religion, and Music: The Strength to 
Endure" delineates the positive historical traits within 
the African-American culture in Texas. 

Caraway, Georgia Kemp, ed. Writers and Publishers Guide to 
Texas Markets: 1991-1992. Denton: U of North Texas P, 1991. 
This enlarged edition includes essays giving advice to 
writers seeking a publisher—advice by A. C. Greene, Elmer 
Kelton, James Hoggard, and other often-published Texans. 
Overall, Writers and Publishers Guide is a practicable 
survey of magazines, journals, books, and a catalogue of 
writers groups, local presses, contest prizes, and grants. 
This resource would be of service to students who wish to 
submit their essays, poems, short stories, or photos for 
publication. 

Clayton, Lawrence. Benjamin Capps and the South Plains: A 
Literary Relationship. Denton: U of North Texas P, 1990. 
This second book in the Texas Writers Series is a well-
written, well-documented study on one of the state's 
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foremost fictionalists. Although the label "Western writer" 
somewhat applies, in such novels as Woman of the People and 
Brothers of Uterica. Benjamin Capps of Grand Prairie, 
Texas, clearly transcends the genre. Clayton's study has 
both biographical data and critical analysis. 

Clifford, Craig, and William T. Pilkington, eds. Range Wars. 
Dallas: Southern Methodist UP, 1989. These essays on the 
nature and history of Texas literature form a necessary 
resource for teacher-level knowledge. The introduction from 
A. C. Greene's "The Fifty Best Texas Books" and its 
rebuttal "Ever a Bridegroom: Reflections on the Failure of 
Texas Literature" by Larry McMurtry appear, along with 
pieces by Don Graham, James Ward Lee, Marshall Terry, 
Pilkington, and others. From these persuasive essays, one 
can better define "Texas literature." 

De Boe, David, and Barbara F. Immroth. Teaching Texas 
History; An All-Level Resource Guide. Austin: The Texas 
State Historical Assn., 1985. Funded by Texas Committee for 
the Humanities, this teacher's guide offers classroom 
applications for regional studies. Designed for K-12, 
Teaching Texas History is for Texas literature as well as 
history, providing lists of educational aids, maps, 
posters, bulletin boards, Texas studies magazines and 
journals, and video cassettes. The chapter "Fiction and 
Nonfiction for Juveniles" offers a reading list for k-12. 

De Leon, Arnoldo. The Teiano Community. 1836-1900. 
Albuquerque: U of New Mexico P, 1982. Politics, economics, 
religion, folklore, recreation, and education combine in De 
Leon's work. The historical ability of Tejanos to adapt and 
survive comes through to the reader. The interpreted record 
of Spaniards and Mexicans in Texas brings forth a new 
history, a new people—the Tejanos. In the chapter 
"Spaniards, Mexicans, and Americans," De Leon explains 
misconceptions about Hispanics commonly held by nineteenth-
century Anglo Texans. Analyses of heroic deeds and ordinary 
lives are developed with statistical tables, photos, and 
illustrations. 

Dobie, J. Frank. Guide to Life and Literature of the 
Southwest. Dallas: Southern Methodist UP, 1952. A landmark 
bibliography from which one learns about Dobie as well as 
regional culture. These lines from an entry on James B. 
Gillet's Six Years with the Texas Rangers are 
representative of Dobie's very personal bibliographic 
style: "I regard Gillett as the strongest and straightest 
of all ranger narrators ... he wrote in sunlight." 
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Dugger, Ronnie, ed. Three Men In Texas. Austin: U of Texas 
P, 1967. For several decades, Bedichek, Dobie, and Webb 
were Texas literature." Dugger explores the lives and works 
of these three educators and authors, who mutually 
cherished the vanishing Texas frontier. Roy Bedichek, the 
sophisticated writer who loved the natural world, J. Frank 
Dobie, the famous folklorist and champion of the underdog, 
and Walter Prescott Webb, the great historian, are fleshed 
out in essays. Contributors include William A. Owens, John 
Henry Faulk, Rupert N. Richardson, Lon Tinkle, and Martin 
Shockley, and other such Texans who were greatly influenced 
by one or all of "The Old Three." 

Fehrenbach, T. R. Lone Star. New York: Macmillan, 1968. Both 
a reference source and example of Texas literature, Lone 
Star is highly recommended despite its length. Several 
valid Texas history surveys are on library shelves, but 
because of its storytelling voice, Lone Star is the most 
readable. Students receive knowledge along with a feel for 
content. Fehrenbach's telling breathes life into every 
epoch—Texas before Europeans, the Spanish Mission system, 
the War Between the States with its last battle fought near 
Padre Island, and then, beyond the Indian wars into modern 
times. The author's best passages show an impressive 
knowledge of human behavior as a part of underlying causes. 
The 1986 P.B.S. series Lone Star in an adaptation of the 
book and features T. R. Fehrenbach and actor Larry Hagman. 

Franz, Joe B. Texas: A History. New York: Norton, 1976. 
Franz, a nationally respected scholar and a former 
professor of history at University of Texas, Austin, 
produced this serviceable general history. The first two 
chapters, "Historical Guide" and "Other Places of Interest" 
dispense information about historic places around the 
state. 

Graham, Don, James Ward Lee, and William T. Pilkington. The 
Texas Literary Tradition. Austin: The U of Texas P, 1983. A 
highly recommended collection of articles on Texas 
literature and culture by several imminently qualified 
contributors. Editors Graham, Lee, and Pilkington and 
writers William Owens, Tomas Rivera, Elmer Kelton, Rolando 
Hinojosa, R. G. Vliet are represented. An extensive 
annotated biography in the appendix will enable teachers 
and students to dig deeper into Texas literature. 

Graham, Don. Texas: A Literary Portrait. San Antonio: 
Corona, 1985. With quotations following chapter 
introductions, Graham's literary tour covers the 
geographical/cultural regions of the state. The fifty 
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quotations—poems, excerpts from novels, speeches, and 
letters—together add to a cultural definition of "Texas." 
Quotes by natives J. Frank Dobie, Larry McMurtry, Katherine 
Ann Porter, and others reinforce opinions by such outsiders 
as Walt Whitman, Oscar Wilde, and Gertrude Stein. 

Greene, A. C. The Fifty Best Books on Texas. Dallas: 
Pressworks, 1982. A prerequisite for teacher-level 
knowledge of Texas literature, The Fifty Best, about a 
decade ago, rekindled interest in Texas literature. 
Covering nonfiction, novels, plays, short stories, and 
poetry, The Fifty Best gives general criticism on works 
like Interwoven by Sallie Reynolds Matthews, Events and 
Celebrations by R. G. Vliet, and A Texas Trilogy by Preston 
Jones. Greene also includes biographical data on authors, 
whom, often as not, he has met or befriended. 

Grover, Dorys Crow. John Graves. Boise, ID: Boise State UP, 
1989. Southwest Writers Series. The study covers the art 
and life of John Graves, whose "Brazos Trilogy"—Goodbve to 
a River (1960), Hardscrabble (1974), and From a Limestone 
Ledge (1980)—has passed the test of time. Goodbve to a 
River. better than any other work of literature, gives 
understanding of the natural and cultural histories of 
North Central Texas. Grove states: "The accumulated effect 
of Graves's writing is that he has help to shape the 
heart's reply to the beauty and wonder of the American 
West" 

Holmes, William M., and Ray A. Stephens. Historical Atlas of 
Texas. Norman: U of Oklahoma P, 1989. A good map can be a 
great teacher, and this cartographic book is very good. 
Compiled in chronological order, Historical Atlas of Texas, 
places essays opposite their related maps. Such topics as 
the states's geologic past, the onetime expanse of 
Comancheria, cattle trails, and famous hurricanes are 
mapped out in detail. 

Immroth, Barbara Froling. Texas in Children's Books. Hamden 
Connecticut: Library Professional, 1986. Most of the books 
annotated are at reading levels below that of senior high; 
however, several of the books listed, particularly works 
for young readers by J. Frank Dobie, Fred Gipson, Loula 
Grace Erdman, Ruby Tolliver, Zinita Fowler, and Judy Alter, 
should be considered literature. 

James, Eleanor. Rov Bedichek. Austin: Steck-Vaughn, 1970. 
Southwest Writers Series. Bedichek was one of "The Texas 
Triumvirate" and is now remembered for his 
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directorship of the Interscholastic League, as well as for 
his writing of distinguished nonfiction. This brief study 
combines biographical and critical content. 

Jenkins, John H. Basic Texas Books. Austin: Texas State 
Historical Assn., 1983. Basic Texas Books has several 
limitations; Jenkins does not encompass publications after 
1940 and does not examine poetry or fiction. However, this 
list of studies, journals, historical papers, and other 
printed artifacts would be of interest to students of Texas 
nonfiction. 

Lee, James Ward. William Humphrey. Austin: Steck-Vaughn, 
1967. This edition of the Southwest Writer Series takes in 
Humphrey's early days in northeast Texas as well as his 
later life in Dallas and New York; it also covers by way of 
literary criticism his masterpieces Home From the Hill and 
The Ordways. In William Humphrey. Lee provides background 
information about the man who made Clarksville a part of 
the American literary landscape. 

Lee, James Ward. Classics of Texas Fiction. Dallas: E-Heart, 
1987. An annotated bibliography that is a good read, 
Classics of Texas Fiction recommends nationally celebrated 
Texas novels as well as lesser known, yet worthwhile, 
novels. A short biography precedes each plot summary and 
literary analysis. Forty-seven entries are featured, but an 
additional seventy-five paragraph-length reviews on other 
novels follow in the appendix. Lee's Classics of Texas 
Fiction. Greene's The Fifty Best Books on Texas and The 
Texas Literary Tradition by Graham, Lee, and Pilkington 
together make a logical start towards the formulation of 
any teaching unit of Texas literature. 

Linebarger, Jim. Arthur Samplev: An Introduction to the 
Poetry. Derry, PA: Rook, 1978. Poet, critic Jim Linebarger 
knew Arthur McMullough Sampley, the major post-war Texas 

4 poet. Linebarger presents a biographical time chart in 
addition to critical commentary. 

Long, E. Hudson. O. Henrv: American Reaionalist. Austin: 
Steck-Vaughn, 1969. Southern Writers Series. The short 
stories of William Sydney Porter are among the best loved 
in twentieth-century American literature. Known for his 
unanticipated, ironic endings, and for his pseudonym O. 
Henry, young William Porter lived on a Texas ranch and 
worked in an Austin bank in the 1880s. His stay here 
furnished material for some of his best pieces. Porter also 
wrote for the Houston "Daily Post" before his now famous 
arrest for embezzling funds from the Austin bank. Hudson's 
study, when combined with content in the introduction to 
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Michael Simms' 1986 collection 0. Henrv's Texas Stories, 
forms a comprehensive look at this American author in 
Texas. 

McComb, David G. Texas: A Modern History. Austin: U of Texas 
P, 1989. McComb's general history of this century maintains 
an emphasis on the human element. Texas: A Modern History 
succeeds as an overview of land and people, ending with a 
balanced examination of current complexities. The chapter 
"The Texas Mystique" explores the Lone Star State's 
international image. Supportive photos and maps encourage 
the reader to delve into modern problems and trends. 
Despite the brevity of Texas: A Modern History (under two-
hundred pages) it functions as an up-to-date general 
reader. 

Montejano, David. Anglos and Mexicans in the Making of Texas 
1836-1986. Austin: U of Texas P, 1987. This winner of the 
Texas Institute of Letters award divides the history of 
Mexican Americans in Texas into four stages: incorporation 
(1836-1900), reconstruction (1900-1920), segregation (1920-
1940), and integration (1940-1986). In the last chapter "A 
Time of Inclusion," Montejano documents the on-going shift 
of Mexican Americans away from rural areas toward urban 
communities in Texas. Montejano's interpretive analysis 
skillfully draws on primary sources—cowboy diaries, travel 
narratives, interviews, and land records. 

Newcomb, W. W. The Indians of Texas. Austin: U of Texas P, 
1961. Texas Institute of Letters award. Best of its kind, 
this survey can be easily recommended to those who want to 
learn more about Texans before Europeans. Newcomb 
classifies Indians into early Paleo-Americans, coastal 
tribes like the Karankawas, inland nomads like the 
Comanches and Kiowas, and agricultural nations—most 
notably the Caddos. Applying documents and oral lore, 
Newcomb's authoritative text is supported by explanatory 
drawings. The last chapter, "Extermination and Oblivion," 
examines the fates of these diverse peoples who once 
thrived in Texas. 

Norwood, W. D. John W. Thomason. Jr. Austin: Steck-Vaughn, 
1969. Southwest Writers Series. Through this book of 
biography and literary criticism, the reader learns about 
the well-travelled career Marine, short story writer, and 
author of Lone Star Preacher. 

Oliphant, Dave. On a High Horse. Fort Worth: Prickly Pear, 
1983. Subtitled Views Mostly of Latin American and Texan 
Poetry. this scholarly work provides a general study on 
Texas poetry and poetics. Oliphant's belief that a 
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renaissance of Texas poetry began in the 1970s is central 
to the essays, reprinted introductions, and reviews. 
Critical essays on poets William Barney, William Burford, 
Vassar Miller, Walter McDonald, and Naomi Shihab Nye 
clarify the nature of "Texas Poetry." 

Phillips, Robert. William Goven. Boston: Hall, 1979. Goyen 
is remembered for his anthologized stories like "The White 
Rooster" and "Bridge of Music, River of Sand" as well as 
novels like House of Breath. Phillips' William Goyen helps 
the reader attack the complex, often symbolic narratives of 
Goyen who was once the writer-in-residence at Princeton 
University, but who, in his best writings, never left his 
native East Texas. 

Pilkington, William T. William A Owens. Austin: Steck-
Vaughn', 1968. Southwestern Writers Series. Pilkington 
interprets such works as This Stubborn Soil and Walking on 
Borrowed Ground. In addition, Pilkington places Owens' 
field research tracking down Texas folklore in context with 
his later academic and literary accomplishments: "During 
the 1930s, most of Owens' intellectual effort—and indeed a 
great deal of physical effort—was directed toward 
research." Pilkington's Imagining Texas: The Literature of 
the Lone Star State (1981) is also recommended for 
background information. 

Pool, William B., Edward Triggs, and Lance Wren. A 
Historical Atlas of Texas. Austin: Encino, 1975. Comparable 
with the 1989 collection of maps and text by William M. 
Holmes and A. Ray Stephens in A Historical Atlas of Texas 
(1989), this more recent set of maps and commentary gives 
visual reinforcement to Texas subjects in literature—San 
Antonio in the 1830s, the Texas Navy, goat and sheep 
ranches, and much more. Teachers should check both atlases 
for material that best strengthens individual lesson plans. 

Reynolds, Clay, ed. Taking Stock: A Larrv McMurtrv Casebook. 
Dallas: Southern Methodist UP, 1989. Essays and reviews by 
William T. Pilkington, Don Graham, James Ward Lee, Donald 
Barthelme, Ernestine P. Sewell, Larry L. King, and other 
leading Southwestern scholars make up this book of 
criticisms about Larry McMurtry of Archer City and the 
world. Reynolds organizes Taking Stock by stages in 
McMurtry's progression—e.g., "The Thalia Trilogy," "The 
Houston Trilogy," and "Fear and Loathing in Texasville," 
etc. 

Richardson, Rubert Norval. The Comanche Barrier to South 
Plains Settlement. Glendale, CA: Clark, 1933. Reprinted by 
Hardin-Simmons UP. In his The Fifty Best Books on Texas. 
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critic A. C. Greene recommends Richardson's work: "The 
Comanche Barrier is a model of historical viewing and 
information. Richardson's scholarship works exactly the way 
a reader wants it to: it fills in the gaps, it informs you 
when the scene is clouded, and it supports its contentions 
and conclusions.11 Chapters on Sam Houston and the Plains 
Indians, the Reservation system under the Quakers, Comanche 
advancement during the War Between the States, and other 
historic topics are richly developed. Content on the last 
Comanche war chief in Texas, Quanah Parker, is particularly 
well achieved. 

Roach, Joyce Gibson. C. L. Sonnichsen. Boise, ID: Boise 
State UP, 1979. Southwest Writers Series. Roach, an award-
winning author herself, wrote this brief study on the 
literature and life of the late "Doc" Sonnichsen, whose 
nonfictional works on the desert Southwest have been 
nationally appreciated. Roach points out the geographical 
irony in Sonnichsen's award-winning career: "Texans do not 
expect a man from Minnesota with a Ph.D. from Harvard to 
write affectionately about the sand, sun, and stickers; to 
embrace the region's history as his own; or to find 
anything amusing about the climate. Charles Leland 
Sonnichsen did." 

Rundell, Walter. Walter Prescott Webb. Austin: Steck-Vaughn, 
1971. Southwest Writers Series. This study of the famous 
friend of Dobie and Bedicheck enlarges the reader's 
appreciation and understanding of Webb, the historian, 
educator, and man. One also better understands his works 
The Great Plains (1931), The Texas Rangers: A Century nf 
Frontier Defense (1935), Divided We Stand: A Crisis of a 
Frontierless Democracy (1937), The Great Frontier (1952), 
and The American West: Perpetual Mirage (1957) . 

Shaw, Charles. Indian Life in Texas. Austin: State House, 
1987. This book about Native Americans in the state has 
several elements that make it educationally valuable. 
Because illustrations, maps, or photographs make up the 
majority of content, Indian Life in Texas is not 
literature; yet it can act as a hook to an interest in 
Texas studies. 

Tanner, James T. F. The Texas Legacy of Katherine Anne 
Porter. Denton: U of North Texas P, 1991. Texas Writers 
Series. By far, more books of criticism on Porter have been 
published than on any other Texas writer. Although 
Katherine Anne Porter maintained an uneasy relationship 
with her native state, Tanner convincingly argues that 
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Porter is a "Texas" author, and one of the state's all-time 
best. Tanner's thesis comes in the first chapter: 
"Katherine Ann Porter is the greatest writer yet produced 
by Texas. Yet she is scarcely acknowledged as a Texas 
writer at all. No Katherine Ann Porter Society in Texas 
attempts to celebrate her work or keep her name alive." In 
addition, Joan Givner's 1982 biography, Katherine Ann 
Porter; A Life, contains material about Porter's youth in 
Texas in context with lasting impressions from these years. 

Taylor, J. Golden, ed. A Literary History of the American 
West. Fort Worth: Texas Christian UP, 1987. Massive, nearly 
fourteen hundred pages, A Literary History scans the 
expanse of American Western literature. Authorities— 
Americo Paredes, Don Graham, James Ward Lee, and William T. 
Pilkington—contributed essays and reviews on Texas. This 
collection locates Texas literature as part of the greater 
Southwestern pool. Broad categories like "Encountering the 
West" and "Rediscovering the West" guide the work. Within 
these broads rubrics come more specific subsections like 
"Beginnings of Genres in the West" and "Earth Tones: Ethnic 
Expression in American Literature." The art, lives, and 
times of Katherine Ann Porter, Benjamin Capps, Larry 
McMurtry, and other Texans are very much part of content. 

Tinkle, Lon. An American Original: The Life of J. Frank 
Dobie. Austin: U of Texas P, 1978. Texas Institute of 
Letters award. Tinkle, who was once himself the preeminent 
man of Texas letters, wrote this personal biography of 
Dobie, the famed folklorist, educator, and nonconformist. 
Among others aspects of Dobie's diverse life, Tinkle looks 
at Dobie's educational career, from his stint as a school 
teacher in Alpine, Texas, through his sometimes stormy 
presence on the University of Texas campus, to his 
sabbatical in Oxford, England. 

Webb, Walter Prescott. The Great Plains. Boston: Ginn, 
1931. Reprinted by U of Nebraska P. The Great Plains 
remains a salient background source, and because of its 
prose quality, it is an example of Texas literature. Dobie 
describes his friend's landmark work as "the land's growth 
into human imagination as well as economic institutions." 
This sweeping survey follows pioneers as they encounter the 
plains. Beyond the arid line west of the ninety-eighth 
meridian, Easterners adapted to a new world, went back 
home, or perished. Webb presents the psychologies as well 
as the chronologies of Native American, Hispanic, and 
Anglo-American cultures. Texas is integral to his thesis; 
the conquest of Texas carefully explained with particulars 
of culture, climate, flora, and fauna. 
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Webb, Walter Prescott. The Great Frontier. Austin: U of 
Texas P, 1951. The unprecedented reshaping of world 
economies and human institutions—most importantly, those 
involved with the rise of the individual—serves as the 
work's focus. The author explains where this watershed 
study was conceived: "The first step in my preparation to 
become a student of the frontier was taken in 1892 when my 
parents moved to West Texas while that country was still in 
the frontier stage." In subchapters "The Texas Rangers and 
the Revolver," "A New System of Cattle Culture," and "The 
Invention of a Fence," Webb attributes to Texas a key role 
in this global reshaping that occurred from 1492 to the 
closing of the American frontier. 

Webb, Walter Prescott ed. The Handbook of Texas. Austin: The 
Texas State Historical Assn., 1952. Two Volumes and a 
supplement. Biographies of historic men and women, 
histories of place names, entries on regional battles, and 
many other encyclopedic entries on Texas culture are 
within. Although perspectives and facts on Texas culture 
have changed somewhat since its publishing date, The 
Handbook still provides more quick answers to Texas studies 
questions than any other single source. A revised edition 
is in the works and due out in the 1990s. 

Webb, Walter Prescott. Llerena Friend, ed. Talks on Texas 
Books. Austin: Texas State Historical Assn., 1970. The 
learned educator and historian expounds on Andy Adams' The 
Log of a Cowbov. John A. Lomax's Cowbov Songs, and J. Frank 
Dobie's The Trail Drivers of Texas. 

Weems, John. Dream of Empire. New York: Simon, 1971. Texas 
Institute of Letters award. From the earliest days to Anson 
Jones, Dreams of Empire give a history of the Lone Star 
Republic. Illustrious participants like Stephen F. Austin, 
Sam Houston, and Mary Maverick get their due while lesser-
known Texians complete the mosaic. One lesser known 
participant, Harriet Moore Page, survived these years in 
the Caddo Lakes wilderness. It is interesting to compare 
Elithe Kirkland's Love is a Wild Assault, (a novel based on 
the controversial life of Harriet Page) to Weems' account. 
As in Dream of Empire. Weems combines scholarship with a 
flair for storytelling in A Weekend in September (1957), a 
book about the 1900 Galveston Flood. In Death Song (1976) 
Weems vividly describes the last years of the Plains 
Indians before reservations. 
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GENERAL ANTHOLOGIES 

OF PROSE AND POETRY 

Apple, Max. Southwest Fiction. New York: Bantam, 1980. Some 
excellent examples of literature are in this collection. 
Among the short stories are Allen Wier's "Things About To 
Disappear," C. W. Smith's "The Plantation Club," "Carolyn 
Osborn's "My Brother Is a Cowboy," Donald Barthelme's "I 
Brought a Little City," and John Graves' "The Last 
Running." Apple also excerpted parts of Texas novels like 
William Brammer's The Gav Place. William Goyen's Ghost and 
Flesh. Water and Dirt, and Larry McMurtry's Terms of 
Endearment. 

Banks, C. Stanley and Grace Taylor McMillian, eds. The New 
Texas Reader. San Antonio: Naylor, 1960. These informative 
selections are taken from various regional contributors, 
some famous, some not. Essays on the complex history of 
Texas include: "The Texas Navy" by James T. Shields, 
"Cabeza De Vaca and Horsehead" by J. Frank Dobie, and "The 
Flavor of Texas Humor" by Boyce House. 

Calvert, Robert A. and Ralph A. Wooster, eds. Texas Vistas: 
Selections from the Southwestern Historical Quarterly. 
Austin: The Texas State Historical Assn., 1980. Information 
about our land and people by several of the state's 
foremost historians—"Stephen F. Austin" by Eugene C. 
Barker, "The Texan of 1860" by Llerna B. Friend, "Retracing 
the Chisholm Trail" by Wayne Gard, and "The Galveston Storm 
of 1900" by John Edward Weems. 

Eisen, Johnathan, and Harold Straughn, eds. Unknown Texas. 
New York: Macmillan, 1988. Writings on Texas subjects by 
such natives as A. C. Greene, Larry McMurtry, and Billy Lee 
Brammer and by those only passing through like Cabeza De 
Vaca and Woody Guthrie. 

Hartley, Margaret L., ed. The Southwest Review Reader. 
Dallas: Southern Methodist UP, 1974. Prose and poetry in 
this book was selected from Autumn 1974 Fiftieth 
Anniversary Issue and features many of the all-time best 
pieces from the foremost literary journal of the Southwest. 
Articles, short stories, and poems on Texas/Southwestern 
subjects by a diversity of writers including Marshall 
Terry, Paul Horgan, William Burford, Walter Prescott Webb, 
and J. Frank Dobie. 

Kopp, Karl and Jane Kopp, eds. Southwest: A Contemporary 
Anthology. Albuquerque: Red Earth, 1977. This collection 
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offers a "Texas" section with poems "Houston's Adolescence 
Was My Adolescence" by Robert Bonazzi, "Texas Boomer" by 
Joseph Colin Murphey, "Honor Card" by Betsy Colquitt, "In 
Jeff Davis County" by Bryan Woolley, and "Thinking About 
Cows at Ten O'clock in the Morning, Abilene" by Naomi 
Shihab Nye among other prose and poetry works. 

Lee, James Ward. New Texas 91; Poetry and Fiction. Denton: U 
of North Texas P, 1991. An impressive gathering of works by 
new and veteran literary artists, New Texas 91 is intended 
as the first in a series for the 1990s. Prose and poetry on 
regional themes by Betsy Colquitt, Shelby Hearon, Robert 
Flynn, William D. Barney, Francis Abernethy, James Hoggard, 
Martha Elizabeth, Ray Gonzales, Walter McDonald, Bryce 
Milligan, Jack Myers, Pattiann Rogers, Marshall Terry, and 
others are were selected by the series' editors. 

McDonald, Walter, and James P. White, eds. Texas Stories and 
Poems. Dallas: Texas Center for Writers, 1978. Short 
stories by Mary Gray Hughes, Tomas Rivera, and others, 
along with poems by Leon Stokesbury, Jack Myers, Richard 
Sale, Lorenzo Thomas, James Hoggard, and others. 

Major, Mabel, and Rebecca W. Smith, eds. The Southwest in 
Literature. New York: Macmillan, 1929. This anthology was 
edited more than sixty years ago, but these Southwestern/ 
Texas pieces are timeless—an engaging collection from 
early Spanish colonization to the oil boom era. Poems 
"Carmelita" by Mirabeau Lamar, "The Boat that Never Sailed" 
by John P. Solander, and "Lasca" by Frank Desprez accompany 
short stories like "The Chaparral Prince" by 0. Henry. 

Pearce, T. M. and A. P. Thomason, eds. Southwesterners 
Write. Albuquerque: The U of New Mexico P, 1946. Texana and 
Texas literature featuring excerpts that give the flavor of 
the entire work—selections include Big Spring. The Casual 
Biography of a Prairie Town by Shine Phillips and Rov Bean: 
Law West of the Pecos C. L. Sonnichsen. Also included are 
short pieces "Blessing the Animals" by John A. Lomax, 
"Pastores del Palo Duro" by J. Evetts Haley, and "The 
Singing Snakes of the Karankawas" by Walter Prescott Webb. 

Perry, George Sessions, ed. Roundup Time: A Collection of 
Southwestern Writings. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1943. A 
collection which features short stories by Katherine Ann 
Porter and William Sydney Porter, and excerpts from novels 
by such writers as George Sessions Perry and John W. 
Thomason, and biographies by Marquis James, J. Frank Dobie, 
and Walter Prescott Webb. 
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Saylors, Rita, ed. Liquid City. San Antonio: Corona, 1987. 
Houston writers on their city. A fine prose and poetry 
anthology by various Houstonians, native and naturalized— 
Phillip Lopate, Vassar Miller, Donald Barthelme, Beverly 
Lowry, Cynthia MacDonald, Lorenzo Thomas, Ntozake Shange, 
Max Apple, and others. 

Shockley, Martin, ed. Southwest Writers Anthology. Austin: 
Steck-Vaughn, 1962. This collection published in a 
transition period between the old and new guard is perhaps 
the best Texas anthology in its scope. Folk tales collected 
by J. Mason Brewer, John C. Duval, and J. Frank Dobie; 
excerpts from In A Narrow Grave by Larry McMurtry, Lone 
Star Preacher by John W. Thomason, The Raven by Marquis 
James, Goodbve to a River by John Graves, and The Storv of 
the Texas Rangers by Walter Prescott Webb. Poems include 
"Cattle" by Berta Hart Nance, "Death Rode a Pinto Pony" by 
Whitney Montgomery, "The Hill Hounds" by William D. Barney, 
and short stories "The Hammon and the Beans" by Americo 
Paredes, and "The Fig Tree" by Katherine Ann Porter. 

Sonnichsen, C. L. The Southwest in Life and Literature. New 
York: Devin Adair, 1962. This book contains several 
informative pieces on Texas studies—excerpted passages 
from Karankawav County by Roy Bedichek, The Odvssev of 
Cabeza de Vaca by Morris Bishop, The Log of a Cowboy by 
Andy Adams, We Pointed Them North by "Teddy Blue" Abbott, 
and the short essay "Jeff Milton: A Good Man with a Gun" by 
J. Evetts Haley. 

Weems, John Edward, ed. A Texas Christmas: A Miscellany of 
Art. Poetrv. and Fiction. Dallas: Pressworks, 1983. This 
anthology presents a variety of seasonal pieces by such 
Texans as R. G. Vliet, A. C. Greene, Leon Hale, Vassar 
Miller, Tom Lea, William Owens, Rolando Hinojosa, Shelby 
Hearon, William Goyen, Carolyn Osborn, Joe B. Frantz, Elmer 
Kelton, and Benjamin Capps. 

White, James P., ed. New and Experimental Literature. 
Midland: Texas Center for Writers, 1975. Prose and poetry 
by R. S. Gwynn, Richard Sale, Walter McDonald, Marshall 
Terry, and others. 
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STUDIES IN FOLKLORE 

Abernethy, Francis Edward, ed. Folk Art in Texas. Dallas: 
Southern Methodist UP, 1985. This forty-fifth publication 
of the Texas Folklore society offers an educational mix of 
photographs, essays, and interviews on the state's thriving 
folk art scene. Chapter titles indicate areas of interest: 
"The Rural Mailbox," "Folk Grave Decoration Along the Rio 
Grande," El Paso Murals," "Art Among the Low Riders, "The 
Art of the Cowboy Hat," "Quiltmaking: A Creative 
Tradition," "Pine Needle Art of the Big Thicket Indians" 
and "Jail House Rag." 

Abernethy, Francis Edward, ed. Texas Tovs and Games. Dallas: 
Southern Methodist UP, 1990. This recent work is an 
invaluable source on childhood fun before television and 
franchised toy stores. Texas Tovs and Games looks at the 
folkloric implications of the way Texans recreated. 
Illustrations, photographs, and commentary on homemade toys 
like skate wheel scooters and tractors made of old tobacco 
tins reveal simple pleasures of the past and present. A 
second section illustrates indoor and outdoor games still 
played around the state. Abernethy's work on regional folk 
music, sinain' Texas (1983), is also the definitive work on 
a specific branch of Texas studies. 

Boatright, Mody C. Folk Laughter on the American Frontier. 
New York: Macmillan, 1949. This study by a major Texas 
folklorist can help students interpret the psyche of 
nineteenth-century America. Folk Laughter places Texas 
humor in a social context. Such Western phenomenons as 
jokes about country politicians and lawyers, tricks on 
newcomers or "loading the greenhorn," and frontier boasting 
or "the art of tall lying" are examined as American folk 
traits. The last chapter, "Buoyant or Despairing?" defends 
the thesis that humor among pioneers was predominantly 
optimistic. 

Brewer, J. Mason. The Word on the Brazos. Austin: U of Texas 
P, 1953. Dog Ghost and Other Texas Negro Folk Tales. 
Austin: U of Texas P, 1958. Both studies are combined in 
later University of Texas printings. These award-winning 
books yield timeless social comment, humor, and folk wisdom 
from the black cotton culture. From the frame houses and 
churches around the Brazos bottoms, Brewer created his 
unforgettable characters—Aunt Dicy, Elder Walluh, and many 
others. Part I, "Slavery and Its Legacy," conveys in human, 
often comic terms, Southern injustice in Texas. Some 
students may consider the author's use of exaggerated 
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dialect dated. An excellent film "Hannah and the Dog 
Ghost," directed by Ken Harrison, is available on video. 

Dobie, J. Frank. Coronado's Children. Dallas: Southwest, 
1930. Reprinted by U of Texas P. Countless Western pulps 
and screenplays about lost treasure have borrowed from this 
landmark book. Some critics consider it to be the first 
important work of Texas literature, and most agree that it 
offers some of Dobie's best writing. From Coronado's 
Children, one can read about lost gold in Big Bend, the 
ghost of Jean Lafitte, Jim Bowie's lost mine, and other 
lore gathered across the state. This collection of tales is 
not so much about historical gold and silver as the 
universal dream of finding lost treasure. Other Dobie books 
that can be recommended include his fictional Tongues of 
the Monte (1935), and nonfictional Apache Gold and Yacrui 
Silver (1939), The Lonahorns (1941), A Texan in England 
(1944), The Mustangs (1952), Cow People (1964), and his 
autobiography Some Part of Myself (1967). 

Linck, Ernestine Sewell and Joyce Gibson Roach. Eats: A Folk 
History of Texas Foods. Fort Worth: Texas Christian UP, 
1989. A fine blend of folklore and food—recipes, old 
photographs, folk sayings, interviews, and more. This 
winner of a Texas Institute of Letters award proposes that 
regional cooking is an integral part of human nature. The 
book's premise—one can understand Texans by what they eat 
— i s delightfully documented. The first section "Eats from 
the Red River to the Sabine to the Nueces to the Rio Grande 
to the High Plains and Back" precedes "Texans Have More Fun 
Celebrating the Season." 

Lomax, John A., and Alan Lomax. Cowbov Songs and Other 
Ballads. New York: Macmillan, 1910. Later editions are 
available. Cowbov Songs was the first collection of 
American folksongs with music and lyrics printed side by 
side. Father and son transcribed this extensive, not-yet-
improved-upon collection of trail and bunkhouse songs: "The 
Texas Cowboy," "Leadbelly's Chisolm Trail," "Roy Bean," 
"Sam Bass," "Hell in Texas," "Texas Rangers" among many 
others. J. Frank Dobie gives his fellow folklorist credit: 
"John A. Lomax is responsible for having made cowboy songs 
a part of the common heritage of America." 

Lomax, John A. Adventures of a Ballad Hunter. New York: 
Macmillan, 1947. Reprinted by Hafner. Winner of a Texas 
Institute of Letters award in nonfiction. By 1908, Lomax 
had recognized the need to record those Americans who knew 
by heart early folk music—old frontiersmen, uncooperative 
cowboys, convicts 
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living the blues, even Teddy Roosevelt. Lomax, toting his 
hand-cranked Ediphone, searched out and preserved blues, 
work songs, and cattle calls. This autobiography contains 
harsh scenes from inside Texas prisons, where Lomax found 
one of America's most beloved folksingers, Huddie Ledbetter 
or "Leadbelly," who first recorded "The Midnight Special" 
and "Goodnight Irene." 

Owens, William A. Texas Folk Songs. Dallas: Southern 
Methodist UP, 1976. Revised in 1979, this folk treasury was 
chiefly compiled in the 1930s. The late William A. Owens 
organized the entries of Texas Folk Songs by cultural 
origin and social function: "British Popular Ballad," 
"Songs and Games for Children," "Anglo-American Comic 
Songs," and "Afro-American Secular Songs." Commentary and 
music scores trace how folk songs like "Barbara Allen" 
evolved along side American civilization. While Lomax's 
Cowbov Songs is distinctly Western, Texas Folk Songs treats 
the Southern culture in the Lone Star State. 

Paredes, Americo. "With His Pistol in His Hand:" A Border 
Ballad and Its Hero." Austin: U of Texas P, 1958. Available 
in paperback editions. The legend begins when a poor ranch 
hand, Gregorio Cortez shoots an Anglo sheriff because of a 
faulty English\Spanish translation. The Texas Rangers then 
initiate a historic manhunt. This scholarly work 
intertwines varied topics: Tejano culture in South Texas, 
the folk superhero Gregorio Cortez, the very different 
historical Cortez, and the evolution of the folksong "El 
Corrido de Gregorio Cortez." The 1983 movie "the Ballad of 
Gregorio Cortez" staring Edward James Olmos (with Americo 
Paredes singing off camera) is available on video. 

Paredes, Americo. A Texas-Mexican Cancionero: Folksongs of 
the Lower Border. Urbana: U of Illinois P, 1976. In 
Paredes' "cancionero," or songbook, lyrics recount the 
lives of revolutionaries, smugglers, prisoners, and beloved 
senoritas. Paredes' work presents Mexican American 
folkmusic as an important tool for the social and 
historical interpretation of life in South Texas. This is 
the definitive study on Tejano folk music, an essential 
oral tradition overlooked in Lomax7s Cowbov Songs and 
Owens' Texas Folk Songs. 
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OTHER NONFICTIONAL WORKS 

Abbott, E. C. "Teddy Blue." We Pointed Them North. New York: 
Farrar, 1939. Reprinted by U of Oklahoma P. Edward Charles 
Abbott, a native of England who spent most of his life in 
the American West, was the first-person voice of his trail 
drive and saloon stories. His nickname "Teddy Blue" has a 
humorous story behind it as do many of Abbott's 
recollections. This picture of the Great Plains before 
fences and railroads avoids distortions common in Victorian 
prose and twentieth-century cinema. Although many old-
timers have dictated their conflicts with Indians and 
rustlers, Abbott in We Pointed Them North brings the true 
fun of cowboy life home to the reader. 

Bass, Rick. The Deer Pasture. College Station: Texas A & M 
UP, 1985. Bass' chapters present honest personal 
reminiscences and masterful description of a region. Bass 
recounts his experiences near the "hardwood-hickory creek 
bottoms in the Hill Country," driving in a jeep around his 
family's deer pasture. The beloved pasture outside of the 
town of Llano holds for the author many fond memories of 
days spent with his grandfather, father, cousin, and uncle, 
men who cherish nature as well as deer hunting. Bass' 
gifted prose tells of deer, rabbits, hawks, armadillos, and 
less-than-welcome skunks. 

Bedichek, Roy. Adventures with a Texas Naturalist. Garden 
City, NY: Doubleday, 1947. Reprinted by the U of Texas P. 
Bedichek wrote timeless prose on Texas subjects. These very 
personal views on Texas flora and fauna are set in the 
Davis Mountains, Hill Country, Gulf Coast, and Piney Woods 
with observations being as much philosophy as zoology. J. 
Frank Dobie in his Life and Literature of the Southwest 
honors his friend's masterpiece: "Adventures with a Texas 
Naturalist is regarded by some good judges as the wisest 
book in the realm of natural history produced in America 
since Thoreau wrote." Pursuing dissimilar topics like the 
fencing of the West, the poultry industry, and eroding 
topsoil, Adventures is held together by a keen mind and 
love of pristine nature. 

Castaneda, Carlos E. ed. and trans. The Mexican Side of the 
Texas Revolution. Dallas: Turner, 1928. Reprinted by the U 
of Texas P. Recommended by A. C. Greene in his The Fifty 
Best Books on Texas, this alternative study describes the 
Texas Revolution in the words of important Mexican 
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participants. The essays, diary entries, and manifestos are 
understandably biased, yet The Mexican Side of the Texas 
Revolution presents fascinating insights into the era. When 
one juxtaposes Casteneda's work with interpretive studies 
like 13 Davs to Glorv. a keen understanding of history 
results. Although all selections were taken from "the other 
side," the writings differ greatly in tone and perspective. 
Santa Anna's defensive explanation of his campaign and 
captivity is followed by essays which condemn his 
leadership. Two accounts by Generals Vicente Filisola and 
Jose Urrea trade accusations of incompetence. 

Cunningham, Eugene. Triqqernometrv. Cladwell, ID: Caxton, 
1934. Eight follow-up printings. Subtitled "A Gallery of 
Gunfighters," this study recreates the Old Western of six-
shooters and shootists. Those "Wizards of the pistol"— 
Texans Bill Longley, Sam Bass, Long-haired Jim Courtright, 
and Rangers Bill McDonald and James Gillett appear in 
entertaining essays. J. Frank Dobie deemed Triggernometrv 
an "excellent survey of codes and characters," and A. C. 
Greene selects it as one of his fifty best. The last 
chapter, "technical notes on leather slapping as a fine 
art" serves as a "how-to" manual with commentary and charts 
disclosing the professional tricks of famous gunmen. 

Cutrer, Emily Fourmy. The Art of the Woman: The Life and 
Work of Elisabet Nev. Lincoln: U of Nebraska P, 1988. 
Winner of a Texas Institute of Letters award. A truthful 
biography of the sculptor and world traveller. Perhaps best 
remembered for her statues of Stephen F. Austin and Sam 
Houston at the 1893 World's Fair, this beautiful and 
determined woman left her native Germany and the court of 
Ludwig of Bavaria for America, eventually buying Liendo 
Plantation, a decaying estate in coastal Texas. During her 
stay, Ney's independence and sense of aesthetics often 
conflicted with the values of nineteenth-century Texas. The 
chapters about her years at Liendo Plantation are 
consequential enough to classify The Art of the Woman as a 
"Texas" biography. 

Faulk, John Henry. The Uncensored John Henrv Faulk. Austin: 
Texas Monthly, 1985. Although the selections in the 
collection goes beyond the state's boundaries, covering 
McCartyism, the Nixon era, and other national topics, the 
humor and wisdom of the late author and radio personality 
come from his straight-forward Texas self. The satiric 
essay, "Leave Lyndon Alone and Let Him Fight His War in 
Peace," is representative of the great wit of John Henry 
Faulk, a man who will long be remembered for his defense of 
the freedom of speech. 
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Gard, Wayne. Sam Bass. Houghton, 1936. Gard's book is the 
best biography of the famous stage and train robber of the 
1870s. Although Bass came from Indiana, as an outlaw, he 
hid out in Denton County and around the state before he was 
killed by Texas Rangers near Round Rock. The legend of Sam 
Bass has survived partly because of Wayne Gard's study, but 
mainly because of the folksong that glorifies the bandit's 
exploits. 

Gillett, James B. Six Years with the Texas Rangers. New 
Haven: Yale UP, 1925. Various reprints. One of A. C. 
Greene's fifty best. This first-person narrative traces one 
man's deeds in the world-famous Texas Rangers. Truthful 
without bragging, Gillett's rangering days are in the late 
1870s, key years in the creation of the legend. Gillett 
rides after hostile Indians, faces down feuding gunmen, and 
hunts down desperados. A sense of time and place is 
achieved not only in high noon showdowns, but in more quiet 
moments of service. 

Graham, Don. Cowboys and Cadillacs: How Hollywood Looks at 
Texas. Austin: Texas Monthly, 1983. Graham, a professor at 
the University of Texas at Austin, gives insight into 
mythical Texas as seen in a century of cinema about the 
state. Graham is particularly good at pointing out ironies 
between the real Texas and Hollywood's images—images of 
the stoic cowboy on the trail, the good lawman in a white 
Stetson, the oil-rich, obnoxious extrovert. Cowbovs and 
Cadillacs works brilliantly as an account not of the Texas 
of Charles Goodnight and Frank Hamer, but of Tom Mix and 
Chill Wills. His selection of photographs and captions 
perhaps best demonstrates the author's depth of research 
and sense of humor. 

Graham, Don. No Name on the Bullet: A Biography of Audie 
Murphv. New York: Viking, 1989. The amazing story of a 
sharecropper's son born in rural Northeast Texas who as a 
young man became the most decorated American soldier of 
World War II. Later chapters contribute new information 
about Audie Murphy's unsteady life in Hollywood following 
the many military decorations. Doing original research, 
Graham discovered that despite Murphy's success in such 
films as the autobiographical To Hell and Back, in private 
hours the hero\film star suffered from acute post-war 
stress, often manifested in a gambling addiction. 

Graves, John. Goodbve To A River. New York: Knopf, 1960. 
Various reprints. Winner of a Texas Institute of Letters 
award in nonfiction. This Texas classic follows the 
narrator and "the passenger," a dachshund puppy, on a last 
canoe trip down the Brazos before the waterway would be 
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forever changed by the Army Corps of Engineers. The voyage 
gains meaning in the mud and brambles of Central Texas and 
in the heart and mind of the author. A. C.Greene praises 
this book that attempts a balance between modern ecological 
concerns and the values of ancestral past: "It contains the 
essential humor, the rawness, and earthy wisdom of an old, 
rural Texas society without sacrificing intelligence and 
historical accuracy." Other recommended works include 
Graves' Texas Institute of Letters winner Hard Scrabble 
(1972) and a delightful piece of historical fiction The 
Last Running (1974). Recently, Graves' nonfictional work 
Self-Portrait With Birds received a 1991 Texas Institute of 
Letters award.. 

Greene, A. C. A Personal County. New York: Knopf, 1969. 
Reprints by Texas A & M UP. Told from a native son's memory 
of land, kin, and self, A Personal County is a Texas 
classic set around Greene's hometown of Abilene. He begins: 
"I have not set out to write a history of West Texas ... if 
this is a history, it is an emotional history of a boy and 
a man in a place, and part of that place in them." Although 
Abilene serves as the heart of his youth, nearby towns like 
Ranger, Cisco, Baird, Thurber, and Weatherford are taken 
from the horse culture into contemporary life. The 
collection of related essays locates a land of red dirt and 
cedar brakes in context with Indians, soldiers, and 
boomtown oilmen along with A. C. Greene's parents, 
grandparents, and frontier-born great-grandmother. 

Greene, A. C. The Last Captive. Austin: Encino, 1972. Winner 
of a Texas Institute of Letters award. This is a modified 
captive narrative about the last settler captured by 
Indians in America. In 1870, Herman Lehman, a ten-year-old 
farmboy, was abducted by Apaches from an emigrant 
settlement near Fredericksburg. Lehman only spoke German 
when his life as Inda the Apache began. Greene by 
interpolating two earlier captive narratives tells of Inda 
partaking in raids against Texas settlers, including his 
German kith and kin. After switching to the Comanches and 
being adopted by Quanah Parker, Lehman is forcibly returned 
to his white family at age eighteen. The Last Captive 
succeeds as a biography of an opened-minded individualist 
with a sense of humor and as a realistic account of Indian 
life. The dire effects of alcohol on the nomadic bands 
makes an effective rendering of history. 

Greene, A. C. The Santa Claus Bank Robbery. New York: Knopf, 
1972. Reprinted by Texas Monthly. In December 1927, four 
men disguised as Santa Claus and helpers attempted to hold 
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up the First National Bank of Cisco, Texas. The following 
weird events unfold in a fast-paced comedy, or rather 
tragedy, of errors. The costumes prove to be a less than 
perfect disguise, when a little girl sees the guns and 
yells, "They're going to kill Santa Claus." A shoot-out 
with armed citizens quickly evolves into a long-distance 
chase with hostages and pursuing airplanes. Six men meet 
death. Greene gleaned information about the crime by 
interviewing members of the gang. An authentic feel for 
Texas in the 1920s reinforces the bizarre but factual 
account. 

Haley, J. Evetts. Charles Goodnight: Cowman and Plainsman. 
New York: Houghton, 1936. First reprinted by The U of 
Oklahoma P in 1949. Dobie praises Charles Gooodniaht as 
"packed with realities of incident and character, paints 
him against a mighty background," and A. C. Greene terms it 
"the best Texas biography I've read." Along with his 
partner Oliver Loving, Goodnight lives the West in 
transition, first as a hungry cowboy and later as a major 
American businessman and land owner. The author's 
interviews with Goodnight before his death in 1929 add 
credence to the biography. Similarities between this 
nonfictional book and McMurtry's fictional Lonesome Dove 
are worth noting. Another reprinted Haley book that is 
recommended is The XIT Ranch of Texas (1953). 

Hale, Leon. Turn South at the Second Bridge. College 
Station: Texas A & M UP, 1965. Reprints available. Hale, a 
long-time Houston newspaper columnist, crafted these essays 
taking from local color of rural Texas. People Hale has 
befriended, who populate the author's descriptive passages 
—folks like Fred Jenkins, one of the last East Texans to 
operate a ferry with his own manpower, and Ed Scheller who 
in the 1930s encountered a legendary panther named Big Mike 
in the Colorado River bottoms and who keeps a pet alligator 
next to his stove. Although nonfictional, Turn South 
possesses the prose qualities of good short stories while 
taking a loving look at the eastern half of the state, a 
region often neglected in Texas studies. 

Hastings, Frank S. A Ranchman's Recollections. Chicago: 
Breeder's Gazette, 1921. Reprinted by the Texas State 
Historical Assn. Recommended by Dobie, Greene and other men 
of belles lettres, this book of memoirs surpasses a 
standard look at ranching. Hastings was a university-
trained ranch manager who participated in the Western 
transition from roping half-wild longhorns to modern-day 
beef production. The advent of refrigeration, the 
introduction of breeds of cattle in Texas, and other 
elements in the ranching/cattle industry. A Ranchman's 
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Recollections contains "Old G r a n ' P a a classic tale about 
a horse race between buckaroos. 

Hoiley, Mary Austin. The Texas Diarv. 1835-1838. Austin: The 
U of Texas P, 1965. Holley was an unofficial Lone Star 
ambassador to the U. S. and a first cousin of Stephen F. 
Austin. In her diary, the student can investigate Texas 
between April 30, 1835 and June 22, 1838. Holley's 
notations on society and politics are based on a personal 
familiarity with Presidents Houston and Lamar as well as 
the daily life. Illustrations of living conditions and 
regional customs in the early Republic along with charts on 
travel mileage and climate make this an important primary 
resource. Rebecca Smith Lee's Marv Austin Hoilev: A 
Biography (1962) is the best secondary source on this 
Texian woman. 

Horgan, Paul. Great River. New York: Rinehart, 1954. 
Originally in two volumes "Indians and Spain" and "Mexico 
and the United States," later publishers have bound the two 
together in later editions. Winner of a Pulitzer Prize in 
history. Small cultural features along with sweeping 
historical movements of the various cultures that existed 
along the Rio Grande unfold within the one thousand pages. 
J. Frank Dobie called Great River "A truly maanum OPUS 
commensurate in both conception and execution with the 
subject." Comparable in scope with Walter Prescott Webb's 
The Great Plains, this history book achieves the level of 
literature because of Horgan's personal, philosophical 
style. Critic A. C. Greene explains Horgan's award-winning 
prose: "Some historians have picked on this book for being 
more fictional than historical. They haven't meant it was 
untrue so much as that it was written like a novel—birth 
of a river, the ages and stories of the civilizations that 
lived along it—everything flowing along like a river of 
plot as well as water. That is exactly what I like about 
it." 

James, Marquis. The Raven. Bobbs-Merrill, 1929. Reprinted by 
the U of Texas P. Winner of a Pultizer Prize, this 
biography of Sam Houston suggests that legends can be true. 
The author's sources include interviews with elderly Texans 
who knew Sam Houston and his times. James' prize-winning 
prose follows the Raven's rise though San Jacinto and the 
Republic up to his demise as an opponent of the 
Confederacy. Quotations well portray this enigmatic leader 
who was both nation builder and family man, self-proclaimed 
Indian and Indian fighter. 

King, Larry L. — And Other Dirty Stories. New York: World, 
1968. The first collection of essays by King, perhaps best 
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remembered as the playwright of Best Little Whorehouse in 
Texas. Writing from the perspective of a Texan living in 
New York City, King remembers his native youth in essays; 
two are among the best of King's fascinating content and 
polished style: "My Hero, LBJ," which is about King's part 
in Johnson's presidential campaign, and "Requiem for a West 
Texas Town" about changing times in his hometown of Putnam, 
Texas. Critic A. C. Greene comments on ... And Other Dirtv 
Stories: "King has written well, and with a vast amount of 
style, in several other works, but this first collection 
stands strongest—particularly its Texas portions, which 
comprise over half its contents." Other King collections of 
essays on personal, political, and sociological subjects 
can be recommended: his autobiographical Confessions of a 
White Racist which was nominated for a National Book award 
(1971); The Old Man and Lesser Mortals (1975), which 
contains "The Old Man," Larry L. King's masterpiece about 
Texas in transition, and Of Outlaws. Con Men. Whores. 
Politicians, and Other Artist (1980). King's writings deal 
with adult concepts and should be previewed before 
classroom use. 

McMurtry, Larry. In a Narrow Grave. New York: Simon, 
1968. From McMurtry's essays, one learns about Texas 
literature—of Dobie, Bedicheck, and Webb—and about Texas 
cinema including the filming of Hud adapted from McMurtry's 
novel Horseman. Pass Bv. The most memorable essay "Take My 
Saddle from the Wall: A Valediction," an autobiographical 
piece, takes place in McMurtry's childhood. This best 
nonfictional work by the Pultizer Prize winner tells of his 
life and works and more importantly, of his ever-changing 
native state. The death of old Texas, one of McMurtry's 
recurring themes in fiction and nonfiction, serves as the 
core for the book. Critic William T. Pilkington recommends 
this nonfictional work: "The contemporary writer who has 
demonstrated, over a career, the deepest and most 
comprehensive knowledge of Texas's central social trauma— 
that is, the state's current imperfect transition from a 
rural to an urban society—is Larry McMurtry. No one has 
written of that transition more knowingly or trenchantly 
than McMurtry in his collection of discursive prose, In a 
Narrow Grave: Essav on Texas." In A Narrow Grave deals with 
adult concepts and should be previewed before classroom 
use. 

Matthews, Sallie Reynolds. Interwoven: A Pioneer Chronicle. 
El Paso: Herzog, 1958. Reprinted by Texas A & M UP. One of 
A. C. Greene's fifty best and a Texas Institute of Letters 
recipient. Clearly the most gifted depiction of ranch life 
from a woman's point of view. Two families, the 
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Reynolds and the Matthews, are interwoven in blood and with 
their brushy land when Sallie weds. From the 1860s to the 
1950s, life events unfold—marriage and the deaths of 
children, droughts and financial strain—all penned by a 
woman who lived at Lambshead Ranch near the Clear Fork of 
the Brazos, but who was cognizant of the greater world. 
Compassion underlies the memoirs, especially in her 
sympathy for Native Americans. 

Morris, Willie. North Toward Home. Boston: Houghton, 1967. 
Winner of a the Texas Institute of Letters award in 
nonfiction. This autobiography of the author, journalist 
Willie Morris commences in his hometown of Yazoo, 
Mississippi, although his years in New York City, Oxford, 
England, and Austin, Texas, occupy much of the book. 
Indeed, Austin is the book's focus. Morris arrives at the 
campus of the University of Texas in 1952, soon becoming a 
political activist as the editor of The Daily Texan, the 
newspaper of the University of Texas at Austin. Later he 
helped found the popular journal The Texas Observer. North 
Toward Home offers a panoramic view of politics at the 
Capitol and campus life at U.T., first during the 
Eisenhower era and then in the changing times of J.F.K. and 
L.B.J. Humorous sketches of famous Texans whom Morris knew 
—Governors "Pappy" O'Daniel and Alan Shivers as well as 
fellow Austinites Billy Lee Brammer and Bill Moyers—fill 
the pages. 

Olmstead, Frederick Law. A Journey through Texas. New York: 
Dix, 1857. The U of Texas P reprint contains a foreword by 
Larry McMurtry. Olmstead, a sophisticated New Englander, 
traveled through Texas in the 1850s after The New York 
Times employed him to chronicle slavery in Texas. Although 
Olmstead hardly approves of everything he witnesses, A 
Journey does not widely condemn, offering literate 
observations about the young state. J. Frank Dobie approved 
of the honesty behind this nineteenth-century record: 
"Olmstead journeyed in order to see. He saw." His 
excursions take Olmstead through San Antonio, Austin, the 
coastal slave plantations, and those settlements of newly 
arrived Europeans. 

Owens, Virginia Stem. If You Do Love Old Men. Grand Rapids, 
MI: Eerdmans, 1990. Winner of the Texas Institute of 
Letters award in nonfiction. One soon recognizes the 
narrator's ninety-two-year-old grandfather; however, If You 
Do Love Old Men is more than a biography of Ward Adams, a 
defiantly independent veteran of World War I, the 
Depression, and hard labor. In his dotage, Adams' strength, 
sight, and memory abate but his cantankerous nature abides. 
Although universal in its content on aging 
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and death, If Your Do Love Old Men reveals the span of 
twentieth-century Texas: the barbecue joints, country 
graveyards, and forests infected with pine bark beetles. 
Ward Adams' children and grandchildren do what they can to 

' help him; however, his long life ultimately makes personal 
freedom an impossibility. Owens' understated prose leads to 
a remarkable ending. 

Owens, William A. The Stubborn Soil. New York: Scribner's, 
1966. Reprinted by Nick Lyon Books and others. Winner of 
the Texas Institute of Letters award. A true narrative of a 
boy coming of age in the small turn-of-the-century town of 
Pin Hook. A classic autobiography set in his native 
northeast Texas filled with childhood fears, country humor, 
and cantankerous kinfolk. Two thematic elements stand out: 
first, his candid introspection of racial prejudice and 
second, Owens' youthful resolve to reach the larger world 
through education. When local schools proved incompetent, 
he relied on self-teaching. His quest leads him to alien, 
urban Dallas. A. C. Greene comments on this search for 
self-improvement: "He realized early on he had to escape— 
and Pin Hook becomes a metaphor for all the Americans who 
pulled themselves away from their place of birth in order 
to transcend its values and dogmas." Two other Owens books 
of memoirs can be recommended: A Season of Weathering 
(1973), the second volume of his autobiography, and Tell Me 
a Story. Sing Me A Song ... (1983), the third volume. 

Roach, Joyce Gipson. The Cowgirls. Houston: Cordovan, 1977. 
U of North Texas P printed a revised edition. Winner of a 
Spur award from the Western Writers of America. The 
Cowgirls chronicles women in all phases of the real West 
and that of the imagination. From the actual West appear 
Lady rustlers, ranch owners, and women who labored 
alongside men in cattle drives. The study also gives 
information on "commercial cowgirls"—stars in Wild West 
shows, rodeos, and Hollywood films. The biography of Tad 
Lucas of Fort Worth, who became a national celebrity, would 
be of particular interest to Texas students. 

Smithwick, Noah. The Evolution of a State. Austin: Gammel, 
1900. Reprinted in 1983 by the U of Texas P. One of A. C. 
Greene's fifty best. Dobie deemed Smithwick's account "best 
of all books dealing with life in early Texas." Noah first 
entered the brave new land in 1831 and remained until the 
War Between the States, witnessing many events great and 
small. Although The Evolution of a State is not without 
prejudices, the memoirist's love of humanity shows through. 
He captures the variety of this era by interacting with 
historic Texans like William Travis and Jim Bowie, as well 
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as lesser known pioneers such as John and Sylvia Webber, an 
interracial couple in the Comanche wilderness. 

Sonnichsen, C. L. The Pass of the North. El Paso: Texas 
Western UP, 1968. Winner of a Texas Institute of Letters 
award. Subtitled "Four Centuries on the Rio Grande," this 
definitive and colorful history traces the development of 
El Paso and Juarez, two resilient cities in the Sonoran 
Desert. Sonnichsen's history of the twin cities begins in 
1571 when the Conquistadors arrived at the great river and 
cuts off at 1917 when, according to the author, the Pass of 
the North entered modern times. This work is considered by 
critics to be the best comprehensive study of a Texas 
metroplex. Gunslingers, gamblers, and other contributors to 
the region's dark side all receive their due. Reprinted old 
photographs augment the quality of research and writing. 

, ed. Texas Humoresaue. Fort Worth: Texas Christian UP, 
1990. Sonnichsen's last major work, Texas Humoresaue begins 
with two quotes: "American humor is basically protest 
humor"—John Henry Faulk; and "For Texas writers maybe 
comedy is a form of realism"—William T. Pilkington. 
Various essays on folklore, excerpts from novels, newspaper 
articles, short stories, and other pieces range in content 
and coloring from "Is the National Geographic in Zambooli 
Land" by Joe Bob Briggs (John Bloom), an obviously comedic 
essay on Grade C films, to "Cecelia Rosas" by Amado Muro 
(Chester Seltzer), a darkly ironic story about a young 
Chicano in love. This anthology would serve as a remedy for 
anyone who finds Texas studies overly serious. Sonnichsen's 
I'll Die Before I'll Run (1951), an award-winning study 
about bloody feuds in the state, is a Texas classic. Also, 
J. Frank Dobie recommends Sonnichsen's Rov Bean. Law West 
of the Pecos (1943) over other studies on the irascible 
judge: "The only biography of validity is Sonnichsen's." 

Thomason, Thomas. Blood And Money. Garden City, NY: 
Doubleday, 1976. Reprinted in paperback. Texas Institute of 
Letters award winner and a national bestseller. In 1969 
socialite Joan Hill suddenly dies under suspicious 
circumstances made even more so by her husband's remarriage 
some three months later. Joan's father, Ash Robinson, an 
eccentric Houston millionaire, crusades to prove that the 
husband, Dr. John Hill, killed Joan with bacteria. The not-
very-likable John Hill survives his wife's internment, 
truth serum, and a sensational mistrial. The nonfictional 
plot thickens when in 1972, an assassin, alleged to be in 
Robinson's pay, murders Hill at his River Oaks home. 
Thomason's handling of subjects is spellbinding. The 
author's intent was not to solve the two murders but to 
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achieve literature. A. C. Greene comments: "Blood and Money 
is a complete work, with reliable asides, and sufficient in 
itself, no matter what might come to light." The made-for-
television movie Murder in Texas is based on Blood and 
Money. This Thomason novel does deals with adult concepts 
and should be previewed before classroom use. 

Tinkle, Lon. 13 Davs to Glorv. New York: McGraw, 1958. 
Reprinted under the title The Alamo as a Signet classic. 
Winner of a Texas Institute of Letters award. A minute-by-
minute account of the defense and fall of the Alamo, where 
Texans were outnumbered 30 to 1. Not only are the 
biographies of major combatants—Santa Anna, Crockett, 
Bowie, and Travis—skillfully written into events, but the 
reader learns about minor participants: Micajah Autry, 
teacher and poet, messenger John W. Smith, who carried 
Travis' last communication of "Victory or Death"; and 
Suzanna Dickinson, whose life was spared by General Santa 
Anna. Tinkle investigates the personalities of Travis, 
Bowie, and Crockett in connection with the question of why 
such men stayed. 

White, C. C., and Ada M. Holland. No Ouittin' Sense. Austin: 
U of Texas P, 1969. Winner of a Texas Institute of Letters 
award. Holland recorded and edited The Reverend C. C. 
White's autobiography with no other agenda than to present 
a faithful account of the life of a determined, good 
individual. Constantly growing in wisdom and faith, White 
endures an impoverished upbringing in East Texas to achieve 
respect among whites and blacks. Beginning in the 1890s, 
the autobiography continues through the Depression into the 
Civil Rights movement. By the book's conclusion, the reader 
intimately knows Charlie White's world of shotgun shacks, 
railyard bunkhouses, country churches, and revival tents. 
His adult acts of charity emanated from "God's Storehouse," 
a shed behind his house in Jacksonville, Texas, from which 
he gave food and clothing to his community. Because of 
White's powers of communication and the book's honesty, No 
Ouittin' Sense is the best work, nonfiction or fiction, on 
the black experience in Texas. 
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SHORT STORIES ANTHOLOGIES 

Comer, Suzanne, ed. Common Bonds: Stories bv and about 
Modern Texas Women. Dallas: Southern Methodist UP, 1990. A 
1990s collection from an impressive spectrum of women's 
writers—Carmen Tafolla, Pat Little Dog, Harryette Mullen, 
Carolyn Osborn, Beverly Lowry, Annette Sanford, Shelby 
Hearon, and Mary Gray Hughes head the list. Adult concepts 
are present in some stories. 

Graham, Don, ed. South Bv Southwest. Austin: U of Texas P, 
1986. This anthology of modern short stories has something 
for every reader: particularly recommended are "The Girl at 
Cabe Ranch" by A. C. Greene, "There Will Be Peace in Korea" 
by Larry McMurtry, "I'm Bound to Follow the Longhorn Cows" 
by Dave Hickey, "Cecilia Rosas" by Amado Muro, and "A Voice 
in the Woods" by William Humphrey. Adult concepts are 
present in some stories. 

Grant, Lyman, ed. New Growth: Contemporary Short Stories by 
Texas Writers. San Antonio: Corona, 1989. The best are 
classics and all are worth reading: "A Better Class of 
People" by Clay Reynolds, "Cowboy Movie" by Carolyn Osborn, 
"What Cecilia Reveals" by Pat Little Dog are among the 
best. Adult concepts are present in some stories. 

Peery, William, ed. 21 Texas Short Stories. Austin: U of 
Texas P, 1954. An assortment from early to mid-century 
stories with such classics as "The Grave" by Katherine Ann 
Porter, "Her Breath Upon the Windowpane" by William Goyen, 
and "My Kind of Man" by Fred Gipson. 

Proctor, George W., and Steven Utleg, eds. Lone Star 
Universe. Austin: Heidelberg, 1976. This alternative 
anthology features science-fiction stories by Texans and 
about a Texas that exists in the imagination. In "Community 
Study" an anthropologist discovers that the town of 
Jefferson Springs, Texas, is populated by transplants who 
are more than just Yankees. In "The Invasion of Dallas," a 
space alien attempts to cope with contemporary earth-
America-Texas-Dallas relationships, and in the haunting 
narrative, "Ghost Sea," a young wife discovers a mystery at 
the isolated ranch house; for decades, her rich in-law has 
lived there in the seemingly arid land of West Texas. The 
author of the futuristic "From the Towers of Erida" is T. 
R. Fehrenbach, a writer better known for his historical 
nonfiction. This anthology deals with adult concepts and 
should be previewed before classroom use. 
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Rodenberger, Lou Halsell, ed. Her Work: Stories bv Texas 
Women. Bryan, TX: Shearer, 1982. Almost every major woman 
short story writer with a Texas connection contributed, 
making a general description of content difficult— 
selections include Laura Furman's "Eldorado," Elizabeth 
Forsythe Hailey's "His Children," Shelby Hearon's "Order," 
Elithe Hamilton Kirkland's "The Disappearance of Widow 
Ellen," Beverly Lowry's "If You're Not Going to Stay Then 
Please Don't Bother to Come," Charlotte Baker Montgomery's 
"Hands of Horror," Harryette Mullen's "Pica" and "Bad 
Girls," Carolyn Osborn's "Wildflowers I Have Known," Jane 
Gilmore Rushing's "Against the Moon," Annette Sanford's 
"Living," Winifred M. Sanford's "Mr. Carmichael's Room," 
Estela Portillo Trambley's "Village," and Pat Ellis 
Taylor's "Afoot in a Field of Men." This anthology deals 
with adult concepts and should be previewed before 
classroom use. 

Terry, Marshall, ed. Prize Stories; Texas Institute of 
Letters. Dallas: Still, 1986. This anthology has thirteen 
stories, all recipients of the Texas Institute of Letters 
awards. This quality collection includes Texas stories such 
as "Eldorado" by Laura Furman, "Frontier Vigil" by J. Y. 
Bryan, "So Far from the Road, So Long until Morning," by 
Beverly Lowry, "The Accidental Trip to Jamaica" by Carolyn 
Osborn, "Landlady" by Roland E. Sodowsky, "The Antichrist" 
by Marshall Terry, and "Campbell Oakley's Gospel Sun Shines 
on Roy Singing Grass" by Allan Wier. Prize Stories deals 
with adult concepts and should be previewed before 
classroom use. 
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SHORT STORY COLLECTIONS 

BY INDIVIDUAL AUTHORS 

Apple, Max. Free Agents. New York: Harper, 1984. Max Apple, 
a native New Yorker, has for decades taught at Rice 
University in Houston. Apple's The Pranging of America 
(1976) and Free Agents received two Texas Institute of 
Letters awards. Representative of Apple's wit and brevity, 
these stories show an ironic understanding of America. In 
Free Agents, two pieces are from Apple's Texas experiences. 
In "Bridging" a 1980s father and daughter watch Nolan Ryan 
pitch for the Houston Astros, and in "Help" the ironies 
inherent in employing a maid are fictionally explored. 

Barthelme, Donald. Amateurs. New York: Putnam's, 1976. 
Barthelme, the late post-modernist master, is one of the 
most innovative short fiction writers in twentieth-century 
American literature. Remembered as a prominent contributor 
to the New Yorker and influential creative writing teacher 
at the University of Houston, Barthelme was also a Texas 
Institute of Letters award recipient in 1975. He excels at 
developing character and themes that on the surface seem 
absurd, but on deeper levels, are extremely real. Amateurs 
goes beyond regionalism with famous stories like "Some of 
Us Had Been Threatening Our Friend Colby." This collection 
contains "I Bought a Little City," an insightful look at 
present-day real estate development in Texas. It begins: 
"So I brought a little city (it was Galveston, Texas) and 
told everyone that nobody had to move, we were going to do 
it just gradually, very relaxed, no big changes overnight." 

Bass, Rick. The Watch. New York: Norton, 1989. Tone and 
content accurately reflect contemporary Texas. Perhaps the 
best work, "Mexico," has its setting in Nuevo Laredo, and 
later, in an affluent Houston suburb near a bayou. Rick 
Bass slices into Houston lives, presenting the narrator's 
old college roommate, Kirby, and Kirby's vivacious wife 
Tricia. The narrator, Kirby, and Tricia share the goal of 
turning their pet fish Shack into a bass of world-champion 
dimensions. Concealed by a sunken Volkwagon, Shack thrives 
in their swimming pool. A theme of escape ties the stories 
together with characters in flight from urban pressures and 
tragedies. In "Redfish," the young Texans of "Mexico" 
escape to the Gulf Coast. The Watch deals with adult 
concepts and should be previewed before classroom use. Rick 
Bass received the 1990 Texas Institute of Letters Award for 
best short story with "The Legend of Pig-Eye." 
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Brett, Bill. This Here's a Good'un. College Station: Texas 
A & M UP, 1983. Bill Brett besides excelling as a 
fictionalist and folklorist, has worked as a rancher, 
logger, pipeline digger, bronc buster, and postmaster of 
Hull, Texas. These twelve concise yarns are deceptively 
folksy in style. Brett's favorite setting is East Texas 
from just before World War I until World War II. "Learning 
What a Man Should Do," "Growin' Up in 1918," "This Here's a 
Good'un," and "Good Cowhands" are coming-of-age stories 
filled with folk wisdom. "The Way It Was—Southeast Texas, 
1915" tells of an infamous killer who by the conclusion 
gets what he deserves. "Short Takes" contains these 
comments from an old-time Texas farmer who imperfectly 
follows events during World War II: "I don't feel a damn 
bit of sympathy for them Frenchmen over there in France. By 
God, they ought to stayed in Louisiana where they belong." 
Bill Brett's 1972 collection of short folklore narratives, 
Well. He Wanted to Know and I Knew So I Told Him, contains 
Brett's anthologized "Justice." His 1979 collection There 
Ain't No Such Animal also successfully combines 
storytelling with a knowledge of Texas. Brett's short story 
"Way It Was Told To Me" is a winner of a Golden Spur award. 

Capps, Benjamin. Tales of the Southwest. Garden City, NY: 
Doubleday, 1991. Somewhat nostalgic yet wholly original, 
Tales of the Southwest offers up the same keen grasp of 
human frailty and resilience that one finds in Capps' 
novels. Autobiographical narratives from his West Texas 
youth include the humorous "Crime and Punishment" and "The 
Night Old Santa Claus Came." One notable story, "The Shame 
of Country Children," is developed from the perspective of 
dirt poor grade-school students. "Cimarron, the Killer," 
which received an award for short fiction from the Western 
Writer of America, is a good rodeo tale with a surprise 
ending. "Leadbelly at the Pearly Gates" whimsically 
recounts the life and music of one of the state's foremost 
African-American songwriters, Huddie Ledbetter. 

Cisneros, Sandra. Woman Hollering Creek. New York: Harper, 
1991. This poetic view of America and particularly of South 
Texas takes form through fictional letters, conversational 
fragments along with sustained narratives. In stories like 
"Mericans," children try to make sense of the adult world, 
a world of two cultures. In other stories, sensitive but 
street-wise adults inhabit taco palaces, and Spanish-
language cinemas. Stories like "Mexican Movies" celebrate 
the good in biculturalism while others illustrate the dark 
side of things. In "My Tocaya" a missing girl is found 
dead, and in "Woman Hollering Creek," a Mexican National 
bride must confront the reality of an abusive 
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Chicano husband. Texas poet Bryce Milligan says of Cisneros 
and Woman Hollering Creek; "One of those middle-ground 
writers caught between poetry and prose, Ms. Cisneros' work 
merges place and mind to yield a unique vision of the 
Southwest." This Cisneros collection deals with adult 
concepts and should be previewed before classroom use. 

Flynn, Robert. Seasonal Rain and Other Stories. San Antonio: 
Corona, 1986. In Seasonal Rain. Robert Flynn introduces 
members of the Pruit and Turrill families, who later turn 
up as characters in his novel Wanderer Springs. The theme 
of the unforgiving nature of prairie life upon West Texans 
is powerfully developed. From the frontier to Vietnam-era 
rural society, Flynn writes about the diversity and 
sometimes perversity of a determined people in a hard land. 
From historical times, "The Great Plains" and "The Midnight 
Clear" recount frontier marital relationships; from this 
century, "The Savior of the Bees" tells of a farm boy, 
whose father and mother have tragically dichotomous 
viewpoints. "Place" reads as a penetrating narrative about 
a derelict father, and "Waiting for the Postman" contrasts 
idealized love in high school with adult reality. Also set 
in modern times, "The Dog That Knew Better" is about a 
father and daughter and their less than lovable dog. 

Furman, Laura. The Glass House. New York: Viking, 1980. 
"Eldorado," a contemporary tale in its plotline and 
conversational diction, is regional. A widow in Houston, a 
transplant from Maryland, decides to sell her old Cadillac 
Eldorado for reasons symbolic and economic. After placing 
an advertisement in the Green Sheets, she meets new people 
and comes to better understand urban Texas. "Eldorado" 
received a 1979 Texas Institute of Letters award for best 
short story with The Glass House also receiving a Texas 
Institute of Letters award for best work of fiction. 

Goyen, William. Collected Stories of William Goven. Garden 
City, NY: Doubleday, 1975. Enlarging the definition of 
"Texas literature," the short stories and novels of William 
Goyen have been praised by Katherine Anne Porter, Joyce 
Carol Oates, and other national critics. Goyen's preface in 
Collected Stories sets up twenty-six stories, the best of 
his three decades. Three intriguing stories in particular 
have defied exact comprehension: In "The White Rooster," an 
excitable woman is tormented by two conspirators—her 
invalid father-in-law and a stray rooster. "Bridge of 
Music, River of Sand" is a superbly written personal 
narration in which the narrator, upon returning to his 
hometown, sees, or thinks he sees, a man jump to his death; 
and in "Figure Over the Town," a flag-pole sitter outlasts 
the goodwill of an East Texas community. Ghost and Flesh 
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(1952) and The Faces of Blood Kindred (1960) are two 
earlier collections, and the readers Selected Writings of 
William Goven (1974) and Had I A Hundred Mouths: New and 
Selected Stories 1947-1983 (1985) also offers 
representative works. 

Greene, A. C. The Highland Park Woman. Bryan: Shearer, 
1983. Greene, who was born in Abilene and later became 
known as a Texas man of letters in Dallas, now resides in 
Salado. Greene's accomplished storytelling ability is 
evident in The Highland Park Woman. Greene's familiarity 
with upper-middle through truly-upper Dallas society is 
crafted into "The Highland Park Woman," "Harriet Has a 
Rotten Deal," and "An Evening Out." The author's West Texas 
self colors two memorable works: "The Fortune Hunters" and 
"The Girl at Cabe Ranch." Other works—"My Father's House," 
"A Man My Age," "The Genteel Heart," and "Before Daylight"-
-are regional yet distinctly within one literary vision. 
This collection of short fiction deals with adult concepts 
and should be previewed before classroom use. 

Hannah, James. Desperate Measures. Dallas: Southern 
Methodist UP, 1988. Hannah, who was born in Lufkin but 
currently teaches out of state, created these examples of 
post-modern, post-Vietnam, post oil-boom Texas literature. 
Hannah's tonal sensitivity connects the various pieces in 
which modern characters struggle in desperation or in a 
desperate world. In "Junior Jackson's Parable," the reader 
sees inside the head of a hapless criminal, and in "Reefs" 
a Texas father takes his once-troubled son on a vacation 
sailing trip. "Breaking and Entering," a story that evokes 
lasting images, follows an outsider who seeks a real estate 
agent in a Texas Gulf coast town where tensions between the 
Anglo and Vietnamese communities are running high. 
Desperate Measures deals with adult concepts and should be 
previewed before classroom use. 

Hickey, Dave. Prior Convictions. Dallas: Southern Methodist 
UP, 1989. A grouping of nine stories written during 
Hickey's youth in the 1960s. In "The Closed Season," two 
brothers reminisce about their father's suicide while dove 
hunting, and in "The Passion of Saint Darrell" young men 
coexist in an early 1960s fraternity. These two stories and 
the others honestly recreate a time and place; however, 
Hickey's "I'm Bound to Follow the Longhorn Cows" is by far 
the collection's best work, being one of the best short 
stories in Texas literature. In "I'm Bound to Follow the 
Longhorn Cows," an elderly West Texan, who had been a real 
cowpoke in the old West, finds himself trapped in a 
bathtub. 
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Hughes, Mary Gray. The Calling. Urbana: U of Illinois P, 
1980. This nationally recognized book of short fiction with 
varying regional voices features two narratives with roots 
in Texas: "Luz" and "The Judge" have two finely drawn 
Hispanic protagonists. "Luz" is an adult story of wisdom, 
love, and death. In "The Judge" an emotional, intellectual, 
and cultural conflict between a retired Anglo judge and a 
Texas-Mexican school janitor unfolds toward its ill-fated 
conclusion. Adult concepts are present in some stories. 

Humphrey, William. The Collected Stories of William 
Humphrey. New York: Delacorte, 1968. Paperback reprints by 
Dell. These twenty-two stories show an extraordinary sense 
of universal psychology and East Texas folk elements. 
Humphrey's hometown of Clarksville serves as the setting of 
a "The Human Fly," a tale about a man who climbs the 
courthouse tower. In "A Voice from the Woods" the memory of 
an old woman reveals a long ago association with outlaws. 
"The Last of the Caddoes" develops a most unusual case of 
ancestor worship and teenage rebellion near the burial 
mounds of a extinct race. These three are perhaps the most 
famous; however, The Collected Stories offers other pieces 
that could be termed "classics." Other Humphrey collections 
can be recommended. Referring to A Time and A Place (1968), 
critic A. C. Greene explains the distinctive writing of the 
Clarksville native: "Humphrey subtly imparts amusing, 
intriguing, or (at times) enormously shocking ideas which 
appear, or are understood, all of a sudden." The Last 
Husband and Other Stories (1953) is also recommended. 

Morgan, Neal. Karankawa County: Stories from a Corner of 
Texas. College Station: Texas A & M UP, 1990. The book's 
hilarious introduction, "About Karankawa County," paints 
the landscape for the later pieces about Morgan's coastal 
region. This region depicted never turns up in films and 
novels about Texas. Neal Morgan begins: "The children of 
Karankawa County, Texas, live in a constant state of 
confusion. They learn at an early age that their home 
country—level, damp, marshy, and mosquito-ridden—exists 
only reality, not in the perceptions of those concerned 
with perpetuation Texas myths." An artistic continuity is 
effected through Morgan's personna, Coach Jacobs, a man who 
knows local life too well. The hegemony of high-school 
football over all other communal elements serves as another 
common thread. Perhaps, the funniest story is "War Hoss 
Kelly and the Brahma Bull" in which an old man finally 
understands the regional importance of football. The theme 
of environmental pollution is central to two good 
narratives, "Joe Willie's Problem" and "The Waxahachie Coke 
Bottle." Serious themes are developed in Karankawa County 
with a sense of loss beneath the comic surface. This 
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collection of related stories deals with adult concepts and 
should be previewed before classroom use. 

?Osborn, Carolyn. A Horse of Another Color. Urbana: U of 
' Illinois P, 1978. "Accidental Trip to Jamaica," from £ 
Horse of Another Color, is an award-winning story of 
accidental love and death. "In Captivity," set in Austin on 
University of Texas campus of the 1960s, deals with 
conflicts between two generations. An instructor 
reluctantly enters the lives of her co-ed niece and her 
niece's counter-culture fiance who is "bearded, beaded, and 
barefoot." In another narrative with Texas colorings, "The 
Vulture Descending Each Day," one Mr. Issac functions as a 
world-weary curator of a museum that displays sculptures by 
Elizabet Ney—a museum that is "an obscure place even in 
Austin." "My Brother Is a Cowboy," told in first-person, is 
the author's most famous story and perhaps the best for 
classroom use. A young woman who wants more than Leon, 
Texas, has to offer, finds herself on a night of 
misadventures after her well-meaning cowboy brother 
arranges for her a blind date with one of his cowboy 
buddies. This collection deals with adult concepts and 
should be previewed before classroom use. 

Osborn, Carolyn. The Fields of Memory. Bryan, TX: Shearer, 
1984. These twelve offerings leave the reader with real 
slices of Texas lives. "Ancient History," a credible 
portrait of the county's most eccentric, most misanthropic 
woman, was inspired by events from the author's childhood. 
In "The Last of It," an elderly woman is finally apprised 
of the truth behind her husband's death, and in 
"Reversals," the reader is treated to a comic tale about 
two shiftless distant cousins whose arrival on motorcycles 
greatly lowers the quality of the narrator's life. "House 
of Blue Woman" is Osborn's poignant sequel to her earlier 
piece "My Brother Is A Cowboy." The Fields of Memory deals 
with adult concepts and should be previewed before 
classroom use. 

Carolyn Osborn. Warriors and Maidens. Fort Worth: Texas 
Christian UP, 1991. Osborn becomes better with each 
collection. The narratives of Warriors and Maidens are fine 
writing. Often in feminine voices and perspectives, 
Osborn's third collection narrates modern relationships 
among differing people, mainly between men and women, as 
the title implies. "Overlapping," "Letter to a Friend Far 
Away," "The Warrior and the Maiden," and "The Gardener" 
develop content about current relationships between 
individuals and the peoples of Texas and Mexico. 
"Wildflowers I Have Known" and "Songs People Sing When 
They're Alone" are two companion pieces that introduce a 
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mixture of eccentric Austinites. The author's sense of 
humor and sense of style best combine in "Cowboy Movie." 
The first-person narrator on a West Texas ranch conceals 
the fact that she a is film director scouting for a 

' location. "Cowboy Movie" begins with the young narrator in 
a movie house that shows Western classics like Red River. 
Packed with real working cowboys, the movie house is not a 
suburban cinema: "Nobody totes a gun, but they do have bad 
fist fights in the lobby which upsets the manager.... I 
stayed for one once. It was about how many chickens were on 
the picnic table in The Virginian." This collection deals 
with adult concepts and should be previewed before 
classroom use although "Cowboy Movie" would be appropriate. 

Porter, Katherine Anne. The Collected Stories of Katherine 
Anne Porter. New York: Harcourt, 1965. This collection 
received a Pulitzer and National Book award. Along with the 
prose of 0. Henry, J. Frank Dobie, and Larry McMurtry, 
Katherine Ann Porter's stories have been read throughout 
the world. Her best pieces dramatize the experiences of a 
sensitive child named Miranda Gay, a girl who discovers, 
sometimes painfully, the complexities of adult life. Critic 
James T. F. Tanner explicates Porter's self and art: "The 
strange, wonderful, and fanciful characteristics of Miranda 
Gay are transferences from Katherine Anne Porter who summed 
up all those qualities in her own being." The author's 
artistic vision of her childhood takes place in the Texas 
of the Old South, not of the Old West. Such Texas short 
stories in The Collected Stories as "The Jilting of Granny 
Weatherall," Porter's stream-of-consciousness classic taken 
from Flowering Judas and Other Stories (1935), "Old 
Mortality" and "Noon Wine" from Pale Horse. Pale Rider 
(1939), and "The Circus," "The Old Order," "The Grave," and 
"The Downward Path to Wisdom" from The Leaning Tower and 
Other Stories (1944) act as paradigms of great American 
short stories. A. C. Greene in his influential The Fifty 
Best Books on Texas recommends Porter's second book, 
saying: "I insist that Pale Horse. Pale Rider is the best 
Texas fiction ever written." 

Porter, William Sydney (0. Henry). Heart of the West. Garden 
City, NY: Doubleday, 1904. Variously reprinted. Known for 
his trademark plot twists and for his pseudonym O. Henry, 
Porter created stories which are internationally admired. 
Young Will Porter, in the 1880s, worked as a teller at an 
Austin bank while publishing a humorous newspaper, The 
Rolling Stone, in which the first of his some three hundred 
stories appeared. He was on the staff of the Houston Daily 
Post until his now famous arrest for embezzling funds from 
the Austin bank. The material that he garnered in those 
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years led to several masterpieces of short fiction. Critic 
Don Graham remarks on the influence of 0. Henry on popular 
Texas literature: "Ask somebody to name three of four Texas 
writers, and chances are they will recite the names of 0. 
Henry, Larry McMurtry, and the Dobie/Webb/ Bedichek 
phalanx." Heart of the West contains classic American/Texan 
tales such as "The Pimienta Pancakes," "The Caballero's 
Way," "A Call Loan," "Hygeia at the Solito," and "The 
Princess and the Puma" along with the anthologized "A 
Chaparral Prince," a story about German-American settlers 
in the Hill Country. In addition, "Art and the Bronco" and 
"A Departmental Case" first appeared in Roads of Destiny 
(1909). Marian McClintock's and Michael Simms' 0. Henry's 
Texas Stories (1986), a collection of many of the beloved 
author's best, is a convenient way to discover Porter's 
Texas material. 

Sanford, Annette. Lasting Attachments. Dallas: Southern 
Methodist UP, 1989. The drama of everyday Texas lives 
reaches the reader. The storytelling perspectives, some 
omniscient, some from first-person females, speak of 
clashes between old and new values. The characters make the 
best of bad marriages, pregnancy, divorce, and even oral 
surgery. The thematic commonality among the stories is 
humanity—love or indifference between husbands and wives, 
aunts and nieces and nephews, brothers and sisters, and 
mothers and daughters. "Living" and "Standing By," 
displaying Sanford's narrative abilities, can also be found 
in anthologies. "The Girls in the Garden" is another 
exceptionally fine piece about a loving grandmother, her 
beloved granddaughter, and the too-modern mom. 

Sanford, Winifred M. Windfall and Other Stories. Dallas: 
Southern Methodist UP, 1988. Sanford moved with her family 
to the bustling town of Witchita Falls near the Burkburnett 
oil field. In the late twenties and early thirties, 
national magazines began publishing Sanford's regional 
stories. Although Sanford wrote during the days of the oil 
industry's early expansion, the material is not dated. The 
dangers of derrick work and the unpredictability of 
wildcatting convincingly occupy her works. She writes about 
a Texas in transition from frontier to industrial society, 
an emerging land of "slush pumps and boilers and drill pipe 
and casing." Her most famous story, "Windfall," is a 
beautifully understated narrative about a family's 
reactions to sudden oil money—the elderly mother with 
dread and her children with excitement. Two other oil field 
tales, "Luck" and "Fever in the South," preserve a time and 
place. 
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Sodowsky, Roland. Interim in the Desert. Fort Worth: Texas 
Christian UP, 1990. This is the best short story collection 
exclusively about Texas in recent years. In "KNOXless," a 
boy learns about peer loyalty and personal integrity when 
an older friend dares him to shoplift. By the end of "WW 
II,11 the same young narrator discerns the difference 
between appearance and reality and who is a hero and who is 
not. The best piece is the title story, novella, "Interim 
in the Desert." Virginia Stone, a widowed physician, who 
has lived in Colombia, Vietnam, and seemingly everywhere 
else, appears one day in the small college town of Cabora, 
Texas. She has come to spend her last days in the desert 
for her life-threatening allergies. Virginia soon adds 
locals to her social circle to augment odd people from 
around the world. Foremost among the new friends are her 
neighbors Andrew and Barbara, two suburban academics. 
Virginia gives Spanish lessons to Barbara as well as 
lessons on what really makes existence worthwhile. This 
collection deals with adult concepts and should be 
previewed before classroom use. 

Sodowsky, Roland. Un-Due West. San Antonio: Corona, 1990. 
This funny series of related tales lovingly pokes fun at 
Texas culture. Within Sodowsky's fantasy of West Texas, or 
what he calls "Texas Occident," there is more than a grain 
of truth. Un-Due West reads as a mock history of Texana—of 
boots, windmills, six-gun shoot-outs, rodeos, and pickup 
trucks. Sodowsky offers this alternative telling of early 
Texas settlement: "The first United States settlers in the 
Texas Occident were from New Hampshire. They were fruit and 
nut gatherers of English and Scottish descent who had for 
many centuries worn high, open-topped boots in which to 
drop their food as they gathered it.... Many puzzled 
historians have noted that the Texas Occident boot 
resembles the contours of the human foot about as much as 
bandannas do bananas." 

Stanush, C1aude. The Balanced Rock and Other Stories. 
Austin: Thorp Springs, 1988. Stanush, a recipient of a 
Paisano Fellowship from the Texas Institute of Letters, put 
many of his best writings into this collection. Regional 
content about cowboys, a real estate agent, shrimpers, 
bums, oilmen, and various other believable Texas characters 
make for a good read. Two of the better stories have their 
setting around the turn of the century. "Tucker's First 
Train Ride" follows a farm boy from Cotulla to San Antonio 
and back—the hapless boy learns about avoiding railroad 
detectives while learning the true nature of his older 
brother. In "Story Of A Bronc Rider," a bronc-busting ranch 
hand is released from prison only to be lined up to ride 
the nationally infamous horse, Skeeball Black. In another 
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thought-provoking story, "The Balance Rock," a small party 
of U.T. at Austin men see too late the dangers of doing 
battle with mother nature. 

'Taylor, Pat Ellis. Afoot in a Field of Men. Austin: Slough, 
1983. Recently, the author changed her name from Pat Ellis 
Taylor to Pat Little Dog; the high caliber of her 
storytelling, however, has remained unchanged. The author's 
sense of humor and quirky dislike of capital letters are 
only part of her poetic/prose style. Several themes are 
developed in Afoot in a Field of Men; the difficulties of 
romantic love and love of family, the difficulties of 
finding a job that provides both a livable salary and time 
to pursue artistic talents, and the difficulties of helping 
those less fortunate. The reader receives a rare look 
inside a Dallas not often seen on television: the inner 
city, a land of rat-infested cheap apartments and down-and-
out people trapped on the mean streets of East Dallas. In 
"Afoot in a Field of Men" the narrator (someone very much 
like Pat Little Dog) decides to work as a temporary 
secretary "in the land of offices." Other pieces such as 
"Who's That Knocking? Is It You" and "Leaping Leo" embrace 
a wonderful assortment of East Dallas locals. Two other 
collections of her stories are filled with honest and 
strange autobiographical moments: The God Chaser (1986) and 
In Search of the Holv Mother of Jobs (1991). Pat Little 
Dog's writings deal with adult concepts and should be 
previewed before classroom use. 

Terry, Marshall. Dallas Stories. Dallas: Southern Methodist 
UP, 1987. In the preface to Dallas Stories. Terry says of 
these pieces written in the late 1960s to middle 1980s: "I 
hope they reflect the dynamism of a fascinating city with 
its own distinctive myth and metaphor over that period." 
The collection does just this. The reader relives the Don 
Meredith-era Cowboys in "Endzone." The regional importance 
of good lawn care is detailed in "Grass." The record ice 
storm of 1978 serves as the focus of "The Silvering of 
Trees." Dallas Stories also contains "The Antichrist" which 
won a best short fiction award from the Texas Institute of 
Letters. "The Antichrist" is based on a bigoted college 
professor whom Marshall once studied under but later 
avoided. Two short stories, "Prince of Dallas" and "Elegy," 
draw on the Kennedy assassination for tone and content. 
Marshall's collection deals with adult concepts and should 
be previewed before classroom use. 

Wier, Allen. Blanco and Things About to Disappear. Baton 
Rouge: Louisiana State UP, 1978. Critic A. C. Greene 
proclaimed this Wier book as "a benchmark in modern Texas 
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literature." The author creates microcosms and macrocosms, 
in constant change, but not always for the better. The 
reader finds internal events sustained in a unified tone. 

, Ailen Wier's Texas voice speaks in all the stories. 
"Campbell Oakley's Gospel Sun Shines on Roy Singing Grass" 
is an award-winning regional tale about an arts and crafts 
salesman who is part Navaho. The plotline of "Bob and the 
Other Man" traces the strange lifetime of Boon Speer, 
beginning in 1903 and closing in 1939. Bob and the Other 
Man are imaginary or, perhaps, supernatural, life-long 
companions of Boon, a storekeeper in Blanco, Texas. "Things 
About to Disappear" follows the first-person narrator who, 
after his father's death, drives through East Texas, 
heading out of state: "Driving east, the air through the 
car windows felt like the outdoor side of a window air 
conditioner, and you could smell the wet air, sticky, East 
Texas hot." This collection treats adult concepts and 
should be previewed before classroom use. 

Wilson, Miles. Line of Fall. Iowa City: U of Iowa P, 1989. 
Wilson, a professor at Southwest Texas State University, 
wrote this award-winning collection of stories set in Texas 
and the Southwest. "On Tour with Max" tells about a young 
writer's attempt to keep a once nationally famous poet out 
of harm's way. In "Christmas at the Dixie Motel," a 
divorced father spends time during the Christmas holidays 
watching television with his young daughters at a roadside 
motel. In this funny/sad narrative, the father tries to 
make sense out of his single parent role. The stories of 
Line of Fall treat adult concepts and should be previewed 
before classroom use. 
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NOVELS AND PLAYS 

(Adams, Andy. Log of a Cowbov. Boston: Houghton, 1903. U of 
' Nebraska P, Time-Life, and others have reprinted this 
archetypal Western. Critic James Ward Lee begins his 
analysis of Adams' novel by stating: "The Log of a Cowboy 
is one of the earliest classics of Texas fiction. It was 
published in 1903 and has remained among the most popular 
of all the Texas cattle-country books." Young Tom Quick, 
much like Andy Adams himself, migrates westward to Texas 
after the War Between the States. As a teenager, Tom signs 
up at Brownsville to herd cattle north beyond the Red 
River, past Fort Sill and Dodge City, and onward to 
Montana. Two popular campfire topics with Tom's fellow 
drovers are bravery on horseback and in-town rowdiness. The 
trail-smart boss, Jim Flood, calls for detours around 
dried-up terrain and beef-hungry Reservation Indians, but 
neither Flood, Quick, nor the rest of the outfit can avoid 
rivers like the Red and Colorado, watercourses made 
treacherous either by high water or low water with 
quicksand. Tom Quick's fictional experiences come from the 
real stuff of nineteenth-century trail narrative, not from 
Hollywood scripts where all professional cowmen are also 
gunslingers. 

Anderson, Edward. Thieves Like Us. Garden City, NY: 
Frederick A. Stokes, 1937. Reprinted by Arbor House. Three 
convicts escape from the Oklahoma State Penitentiary, and 
on their way to West Texas and easy money, they steal cars 
and rob banks. Two veteran bank robbers, T-Dub and 
Chickama, instruct Bowie Bowers in the ways of big-time 
crime. Tough-guy, Depression-era dialogue and newspaper 
articles plot their course. Thieves Likes Us is as much a 
love story as a crime novel. While hiding out, Bowie falls 
for Keechie Mobley, a relative of Chickama, who desperately 
tries to help her man find redemption. Like Sam Bass, 
Pretty Boy Floyd, and other folkloric outlaws, Bowie is 
generous to the poor. Bowers as well as T-Dub and Chickama 
prefer common folk or "Real People" to affluent members of 
society, sure in their notion that lawyers, bankers, and 
politicians are no better than known criminals—all 
"thieves like us." Anderson's book generates a convincing 
feel for hard times on the run. 

Bird, Sarah. Alamo House. New York: Norton, 1986. Mary Jo, 
the likable, glib narrator, moves into Alamo House, an old 
building just off the campus of the University of Texas at 
Austin. Her housemates, all graduate women, have joined 
together in co-op lifestyles without much cooperation. The 
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plot centers on two housemates—Mary Jo's roommate Fayrene, 
newly arrived from rural Texas, and Collie, a cosmopolitan 
coed with a secret past. Bird demonstrates a comic 
understanding of Austin types—international students, 
college instructors, and, especially, library science 
majors whom Mary Jo knows through her archival job at the 
LBJ Library. Sarah Bird with her nontraditional humor 
writes about decisions that traditionally face college 
women. The heroine must decide how to further her career 
and how to deal with obnoxious men—frat rats in 
particular. Mary Jo also decides to encourage a friendship 
with a good looking co-worker at the LB J, a young man, who 
after hours, sings with the rock group "Little Lyndon and 
the Great Society." 

. The Boyfriend School. New York: Doubleday, 1989. Like 
Alamo House this novel's main character is a modern 
American female, and in The Boyfriend School the author 
continues to find supporting characters and verbal idioms 
that young adults appreciate. Gretchen Griner, a twentyish 
photographer for an Austin rock magazine, stumbles into a 
new career at a romance writers' convention. After falling 
in with two published authors, Gretchen renounces her 
sleazy boss and the seedy world of rock music for the 
glamorous life of a genre novelist. After she meets a 
handsome New Zealander, Gretchen uses this love interest as 
a research tool for a romance novel in progress. Her 
infatuation with the motorcycle-riding New Zealander—or is 
he a New Zealander—sets up a surprise ending. The romance 
novel business and the Austin music scene are portrayed 
realistically, and Bird has an ear for present-day 
dialogue. Bird's novel treats adult concepts and should be 
previewed before classroom use. 

— . The Mommv Club. New York: Doubleday, 1991. This 
sometimes humorous, other times suspenseful novel about a 
surrogate mother won a Texas Institute of Letters award. 
The first-person narrator, Trudy Herring, at age thirty-
eight is still looking to find her place in the world. She 
is unsure of her love life, her role as an artist, and of 
her feelings towards the fleeting possibility of 
motherhood. Although it was really Trudy's idea, Victor and 
Hillery Goetler, two civic leaders set up Trudy as their 
surrogate mother in their mansion in the King William 
District of San Antonio. Trudy's bohemian lifestyle, when 
contrasted with the yuppy Goetlers, makes The Mommv Club a 
contemporary comedy of manners. Plot development follows 
Trudy's changing perspective on her limited role as her 
child's mother. Both pain and a sense of pride come from 
the experience; the travails of being an expectant 
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mother are listed in Bird's first sentence: "Nearly all of 
the seven dwarfs of pregnancy have shown up by now: Sleepy, 
Queasy, Spacey, Weepy, Gassy, and Moody." This award-
winning book offers insights into human action and 

' inaction, along with a good look at the places and peoples 
of contemporary San Antonio. Teachers should be aware of 
adult concepts in all three of Sarah Bird's works. 

Brammer, William. The Gav Place. Boston: Houghton, 1961. 
Reprinted by Texas Monthly. This is Billy Lee Brammer's 
classic on Texas politics during the first days of civil 
rights marches and integration. Texas legislators crowd the 
gay place, an Austin beer garden where state laws are 
really made. After noting artistic imperfections, author, 
critic A. C. Greene grants: "But the book is good, in many 
ways the best modern novel (three novellas, actually) about 
Texas." The book's three sections are structured around 
differing protagonists: a state legislator, a U.S. Senator, 
and the Governor's press secretary. Governor Arthur 
Fenstermaker, based on Lyndon B. Johnson, unifies the three 
sections as well as emerging as the book's most memorable 
character. Not unlike LBJ, for whom Brammer once worked, 
Fenstermaker comes across a little larger than life. 
Although the author recreates the tenor of late Eisenhower-
era Texas, Brammer's content about state politics does not 
seem dated. Irreverent humor and wild, boozy times happen 
alongside political and social movements. The decadent, 
often frustrated personal lives of the powerful are 
delineated with explicit language and adult situations and 
should be previewed before classroom use. 

Bryant, J. Y. Come to the Bower. New York: Viking, 1963. 
Texas Institute of Letters award. Early in Bryant's work, 
the central character, twenty-two-year-old Perry Knox 
Allan, Esquire, must leave his beloved New Orleans beauty, 
Camilla Palmer, to seek fame and fortune in the still-
forming Texas Republic. Camilla's destiny also soon brings 
her to Texas, and once at her wilderness homestead, she 
becomes "that stunnah from Nor Leans." Santa Anna's 
invading army and the Texas agents of an evil New Orleans 
financier act as the foremost impediments to Perry's and 
Camilla's true love. The novel's title refers to the 
folksong popular with Houston's army during the War for 
Texas Independence. Bryant's prose is entertaining, with 
period dialogue, multiple narrators, and good action scenes 
that transmit the flavor of the times. J. Y. Bryan's 
recreation of Ben Milam at San Antonio and Sam Houston at 
San Jacinto, along with other Lone Star heroics, gives the 
modern reader a sense of great history within the structure 
of a love story. 
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Capps, Benjamin. The Trail to Qqallala. New York: Dutton, 
1964. Reprinted by Texas Christian UP. Golden Spur award 
from the Western Writers of America. This fictional yet 
factual trail-drive narrative has been compared with Adams' 
Log of a Cowbov and McMurtry's Lonesome Dove. Capps' The 
Trail to Qqallala follows a veteran outfit from Texas to 
Nebraska. Billy Scott is the protagonist. Other characters 
include Robert Woodbury, a scholar turned cowpuncher, and 
stubborn Charles "Blackie" Blackburn—unfortunately, the 
second in command on the trail. Representative of Capps' 
creative approach to Western literature, the character 
Robert Woodbury, who has read Mobv Dick several times, 
makes a comparison between his herd of ornery cattle and 
Melville's famous whale; the scholarly Woodbury concludes 
that the mixed herd is larger and more difficult to handle 
with "no blubber to it all hard stuff." Billy Scott's 
progress towards maturity is as much a part of the novel as 
the cowboys' uneven progress towards trails end. Although 
not always able to out-fight his foes, Billy does learn to 
out smart his adversaries, advancing Capps' thesis that 
brains not guns won the West. 

. Woman of the People. New York: Duell, 1966. Reprints 
available from U of New Mexico P. With plot elements 
borrowed from the real life of Cynthia Ann Parker, Woman of 
the People follows the fictional lives of two Anglo girls, 
Helen and Katy Morrison, captured in a Comanche and Kiowa 
raid on the settlements. Katy, being younger, quickly 
accepts her tribal playmates. Helen now called Tehanita 
(Little Girl Texan) tries with all her Texian soul to 
maintain her native identity against the powerful force of 
human assimilation. Her gradual reshaping from a horrified 
captive to an honored member of the Comanches, "The 
People," achieves a literary effect beyond common 
historical fiction. Woman of the People reads as a 
fascinating psychological novel with the character Tehanita 
being one of the best realized female protagonists in Texas 
fiction. Some scenes depict violence true to the Comanche 
warrior mind-set; however, Woman of the People has been 
well received in at least one secondary school American 
literature class. 

• The Warren Waqontrain Raid. New York: Dial, 1974. 
Reprints available from Southern Methodist UP. Winner of a 
Golden Spur award. This Benjamin Capps Western details the 
historic occurrence sometimes called the Salt Creek 
Massacre and other times the Warren Wagon Train Massacre. 
The event, one of the last Indian raids in Texas, took 
place in Young County in 1871, when a wagon train belonging 
to Henry Warren, a government contractor, was attacked by 
Reservation Comanches and Kiowas. Capps continues into the 
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aftermath of the bloody raid with the trial of War Chiefs 
Satanta and Big Tree in Jacksboro, Texas, adding dialogue 
to the historical record to attain literature. Other Capps 
novels in which Texas or Texans are integral to content can 
be recommended: Sam Chance (Spur Award, 1965), a fictional 
account of a cattle baron's role in Western expansion; The 
Brothers of Uterica (1967), a novel about a European 
socialist community in nineteenth-century Texas, and The 
Heirs of Franklin Woodstock, a novel set in modern times 
but with a protagonist, a grandfather, who clings to the 
values of frontier Texas. Reprints of Sam Chance and The 
Brothers of Uterica are available from Southern Methodist 
UP; The Heirs of Franklin Woodstock is available from Texas 
Christian UP. 

Cooper, Madison. Sironia. Texas. Boston: Houghton, 1952. 
Winner of a Texas Institute of Letters award. In two 
volumes, Sironia, Texas, a place inspired by Cooper's 
native Waco, thrives beyond a rural community into a modern 
town with urban pretensions. Although a candid look at 
double standards in the South defined by sex, class, and 
race, Sironia is not an angry novel, imparting objectively, 
the minor and major components of a real Central Texas 
community. Critic James Ward Lee explicates Madison 
Cooper's masterpiece: "No Texas writer has done a better 
job of showing how 'society' works.... What Cooper really 
excels at is the finely crafted, Jane Austin-like scenes of 
parties, teas, and annual balls. Despite the great sweep of 
this novel, the author takes careful aim at the little 
details of parlor life." Sironia's blue-blooded families, 
the Reardons, Haydns, and Storrows, exist in partial 
acceptance of the Liscombs and the rest of the middle-
class. Other memorable characters include Aunt Natalia, the 
town's gossipy social monitor, the non-conformist Tom Bly, 
a personna close to Cooper himself; and Mammy Henderson, 
the matriarch of Sironia's African-American community. At 
over 1,100,000 words, Sironia is less than the ideal Texas 
novel to comprehensively teach in high school; selected 
passages, however, could well illustrate Southern heritage 
in Texas. 

Crider, Bill. Death on the Island. New York: Walker, 1991. 
Crider, an up-and-coming genre writer, begins this murder 
mystery with Truman Smith's jogging along Galveston's 
seawall. Tru has forsaken the private eye business, 
spending his days jogging, reading Faulkner, guzzling Big 
Reds, and dwelling on his missing sister, who he fears has 
been murdered. Dino, an old-high school buddy, entices Tru 
back into detective work by hiring him to track down a 
missing college girl. The girl is the daughter of a woman 
employed by Dino's crime syndicate family as a prostitute 
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during Galveston's iniquitous past. With wry humor and much 
pain, Tru shifts through old secrets, false information, 
the island's heavy-metal scene, and five deaths before 
solving the case. Crider's valid use of local color 
augments his plotline. Bill Crider's earlier mysteries Too 
Late To Die (1986) and Shotgun Saturday Niaht (1987), 
Cursed to Death (1988), Death on the Move (1989), and Evil 
at the Root (1990) feature Dan Rhodes, Sheriff of Blacklin 
County. Bill Crider, a college instructor, has created a 
second Texas sleuth, a protagonist who like the author 
teaches for a living. One Dead Dean (1988) and Dvina Voices 
(1989) features English Department Chairman Carl Burns, 
part-time homicide investigator and full-time educator. 
Crider's novels treat adult concepts and should be 
previewed before classroom use. 

Dewlen, Al. The Servants of Corruption. Garden City, New 
York: Doubleday, 1971. This one-of-a-kind Texas novel has 
its setting among a congregation of a mid-sized church in a 
town based on Amarillo in the 1960s. The novel begins and 
ends with Calvin Stoneman, an intelligent, modest assistant 
minister. When his superior decides to retire, Calvin 
rejects the head churchman position, and an out-of-town 
evangelist, Billy Bob St. John, proves to be quite a change 
from his learned predecessor. In part, the reader 
appreciates Servants of Corruption as the story of a church 
corrupted by scandalous behavior and extremist politics. In 
part, Dewlen's tale reads as a character study of St. John, 
a confused individual who never discerns the fanatical 
conspiracy within his own church or the hypocrisy within 
himself. Typical of Dewlen's verbal irony is a funny 
running dialogue between a hippie girl in his congregation 
and St. John. The author's satiric passages do not take aim 
at religion itself, only at hypocritical practitioners. 
Because of adult concepts, especially about religion, some 
readers may find Servants of Corruption offensive. Dewlen's 
The Bone Pickers (1958), a work about a wealthy, eccentric 
family in the Panhandle, and Dewlin's The Session (1981), 
an informative novel about Texas politics, are also 
recommended as examples of Texas literature. 

Erdman, Loula Grace. The Edge of Time. New York: Dodd, 
1950. Reprints available form Texas Christian UP. On one 
level The Edge of Time succeeds as a narrative about 
newlyweds; it also offers an authentic look at regional 
history with Erdman being a gifted interpreter of a time 
and place. Missourians Wade and Bethany Cameron leave kith 
and kin behind, looking for a better life in Texas. Bethany 
brings to her new home, a sod dugout, a cutting from her 
family's rosebush and self-doubts about her emerging role 
as a frontier wife. Wade and Beth scarcely make do on the 
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edge of time—a brief temporal space in Panhandle history 
between the Comanches and the coming of the railroad. 
Within the narrated year, the couple endures grass fires, 
blizzards, desperados, and life-threatening droughts along 
with marital misunderstanding. In these carefully written 
sentences, Grace Loula Erdman states an essential 
Southwestern concept: "Bethany knew that the need for water 
and the supplying of that need was the thing which all the 
other details of their lives must work around." Not all of 
the frontier is adverserial—wild plums, glorious sunsets, 
and the excitement of the expanding West are lovingly 
detailed by the author. 

Estes, Winston M. Another Part of the House. Philadelphia: 
Lippincott, 1970. Reprints available from Texas Christian 
UP. Ten-year-old, Larry Morrison, who lives with his 
parents, his older brother Tad, and an obnoxious uncle, 
must mature before he can see the varied complexities of 
his family and his town. Two tragedies flesh out the story 
—someone steals cash from his dad's drugstore, and most 
grievously, Larry accidentally contributes to Tad's death. 
Another Part of the House remains faithful to a child's 
logic while vividly conveying the ambience of a Depression-
era West Texas town. With plot and character development 
artfully interwoven, a single life and an historic era are 
wonderfully brought together. Larry's advancing critical 
thought enable him to understand the blessings of familial 
love and the detrimental effects of the Depression and 
local racism. Larry eventually accepts the painful 
connection between his own actions and Tad's death, and 
concurrently, he connects the stolen money to the culprit. 

Flynn, Robert. North to Yesterday. New York: Knopf, 1967. 
Reprints available from Texas Christian UP. Texas Institute 
of Letters Award. A trail drive story set, not in the Old 
West a'dying, but a decade after its demise. Storekeeper 
Marvin Darsey, who much prefers his cowboy name 
"Lampassas," refuses to accept the industrialization of the 
West, and therein lies this comic-tragic tale. Not long 
after his wife's death, Lampassas heads north with a herd 
of no-longer-wanted longhorns, motivated by the desire that 
his too-modern son should experience the unfenced American 
West—as it turns out, the West of yore. The outfit becomes 
a kind of children's crusade with the storekeeper's plans 
gradually deteriorating toward the darkly ironic ending. By 
trail's end, seven more misfits, including a preacher and 
an expectant mother, have joined the doomed guest. In North 
to Yesterday. Flynn's herding of cattle across the swift 
Red River conforms to a genre standard; Robert Flynn's 
crossing is uncommon in that his cowpunchers set out for 
the north bank without the benefit of horses. North to 
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Yesterday treats adult concepts and should be previewed 
before classroom use. 

Flynn, Robert. Wanderer Springs. Fort Worth: Texas 
1 Christian UP, 1989. Golden Spur award. Novelist, critic 
Larry McMurtry recommends this novel: "Wanderer Springs is 
a beautiful novel, with a subtle, delicate sense of 
character and of place. It is sad, funny, surprising, 
always interesting." Will Callaghan, the narrator/ 
protagonist, takes vacation time from his job at the Texas 
Institute of Culture in San Antonio to attend a hometown 
funeral in Wanderer Springs. Symbolic of its moribund 
status, only one prospering business exists there— 
Wanderer's Rest Home. Recalling his years spent as a child, 
a teenager, and later a history teacher at Wandering 
Springs High, Will attempts to interpret his past in 
context with local oral history. The town elders still talk 
about one Elmer Spruill, a hunter of the old school, fondly 
remembered for killing the last buffalo in the county and 
in the same spirit, for shooting at an airplane. Callaghan 
himself is inextricably linked to hometown folklore—locals 
will never stop talking about the time Will dropped the 
pass that lost the championship game nor the time he failed 
to rescue his high-school sweetheart from drowning. 
Wanderer Springs treats adult concepts and should be 
previewed before classroom use. 

Foote, Horton. The Chase. New York: Rinehart, 1956. This 
well paced, suspenseful novel by the state's foremost 
living playwright takes place in a town near the Texas 
Gulf. Sheriff Hawes suspects that Bubber Reeves, an escapee 
from a prison farm, is working his way toward Harrison, the 
felon's hometown. Although the reader knows Bubber to be a 
desperate, slow-witted human who has nowhere else to go, 
several townspeople are sure that Bubber Reeves's return 
will mean their death. By killing a man to take his car, 
Bubber's violent end is assured. Horton Foote's drama-
writing skills can be seen in the poignant dialogue between 
the self-doubting Hawes and Mrs. Reeves, Bubber's mother, 
who frantically tries to save her convict son. Beyond the 
central conflict between lawman and law-breaker, the reader 
soon believes in the author's small town on a muggy June 
day with its lost souls, racist rabble-rousers, drunkards, 
and a few decent people. Because of Horton Foote's 
treatment of religion, explicit language, and concluding 
violence, The Chase should be previewed before classroom 
use. The Chase was first written as a play (1952), and an 
acting edition exists. 

. Courtship. Valentines Dav. 1918: Three Plavs from The 
Orphans' Home Cvcle. New York: Grove, 1986. The Orphans' 
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Home Cvcle. a nationally acclaimed series of nine related 
one-act plays, has its setting in the fictional Gulf Coast 
town of Harrison around World War I. The various acts 
provide atmospheric vignettes of early twentieth-century 

' Texas, recreating the fears and hopes and moral values of a 
day gone by. Foote's dramas have been compared to those of 
Chekhov in their handling of universal themes in everyday 
lives within a specific region. The trilogy begins in 1914. 
Although Elizabeth Vaughn's father does not let her attend 
dances, she does fall in love with Horace Robedaux, and 
they elope on Valentine's Day. The three plays involve 
conflicts between independence and filial duty and between 
love of family and love of country. Elizabeth's overly 
protective father, Henry Vaughn, throughout the trilogy, 
exists as a complex character—loving, yet quarrelsome and 
officious. In addition to its character development, 
Foote's trilogy recreates a time of piano parlors, Liberty 
Bond drives, and movie houses showing silent newsreels. 
Quiet family moments are juxtaposed with the epidemic 
spread of Spanish influenza and with Harrison's Armistice 
celebrations. These three plays of the Orphan's Home Cvcle 
are available on video. Other Foote dramas in print 
include: Roots in A Parched Ground; The First Four Plavs 
from the Orphan's Home Cvcle (1988) and editor Gerald C. 
Wood's Selected One-Act Plavs of Horton Foote (1989). Three 
Screenplays (1989) contains "The Trip To Bountiful" and 
"Tender Mercies," both of which when filmed won two Academy 
Awards. 

Garcia, Lionel G. Hardscrub. Houston: Arte Publico, 1990. 
Texas Institute of Letters award. Lionel G. Garcia, one of 
the state's most promising new novelists, is presently a 
full-time veterinarian and a part-time writer. Part 1 of 
Hardscrub begins when the first-person narrator, Jim, then 
a fourth grader, moves with his family from Corpus Christi 
to West Texas. His father, a supremely selfish, drunken 
ne'er-do-well, routinely beats Jim's older brother Richard, 
and criminally neglects Jim's mother and sister. To avoid 
arrest, the father abandons his family without remorse in a 
dusty West Texas town near the New Mexico border. Only the 
mother misses the abusive, alcoholic father, and his later 
reappearance hardly improves Jim's and Richard's childhood 
and adolescence. What warmth that exists in Hardscrub 
appears in the close relationship between the brothers, 
who, with boyish resilience, distill joy from a hard life 
in a hard town. Part 2 starts when the narrator, now forty 
and successful despite his childhood, returns to Texas to 
attend his father's funeral. Although this fictional 
autobiography is told largely from a young person's point 
of view, its sexual content, explicit language, and 
shocking conclusion make Hardscrub adult reading. Garcia's 
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novel A Shroud in the Family (1987) about a modern Mexican-
American in Houston also deals with adult concepts and 
should be previewed before classroom use. 

?Gipson, Fred. Hound-Doa Man. New York: Harper, 1949. 
Reprints available from U of Nebraska P. Winner of a Texas 
Institute of Letters award. In this coming-of-age story set 
in Gipson's native Hill Country early in this century, 
young Cotton Kinney sets out on a hunting trip with his 
father, a buddy, a puppy, and his father's old pal Blackie 
Scantling, the locally infamous "Hound-Dog Man." Cotton is 
initiated into manhood with frontier rites of passage while 
his changing perspective on Blackie, a true man of nature 
if a scoundrel, accounts for much of theme and plot. Author 
and critic A. C. Greene highly praises the book: "Fred 
Gipson came very near to writing a Texas Huckleberry Finn 
in Hound-Dog Man." Gipson carries the reader into Blackie's 
folkloric Texas of smart hounds and artful hunting knives, 
of wild boar and mean catfish. In 1955, Fred Gipson, author 
of the American classic Old Yeller. won two Texas Institute 
of Letters Awards in 1955—Recollection Creek (Nonfiction) 
and Trail-Driving Rooster (Children's Literature). 

Goyen, William. The House of Breath. New York: Random, 
1949. Variously reprinted. Although Goyen's town of Charity 
serves as the setting, the fictional landscape comes as 
much from Goyen's artistic vision as from the author's 
native East Texas. This experimental, symbolic novel has 
been compared with the works of James Joyce, Marcel Proust, 
and William Faulkner—especially to Faulkner's writings, in 
Goyen's impressionistic depiction of Southern families in 
gothic settings. The local clans around Charity, Texas—the 
Ganchions, Starnes, and Cleggs, engender scandals, 
deformities, and dark secrets. A few kinsmen, who think 
they have escaped, return for good to their ancestral land 
of pine forests, now dominated by sawmills, to rest in 
Charity's cemetery, completing all their days from "sawdust 
to sawdust." This nationally acclaimed tone poem novel does 
deal with adult situations and should be previewed before 
classroom use. 

Graves, John. The Last Running. Austin: Encino, 1974. 
Reprinted by Lyons. The Last Running is either a novella or 
a long short story. Despite its brevity The Last Running 
tells a good story and effectively evokes images of the 
last days of the Old West. An elderly ranch owner, Tom 
Bird, known to Comanches as Pajarito or Tom Tejano or just 
Big-Nose, cannot rid his ranch of a band of nine Comanches 
—nine uninvited guests. Bird's greenhorn great-nephew 
functions as the story's narrator as well as the 
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intermediary between irascible Tom Bird and the adamant old 
Comanche chief, Starlight. When much younger, Bird and 
Starlight had met in battle on the Caprock, but now, the 
twentieth century has left both behind. Starlight wants in 

' no uncertain terms Bird's pet buffalo bull, Old 
Shakespeare, not for mere food, but for one last enactment 
of a tribal ritual, the sacred ritual of the bison hunt. 
The Last Running imparts a sense of lost values, of both 
Native Americans and Anglo-American settlers. 

Hailey, Elizabeth Forthye. A Woman of Independent Means. 
New York: Viking, 1978. In A Woman of Independent Means, a 
fictionalized biography based on the correspondence of the 
author's grandmother, the reader follows the colorful life 
of Bess Stead Garner. From 1899 through 1968, Bess, in her 
adopted city of Dallas, does her best amid twentieth-
century American problems. Her letters, of which the 
narrative is made, progress in style and perception with 
maturity. Manipulative yet progressive, Bess Garner's 
instincts are always noble. Unusual in its upper-middle-
class Dallasite point of view, the novel has Bess 
adventuring beyond the traditional role of society matron 
into social activism and world travel. Intelligent and 
strong-willed, Bess above all other descriptions is a 
survivor. The indefatigable protagonist along with Hailey's 
clever placement of plot within the epistolary format are 
the two key ingredients in the national popularity of A 
Woman of Independent Means. 

Hale, Leon. Bonnev's Place. Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 
1972. Reprints are available from Shearer. Bonney McCamey 
owns and operates Bonney's Place, a honky-tonk in the 
coastal pines of East Texas. The reader soon knows Bonney 
through the narrative eyes of Johnny Keller, a world-weary 
suburbanite haunted by the memory of his late wife. To 
verify that Bonney never paid back a loan, Keller assumes 
an alias, moves into nearby lodgings, and becomes a habitue 
of Bonney's beer joint. The narrative offers up some truly 
funny moments involving the patrons, mostly misfits, who 
socialize inside the sawdust East Texas microcosm. When a 
local drugstore cowboy brags about a sexual conquest and 
unknowingly insults the memory of Johnny Keller's dead 
wife, Johnny surprises everyone by braining the braggart 
with a pool cue. Thinking on his feet, Bonney McCamey 
extricates Keller from assault charges. In time, Johnny 
returns to active life and learns to accept Bonney's 
roguish yet good-hearted self. Bonnev's Place does exhibit 
profanity, adult situations, and as one might guess, 
alcohol use; yet, Hale clearly knows the Piney woods and 
how to tell a good story. Addison (1979), a Hale novel 
about a soldier stationed in West Texas far away from his 
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Chicago girlfriend, was a Texas Institute of Letters award 
winner, and is recommended. 

?Hearon, Shelby. Armadillo in the Grass. New York: Knopf, 
1968. Reprinted by Pressworks. Faculty wife Clara Blue, a 
name connoting moods and color shadings, goes from day to 
day in suburbia with her two sons and well-meaning husband 
Anslow, who is as slow to human needs as Clara is quick. 
Anslow, a history professor, exists as an unworkable 
opposite to Clara. Indeed, the universal themes of 
Armadillo in the Grass often appear in opposing elements: 
independence and parenthood, art and politics, becoming and 
arriving, and art and the mundane. This pithy question 
expresses an interesting concern: "If your husband 
idealizes you at a moment in your past, and your children 
are too lost in themselves to know you are there, who is 
there to see you?" Anslow encourages his wife, who sees 
"the world in pictures," to sign up for sculpture lessons. 
After Clara picks artist Locke Smith out of the phone book, 
he evolves into a needed teacher and confidant. The teacher 
then provides Clara with the skills and concepts to shape 
from clay the wild animals of her backyard—armadillos, 
rabbits, and raccoons. The reader senses that Clara Blue, 
given time, will reshape her own world. 

. Hannah's House. Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1975. 
Beverly Foster rightfully considers her daughter Hannah as 
"a friendly, steadfast girl." The two co-inhabit a Spanish-
style yellow stucco house in Austin. Hannah is a living 
study in normalcy and group loyalty while her mother has 
always been a nonconformist without even trying. In her 
sophomore year at the University of Texas, Hannah becomes 
engaged to Eugene, who together make a collegiate Barbie 
and Ken. Much as in Armadillo in the Grass, in Hannah's 
House relationships are central to plot, with Beverly 
Foster's humanity being influenced by her parents, sisters, 
former love interests, and future in-laws, along with her 
boyfriend Ben and his daughter, Van Jr. In Van Jr., Beverly 
encounters a kindred spirit. With great wit, this narrative 
of a bohemian mom and debutante daughter addresses a number 
of themes, among them the role of women in the workplace, 
the nature of enduring love, and the ever-present pitfalls 
of being a good parent. 

• Owning Jolene. New York: Knopf, 1989. Finally, no one 
owns Miss Jolene Temple, a surprisingly normal young woman 
when one considers her abnormal childhood. In the first 
chapters, Jolene perceives life in terms of a custody tug 
of war between her father, the headhunter salesman Turk 
Jackson, and her very loving, very eccentric mother, Midge 
Temple. Jolene always acts as an accomplice when Midge 
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kidnaps her from Turk. Seeking respite from her cat-and-
mouse parents, Jolene frequently stays with her Aunt Glenna 
Rose and Uncle Brogan, two Texas wheeler-dealers, not above 
ccn artistry. Signs of change appear when Jolene befriends 

' Henry Wollencraftz, a San Antonio artist for whom she 
models. Jolene then contributes to Henry's career, which, 
in turn, enables her to obtain the ownership of her own 
destiny. Shelby Hearon's rendering of adolescent dialogue 
and mannerisms is very credible, and in this post-oil tale, 
Hearon adeptly punctuates serious themes with moments of 
hilarity. Five other Shelby Hearon "Texas" novels are 
recommended: The Second Dune (Texas Institute of Letters 
award, 1973), Now and Another Time (1976), Prince of a 
Fellow (Texas Institute of Letters award, 1978), Painted 
Dresses (1981), and Hug Dancing (1991). All of Hearon's 
works treat adult concepts and should be previewed before 
classroom use. 

Hinojosa, Rolando. Rites and Witnesses. Houston: Arte 
Publico, 1982. Most honored among Texas-Mexican 
fictionalists, Rolando Hinojosa is also one of the foremost 
bilingual writers in the Western Hemisphere. Before Rites 
and Witnesses, his first novel in English, Hinojosa had 
published six works in Spanish. His early works are 
important to anyone interested in bilingual literature: In 
Estampas del Valle v Otras Obras: Sketches of the Vallev 
and Other Works) (1973), the characters of his Klail City 
Death Trip are introduced; Klail Citv v sus alrededores 
(Klail City and Its Surroundings) (1976) was later 
translated into a bilingual text and retitled Generaciones 
v Semblanzas (Generations and Portraits); and Generaciones 
v Brachas/ Generations. Notes, and Trails (1978) contains 
previously published material (1978). Mi Ouerido Rafa 
(1984) was written in Spanish and English, shifting between 
the two languages as speakers change; and Claras Varones de 
Belken (1986) also has a bilingual text. In Rites and 
Witnesses, readers of English first encounter the engaging 
people of Klail City, people held in alliance by blood 
kinship and by a common desire for power. Objective and 
unsentimental, Rites fluctuates in locale between the 
Valley and the battlefields of the Korean Conflict. 

Hinojosa, Rolando. The Vallev. Ypsilanti, MI: Bilingual, 
1983. Winner of the Casa del las Americas, South America's 
prestigious literary award. Hinojosa's birthplace of 
Mercedes in Hidalgo County inspired the fictitious Klail 
City, seat of Belken County. This novel of related sketches 
traces the sensibilities of a land where children eat 
tortillas and peanut butter for breakfast. The reader is 
soon involved in the public and private affairs of Rafe 
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Buenrostro and his cousin Jehu Malacara, both whom know 
well the ironies and intricacies of Texas biculturalism. 
Klail City is populated with strong characters: don Braulio 
Tapio, the old revolutionary; Noddy Perkins, President of 
Klail City Bank; Sammie Jo Baylis, Noddy's daughter and 
Jehu's friend; Polin Tapia, the Machiavellian politico; 
Viola Barragan, a rich Hispanic widow of a German diplomat. 
The communal tapestry also takes in Adrian Peralta, a 
coyote—a con man—who hustles about Belken's courthouse 
looking for his prey—fellow Tejanos bewildered by 
Norteamericano law. 

. Dear Rafe. Houston: Arte Publico, 1985. Award-winning 
author Tony Hillerman comments on Hinojosa's place in 
Mexican-American literature: "Tomas Rivera represents where 
it came from. Rolando Hinojosa represents where it's 
going." Hillerman credits Hinojosa with a much needed 
innovation in American literature—Chicano characters who 
are intelligent, capable people. In Dear Rafe. this 
positive American image unfolds largely in the person of 
Jehu Malacara. A series of letters from banker Jehu to his 
cousin Rafe Buenrostro, along with local interviews by 
journalist P. Galindo, sustain the narrative. Hinojosa 
creates the illusion of casual conversation within his 
often humorous verbal artistry. Central to the plot is an 
approaching election in which two powerful families, the 
Cookes and the Blanchards, attempt to manipulate voters. 
Malacara's values inherently conflict with those of the 
plotting Cooke-Blanchard cartel, and his decision to resign 
from their bank sets all of Klail City gossiping, with P. 
Galindo listening. Also in the Klail City Death Trip series 
are Hinojosa's only collection of poems, Korean Love Songs 
(1978), his detective novel Partners in Crime (1985), along 
with Klail City (1987), and his most recent novel, Beckv 
and Her Friends along with the Spanish version Los Amiaos 
de Beckv (1990 and 1991). This Migrant Earth (1987), 
Hinojosa's English translation of Tomas Rivera's novel 
about migrant farm workers, v no se lo trago la tierra. 
falls outside of the Death Trip Series but is definitely 
recommended as an example of Texas literature. Some 
previewing of his works may be appropriate; however, 
Hinojosa's body of literature has been recommended for 
secondary school use by English Journal. 

Humphrey, William. Home from the Hill. New York: Knopf, 1958 
195. Variously reprinted. Texas Institute of Letters award. 
In 1953, the body of Hannah Hunnicut is returned from a 
Dallas insane asylum to her native East Texas for burial. 
After this strange, compelling first chapter, the story 
shifts back to the 1930s where the aristocrats, Wade and 
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Hannah Hunnicut, command the envy of all around them, 
without eliciting respect from each other. Known for his 
outdoors sportsmanship and indoors womanizing, Wade 
Hunnicut is the region's wealthiest planter and an 

' adulterer cad of mythic proportions. Hannah, who loathes 
her husband, exists only for the betterment of her princely 
son, Theron. Through most of the novel, Theron idealizes 
his father and loves his mother while pursuing a local 
beauty, Libby Halstead. A communal balance is maintained 
until events bring down the high-born Hunnicuts. In 
addition to sustaining the narrative, Humphrey masterfully 
describes the natural splendor of the area's forests and 
river bottoms. In superb prose, Theron stalks a wild boar 
through the thickets of the Sulphur River, and, in the next 
chapter, the record trophy becomes the centerpiece for a 
barbecue and dance. Home from the Hill, a work textured 
with Southern folklore and classical tragedy, serves as the 
superlative fictional view of the genteel, sometimes 
violent South in Texas. 

Humphrey, William. The Ordwavs. New York: Knopf, 1965. 
Variously reprinted. Texas Institute of Letters award. From 
Reconstruction to the 1930s, four generations of Ordways 
search for a better future. Ella Ordway, wife of Thomas 
Ordway, provides the guiding force for the family's 
migration from Tennessee to Clarksville, Texas, fleeing the 
aftermath of the Civil War, a war that left Thomas nursing 
a grotesque open wound. Once south of the Red River, Sam, 
the Texas-born son of Thomas and Ella, evolves into the 
central character, and in a subsequent plot twist, Sam's 
son Ned is kidnapped. As in Home from the Hill, individual 
scenes of The Ordwavs are among the best in Texas prose— 
the graveyard cleaning day of the first chapter, the 
Ordway's fording of the Red River, the striking scene where 
Sam finds Ned gone, and towards the book's conclusion, the 
gathering in Del Rio of the offsprings of old Sam's two 
marriages. In Home from the Hill and The Ordwavs. the 
quality of Humphrey's prose is equal to the art of the most 
celebrated authors of Texas fiction, Larry McMurtry and 
Katherine Anne Porter included. William Humphrey's No 
Resting Place (1989) can be recommended for students who 
wish to learn more about the history of the Cherokee Nation 
in Texas. 

Jones, Preston. A Texas Trilogy. New York: Hill, 1976. The 
late Preston Jones is not just a Texas playwright but a 
national playwright. Jones describes his fictitious town of 
Bradleyville, based on Colorado City, Texas, as a "small, 
dead West Texas town." This dying town of 6,000 serves as 
the setting for the three plays, which also share 
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characters and themes. One of his characters describes 
Bradleyville: "The new highway has bypassed it and now the 
world is trying to." Lu Ann Hampton Lavertv Oberlander 

t takes place from before and after the other plays, with 
acts in 1953, 1963, and 1973. The audience/reader follows a 
West Texas lifetime from high-school cheerleading through a 
marriage sustained in a trailer park into her widowhood. 
Her two husbands, Laverty and Oberlander, leave her only 
their names and not very fulfilling memories. The Last 
Meeting of the Knights of the White Magnolia, which looks 
inside a racist organization to ridicule it, takes place 
during one evening in 1962. The Oldest Living Graduate 
occurs over a few days in the same year. In The Oldest 
Living Graduate, a key character in the trilogy, Colonel 
Kinkaid, wants to preserve his land by Lake Bradleyville, 
but his modern son Floyd, who has drifted away from nature 
and frontier values, wishes to develop the property into 
tract housing. Great situational and verbal humor exists 
alongside serious themes. Critic A. C. Greene comments on 
Jones' lasting appeal: "He lets readers and audiences find 
happy compromises, sad realities, or ultimate triumphs." 
These plays treat adult concepts and should be previewed 
before classroom use. 

Kelton, Elmer. The Dav The Cowbovs Quit. Garden City, NY: 
Doubleday, 1971. Reprints available from Texas Christian 
UP. Golden Spur award. Readers who do not normally enjoy 
Westerns have found Kelton7s books to be a good read. The 
Dav the Cowbovs Quit takes place during an abortive labor 
action instigated by Panhandle cowboys in the 1880s. Hugh 
Hitchcock is typical of Kelton's best cowboy characters, 
being a true Westerner who is nonviolent by nature. After 
becoming the reluctant leader of the strike, Hitchcock 
opposes rich ranchers like John Torrington, a despotic old 
cattle baron who hates the modern-day West with its 
civilized legalities. Torrington much prefers the code of 
the Old West where cunning, self-reliance, and hired guns 
were the operatives on the prairie. The conflict between 
working cowboys, who are not allowed to keep their own 
cattle, and the Cattleman's Association, with its Eastern 
managers and lawyers, leads to a confrontation in a local 
courtroom. Kelton avoids a romantic, clean-cut ending, 
rather concluding with a hard-won, realistic compromise 
between Southwestern adversaries who respect each other. 

• The Time It Never Rained. Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 
1973. Reprints available from Texas Christian UP. Golden 
Spur award. Although set during the record seven-year 
drought of the 1950s, The Time It Never Rained artistically 
treats economic problems and cultural attitudes still 
current in Kelton's native West Texas. Everything around 
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Rio Seco, Texas, seems to be drying up or moving on. Critic 
Don Graham states: "Kelton is so eloquent on dryness that 
reading The Time It Never Rained will make you thirsty." 
Cattle and sheep rancher Charley Flagg decides to pare down 

* his holdings and expectations rather than to sell out. 
Betting on the eventual return of life-giving rain, Flagg 
and his understanding wife hang tough against mortgages and 
attempted buy-outs, coming ever closer to poverty. Charley 
remains steadfast, many say mule-headed, on the subject of 
accepting government aid. As drought conditions cut deeper 
into the finances and souls of West Texans, tensions are 
exacerbated between Anglos and Hispanics, bankers and 
landowners, and most of all, between Charley and the 
"federales," agents of the U.S. Farm Bureau and Border 
Patrol. The novel's subplots revolve around the younger 
generation who are learning to work together without 
prejudice. The reader accepts the arid world of The Time It 
Never Rained because of the credibility of Kelton's 
characters and his personal knowledge of the workaday, 
bicultural world of ranching. 

Kelton, Elmer. The Good Old Bovs. Garden City, NY: 
Doubleday, 1978. Reprinted by Texas Christian UP. Much like 
Hugh Hitchcock of The Dav The Cowbovs Quit. Hewey Calloway, 
the cowboy protagonist of The Good Old Bovs. does not like 
guns. The Good Old Bovs takes place around Midland in 
"Aught Six" when automobiles were replacing horses and big 
banks were endangering family-owned ranches. Hewey's 
carefree existence is endangered by advancing civilization 
and by Spring Renfro, a school marm who has her heart set 
on the bachelor cowman. By visiting his brother Walter, his 
wife Eve, and their sons Cotton and Tommy, Hewey enters the 
realities of the turn-of-the-century. His nomadic manner is 
not appreciated by Eve who sees Hewey as a bad influence on 
her farm family. Hewey's teenage nephew Cotton Calloway, is 
a lover of windmills and automobiles, machines that are 
anathemas to Hewey, and Cotton serves as a symbol of the 
newly mechanized West. While disliking modern trends, Hewey 
does face the fact that he must help his brother's family 
survive hard times. Other recommended "Texas" novels with 
literary merit include Kelton's The Wolf and the Buffalo 
(1980), a narrative about African-American soldiers in the 
U. S. Army fighting the Comanche in West Texas, and Stand 
Proud (1984), a novel loosely based on the life of Charles 
Goodnight. Both The Wolf and the Buffalo and Stand Proud 
are available from Texas Christian UP. 

Kirkland, Elithe Hamilton. Love Is a Wild Assault. Garden 
City, NY: Doubleday, 1959. This masterfully written novel, 
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one of A. C. Greene's best books on Texas, generates a rare 
look at early Texas history through a feminine voice and 
experience. Based on Harriet Moore's autobiography, this 
reflective life commentary begins with Harriet in old age 
doing her best to conform to the image of a respected elder 
member of New Orleans society. In flashbacks, the trials of 
young Harriet in Texas serve as a record of human 
endurance. The reader is privy to Harriet's internal 
processes as she survives yellow fever, wild panthers, 
Santa Anna, warpath Cherokees, and two unworthy husbands. 
Seeking freedom from her first husband, a hopeless gambling 
addict, Harriet is wed to the fiery politician Robert 
Potter—wed, at least, by one interpretation of the ill-
defined Lone Star laws on marriage. As with the historic 
Harriet Moore, the protagonist and her children move to the 
Caddo Lake region where she is publicly deemed a 
disreputable woman. The heroine's desire for security and 
lasting love takes her into this land of cypress trees, 
lake islands, and Caddo Indians, her "sky-minded" people. 
Students of Texas history will appreciate Kirkland's 
treatment of the hostilities between pro and anti-Sam 
Houston factions and among the feuding parties of the 
brutal Moderator-Regulator War. 

Lanham, Edwin. The Wind Blew West. New York: Longman's, 
1935. Historical Weatherford, Texas, inspired Lanham's 
fictional town of Rutherford, the setting of this well 
crafted novel about one small corner of Manifest Destiny. 
Rutherford's town fathers conspire to secure a national 
rail terminus to assure prosperity and growth. After they 
distribute an advertisement full of exaggerated claims, a 
wave of immigrants comes to Rutherford. The Colemans, a 
rural family, Amon Hall, an uncompromising lawyer, and 
Jacque Vidal, a French lace peddler are among those lured 
by the promotional pamphlet. The newcomers discover not a 
model community, but dirt streets, floods, and warpath 
Comanches. Overwrought land speculation and the 
intervention of the infamous Eastern financier Jay Gould 
further complicate everyone's plans. Lanham recaptures an 
era when communities were ready to leave the frontier 
behind, hoping for a place in the new industrial world. 
Although prostitution is a plot component, The Wind Blows 
West should be usable in most high schools. Lanham's 
Thunder in the Earth (1941), a Texas Institute of Letters 
award winner about the early oil industry is also 
recommended for specific classroom use. 

Lea, Tom. The Wonderful Country. Boston: Little, 1952. 
Various reprints available. Lea has received more Texas 
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Institute of Letters awards than any other writer, and this 
Southwestern novel is his masterpiece. The fact that Lea is 
also one of the state's foremost visual artists makes him 
even more important in the scope of twentieth-century Texas 
culture. The story of The Wonderful Country unfolds on both 
sides of the Rio Grande. As a boy, Martin Brady kills a man 
to avenge his father's death. Fleeing into Mexico, he 
quickly assumes the name Martin Bredi and becomes a 
gunslinging agent for a powerful Mexican warlord. While 
smuggling contraband into the U.S. for his "patron," Martin 
for the second time kills a man who needs killing and flees 
into Mexico. Now he finds himself no longer trusted by his 
Mexican employers, and he is a wanted man back in the 
States. Brady's double identity is intensified by the 
book's bicultural diction. Besides its fine sensual 
treatment of the desert Southwest, The Wonderful County 
also succeeds as a psychological study of a man caught 
between two disparate, sometimes hostile cultures. By the 
conclusion, Martin confronts Apaches, the army of the 
Mexican warlord, the U.S. Army, Texas Rangers, and most 
crucially, he confronts his own identity. In 1958 The 
Wonderful County was made into a film of the same name with 
Robert Mitchem as Brady. 

. The Hands of Cantu. Boston: Little, 1964. Texas 
Institute of Letters award. Set in the late sixteenth 
century, first in northern Mexico, then known as New Spain, 
and later in West Texas, then called Comancheria, The Hands 
of Cantu traces the education of a seventeen-year-old 
native of Spain. Young Toribio Ibarra has the good fortune 
to be apprenticed to Don Vito Cantu, one of the New World's 
most renowned breeders of Spanish Barbary horses. Toribio 
works as a ranch hand until his adventure begins. He sets 
out on an expedition with Don Vito and other explorers that 
leads them across the legendary Great North River. They are 
in pursuit of the debauched Spaniard Basilico Ro, who has 
violated the ultimate regional taboo: Ro has delivered 
horses into the hands of Plains Indians, endangering the 
very existence of New Spain. Cantu and young Ibarra explore 
the brave new land to retake the herd "to keep all savages 
on foot." Hands of Cantu. the best novel on pre-Anglo 
Texas, recaptures the nuances of New Spain—their caste 
system, armaments, and, mostly, their love of all things 
equestrian. As in The Wonderful Country. Lea's English 
prose suggests Spanish language and thought, and, as in 
other works, his illustrations in The Hands of Cantu add an 
artistic dimension. Also recommended is Lea's nonfictional 
work, The King Ranch (1957), the recipient of a Pulitzer 
Prize nomination and the definitive study of the great 
Texas ranching empire. 
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Lindsey, David L. Spiral. New York: Simon, 1986. Lindsey's 
police detective, Stuart Haydon is a wealthy, resourceful, 
and bilingual detective. The crimes of an elusive death 
squad take him into Houston's steamy, sometimes nefarious 

' backstreets. In Spiral a hatred between two rival Mexican 
political factions spills over the border into Houston, and 
Stuart Haydon must stop the inhuman crimes of assassins and 
torturers. The case becomes more than routine when Haydon's 
partner dies by the hands of the foreign criminals. Step by 
step, Detective Haydon tracks down the killers; C.I.A. 
involvement hardly makes his job any easier. The author 
uses his intimate knowledge of Houston, along with his 
first-rate descriptive powers, to produce quality genre 
writing. Other Stuart Haydon mysteries are A Cold Mind 
(1983), Heat from Another Sun (1986), and In the Lake of 
the Moon (1988). Lindsey's 1990 murder mystery, Merci, 
features a new police detective, Carmen Palma, who like 
Stuart Hayden, is a Houstonian and an impeccable sleuth. In 
his most recent, Body of Truth (1992), Haydon returns as he 
pursues a mystery in Guatemala. David L. Lindsey's novels 
are graphic, not so much in sex as violence, employing 
we11-researched material taken from factual abnormal 
psychology. Although Lindsey's books have received national 
acclaim for their stylistic excellence and are real page-
turners in content, teachers should definitely preview them 
before classroom use. The high-school video The Texas 
Experience contains a descriptive passage from Spiral as 
well as an interview with Lindsey. 

Lowry, Beverly. The Perfect Sonva. New York: Viking, 1987. 
Texas Institute of Letters award. An excellent novel about 
accepting one's past. After having moved to New York to 
become an actress, Pauline Terry of Baytown, Texas, returns 
to her native state because of the impending death of her 
father. The title, The Perfect Sonva. refers to a good 
review Pauline once received while in a production of the 
Anton Chekov play. The novel weaves in and out of the past 
and present, delineating Pauline's life events, some set in 
Manhattan and others in Baytown, Austin, Houston, and the 
Hill County around San Marcus. Frayed threads from 
childhood carry over into marriage, divorce, and 
psychoanalysis. Throughout the novel, water performs a 
symbolic, thematic role. Her relationship with her charming 
uncle Will Hand focuses on their common affinity for water. 
Dr. Hand, a popular professor, lectures on the decline of 
Texas water tables, and Pauline, who once swam 
professionally, is as much a natural in water as on stage. 
Also recommended is Daddy's Girl (1981), an award-winning 
novel about a Houston woman who writes country and western 
songs while trying to cope with her volatile yet loving 
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father. This novel treats adult concepts and should be 
reviewed before classroom use. 

McMurtry, Larry. Horseman Pass Bv. New York: Harper, 1961. 
' Reprints available from Texas A & M UP. Texas Institute of 
Letters award. Unquestionably, Larry McMurtry is the most 
famous, most honored living Texas writer. In several of his 
novels, Horseman Pass Bv included, McMurtry's native Archer 
City serves as a model for the fictional post-war West 
Texas town of Thalia. Critic James Ward Lee explains the 
book's place in regional literature: "Horseman. Pass Bv is 
an important novel in the history of Texas fiction, for it 
showed the way to a generation of young writers who learned 
from McMurtry to view with irony the vulgarity of much of 
modern Texas." The decline if not disappearance of the 
virtues and vitality of the Old West functions as 
McMurtry's reoccurring thematic concern. Thirteen-year-old 
Lonnie Bannon tells of a new Texas of diseased cattle and 
decadent people. Paramount to the novel's content is 
turbulent conflict between Lonnie's cowboy grandfather 
Homer Bannon and Lonnie's amoral step-uncle, Hud. Within 
this conflict, Hud symbolizes a West where predators not 
heroes prevail. Much like in McMurtry's The Last Picture 
Show (1966), West Texans attempt to maintain an equilibrium 
against the unforgiving terrain, suffocating small town 
life, and dire flaws within themselves. The classic film 
Hud, which was adapted from Horseman. Pass Bv. stars Paul 
Newman and is available on video. This novel treats adult 
concepts and should be previewed before classroom use. 

. Leaving Chevenne. New York: Harper, 1962. Reprinted by 
Texas A & M UP, 1986. This complex love story covering 
three generations is narrated by three protagonists. 
Leaving Chevenne begins with two Texas ranch hands, Gideon 
Fry and Johnny McCloud, the best of friends, vying for the 
company of Molly Taylor, the pretty daughter of the town's 
outcast. Gideon is remarkably straight-laced for a man in a 
triangle of friendship and love. He exists in contrast to 
happy-go-lucky McCloud. In the three lifetimes, moments of 
exhilarating love and, later, of traumatic disappointment 
transpire, from their heyday before World War I to old age 
after World War II. The death of Gideon's father, scenes on 
Molly's failed marriage, and other fine passages linger in 
memory long after the book is finished. The chapter in 
which Gideon becomes overwhelmed by the action on the 
trading floor of the Fort Worth Stock Exchange is often 
critically cited as an example of McMurtry's descriptive 
genius. Author, critic A. C. Greene attests to this 
chapter's lasting excellence: "His description of the old 
North Fort Worth cattle world, about the time of World 
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War I ... delivers such an absolute sense of time and place 
it is shocking to remember McMurtry was in his twenties 
(and fifty years had gone) when he wrote it." Leaving 
Chevenne succeeds as an insightful work on ranching life as 
well as an experimental novel about twentieth-century 

' relationships. This novel treats adult concepts and should 
be previewed before classroom use. 

. Lonesome Dove: New York: Simon, 1985. Recipient of the 
second Pulitzer Prize in fiction by a native Texan—the 
other being The Collected Stories of Katherine Ann Porter 
(1965). Two retired Texas Rangers, Woodrow F. Call and 
Augustus McCrae, point their cattle north, leaving behind 
the pitiful South Texas community of Lonesome Dove. Their 
journey takes them past the Spanish missions and Buckhorn 
Room of San Antonio, beyond the snake-infested Red River, 
and onward to pristine Montana where a new world waits to 
be conquered. Much of the novel's humor can be traced to 
the conflicting personalities of the two Ranger captains. 
Gus and Call are supported by a fine cast of well-rounded 
characters—Jake Spoon, Lorena Wood, July Johnson, Clara, 
Pea Eye, Deets, Newt, Lippy, Dish, and that now-infamous 
archvillain Blue Duck. It is interesting that the mini-
series, on commercial television retained such colorful 
period expressions as "poke" (meaning sex). The series, 
with Tommy Lee Jones and Robert Duval, is available on 
video. Other McMurtry novels can be recommended in which 
Texas or Texans are integral to content: The Last Picture 
Show (1966), Moving On (1970), All Mv Friends Are Going to 
Be Strangers (1972), Terms of Endearment (1975), Texasville 
(1987), Some Can Whistle (1989), and his latest, Evening 
Star (1992). McMurtry's well-known characters—Sonny 
Crawford, Duanne Moore, and Jacy Farrow appear in some 
works, and in other novels, characters Aurora Greenway and 
Flap and Emma Horton, along with McMurtry's alter ego, 
Danny Deck, are developed. The Last Picture Show. Terms of 
Endearment and Texasville have been adapted to the screen 
and are available on video. Although English Journal has 
recommended Larry McMurtry's writings for secondary 
material, teachers should preview his works before 
classroom use. 

Martin, William B. ed. Texas Plavs. Dallas: Southern 
Methodist UP, 1990. In the anthology's preface, William B. 
Martin points out: "A solid body of respectable Texas plays 
does exist—but they have received such scant attention 
from the familiar guides that even careful readers are 
often unaware of them. There has been a tendency for the 
heralds of Texas literature—from J. Frank Dobie and Mabel 
Major to A. C. Greene, Tom Pilkington, Jim Lee, and Don 
Graham—to pan quickly over dramatic literature, or stage 
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plays." This anthology of plays on native subjects does a 
great deal to correct this deficiency. Texas Plavs also 
presents for classroom use several previously difficult-to-
find texts. This much-needed collection of key plays 

' includes Ramsey Yelvington's "A Cloud of Witnesses" (Texas 
Institute of Letters award, 1959), Horton Foote's "The Trip 
to Bountiful," Oliver Hailey's "Who's Happy Now," James 
McLure's "Lone Star/ Laundry and Bourbon," Preston Jones' 
"Lu Ann Hampton Laverty Oberlander," R. G. Vliet's "The 
Regions of the Moon," "Carlos Marton's "El Jardin," Mary 
Rohdes, "Ladybug, Ladybug Fly Away, and Jack Heifner's 
"Patio Porch." Bibliographies and biographies are also 
included. Some of the nine plays treat adult concepts and 
should be previewed before classroom use. 

O'Donnell, Mary King. Ouincie Bolliver. Boston: Houghton, 
1941. O'Donnell based the novel's town of Good Union on the 
Beaumont of the 1920s. Around Good Union, the reader 
follows the life of Quince Bolliver, who is transformed 
from a shy waif into a vibrant young Texas woman. Her 
father, Curtin Bolliver, a onetime whiskey-loving 
transient, hauls oil piping by mules around the muddy 
fields. Quincie's life is forever changed when her father 
marries Judith, the proprietor of a boarding house, 
ironically named Paradise House. Judith, like most of the 
citizens of Good Union, hopes to cash in on black gold. 
Adolescent and adult love, sudden tragedies, and shifts in 
the central father/daughter relationship occur in this town 
where electricity is still a new technology and rent-house 
stoves run on raw gas. Both Quincie and her popular half-
sister Ellie immediately notice the presence of George 
Tyson, a handsome geologist, at the house's dinner table. 
Quincie's purview also includes local teenagers, roughnecks 
with missing fingers, and old Sabbath Jones, who wildcats 
for oil with a witching stick. 

Owens, William A. Look to the River. New York: Atheneum, 
1963. Reprints available from Texas Christian UP. Jed, an 
Anglo orphan from the Red River bottoms, agrees to be 
bonded in field labor to a childless couple, Basil and 
Cannie. When Old John, a worldly Jewish peddler, visits the 
couple, he gives Jed a cheap watch as partial payment 
toward Jed's future services, and the trinket sets off a 
series of events. After John leaves, Basil and Cannie think 
that Jed stole the watch. While searching for John to clear 
his name, Jed meets Luster in a chain gang. The black 
teenager, who is imprisoned for stealing a few potatoes, 
tells Jed to avoid the "Cap." The Captain does arrest Jed, 
and the reader receives a chilling look at a 1910 prison 
farm. Inside the walls, the inmates must sing or dance to 
provide the Captain with an evening's entertainment. Both 
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boys escape and look to the Red River across which freedom 
lies. Owens infuses this regional story with universal 
themes—the optimism of youth, dilemmas in keeping one^s 
word, and the ugly nature of prejudice. Two other William 
Owens novels are recommended: Fever in the Earth (1958) a 
work about early oil-field life in East Texas, and Walking 
On Borrowed Land (1954), a work about an African-American 
school principal during segregation. Walking On Borrowed 
Land is reprinted in the Texas Tradition Series of Texas 
Christian UP. 

Perry, George Sessions. Hold Autumn in Your Hand. New York: 
McGraw, 1941. Reprints available from U of New Mexico P. 
The only Texas novel to win a National Book Award. From 
winter to fall, Sam Tucker labors toward a better future 
after accepting the responsibility of working an abandoned 
bottomland section on the San Gabriel River. Sam's family 
consists of his stoic wife Nona, his beloved children, and 
his just-barely-lovable, egocentric grandmother. The hoped-
for future rides on his corn and cotton crops. Using 
resourcefulness as well as muscles, Sam takes on the 
challenges of a sick child, ruinous floods, ravenous 
insects, and a memorably mean-spirited neighbor. Vivid 
moments of quail hunting, catfishing, and berry picking 
occur in between austere months of plowing and planting. 
With skillful prose hinting at dialect, Perry achieves an 
inside view of sharecropping, "a coarse thing of aching 
muscles and heavy tools." The book's humor, while earthy, 
is true to a time and place. Hold Autumn in Your Hand was 
filmed as The Southerner, with Zachary Scott as Sam Tucker. 

Pringle, Terry. The Preacher's Bov. Chapel Hill: Algonquin, 
1988. In the first chapters, Michael Page, an adolescent, 
lives with his mother and his preacher father, Brother 
Page, who always wears a suit and always fails to 
understand Michael. Amy Hardin, Michael's girlfriend, is 
equally salient to the novel's scope. She exists as one of 
the more believable young female character in modern Texas 
literature. Talented, attractive, and direct, Amy has 
trouble dealing with those conflicts between her love for 
Michael and her growing success in rock music. The story 
begins in fictitious Ashworth and continues in the larger 
community of Stanton (not the real Stanton, Texas) when 
Michael enters college. Besides the two well-rounded 
protagonists in love, Pringle's comic world embraces 
Michael's and Amy's confused parents, the members of 
Brother Page's very human congregation, high school 
teachers, garage band members, college dormies, along with 
the town gossip. The Preacher's Bov as well as Pringle's 
two other novels, A Fine Time To Leave Me (1989) , a book 
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about a young couple in contemporary Abilene, and Tycoon 
(1990), a novel about a big-time oil tycoon in the booming 
1960s, are also recommended with the caveat that they 
should be previewed for adult concepts before inclusion in 
lesson plans. The Preacher's Bov treats adult concepts and 
should be previewed before classroom use. 

Reynolds, Clay. The Viail. New York: St. Martin's, 1986. 
Reprints available from Southern Methodist UP. On their way 
between Georgia and Oregon, Imogene McBride and her 
attractive teenage daughter Cora stop in Agatite, Texas. 
While waiting on car repairs, Cora seems to vanish into the 
town's sandy air. At first, the mother deems Cora's absence 
to be a not very amusing joke, but, as hours pass, Imogene 
suspects foul play. When the distressed mother first sits 
down on a park bench, she has no idea that she has embarked 
on a vigil of three decades. As years pass, Imogene McBride 
becomes a part-time seamstress and waitress to support her 
full-time sentinel post on the courthouse lawn. Nobody pays 
her much attention, except for Sheriff Ezra Holmes, who 
continues to seek Cora's whereabouts. Ezra, a widower, also 
seeks human satisfaction from Imogene's company, and a 
relationship gradually evolves that in fleeting moments 
transcends Imogene's monolithic concern. Good dialogue and 
description make this a very readable book about two mature 
people. Also recommended are Reynolds' Aaatite (1986), a 
narrative about a star-crossed n'er-do-well who returns to 
his West Texas hometown to rob a bank, and Franklin's 
Crossing (1992), a novel about a standoff in Northwest 
Texas between a warparty of Comanches and the members of a 
wagontrain. Reynolds' three novels treat adult concepts and 
should be previewed before classroom use. 

Rushing, Jane Gilmore. Against the Moon. Garden City, NY: 
Doubleday, 1968. Reprints available from Texas Christian 
UP. After Linda Kay marries her high-school sweetheart, 
Bobby Joe Albright, she discovers that she is expected to 
be a model wife as defined by her in-laws. Her oppressed 
existence is further limited when the Albright clan 
assembles at their homeplace in anticipation of the death 
of Bobby Joe's grandmother. A returning relative, Howard 
Gladson, whose attentions are less than honorable, places 
further demands on her new life. Linda Kay's undeserved 
problems are only a part of the fictional West Texas 
mosaic—she must make personal decisions in context with 
her inattentive husband, a sister-in-law Gladson once 
wronged, and Debora, Gladson's lonely adolescent daughter. 
During a complete phase of the moon, Linda Kay endures 
Bobby Joe's preference for hunting with the boys and 
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Howard's caddish attempts. Her final decision regarding her 
wifely role is arrived, after Granny's death, and her 
choice can be perceived in an ironic light. Also 
recommended is Rushing's carefully crafted Walnut Grove 

1 (1964), which has recently been reprinted by Texas Tech 
University Press, and is a complex story about the cotton 
culture and smalltown life in West Texas. 

Sanders, Leonard. The Wooden Horseshoe. Garden City, NY: 
Doubleday, 1964. The symbol of power of a West Texas 
municipality is a wooden horseshoe-shaped table around 
which councilmen direct far-reaching projects. Sanders' 
book draws on the history of Wichita Falls. The main 
characters—David Hartwell, City Manager; Councilmen Travis 
NcNiel, a prominent physician, and Cal Masters, an aging 
rancher—together understand the significance of an up-
coming vote on a proposed water project. Cal Masters 
believes that rapid development will debase not enrich the 
local quality of life. In a subplot, the love among David 
Hartwell and family members is severely strained by the 
booming civic growth of the 1960s, a growth that will 
forever change small town patterns. Additional content 
comes from a crooked councilman and a journalist who 
crusades for honesty in government. The best passages of 
The Wooden Horseshoe advance the plot and subplots while 
presenting a fascinating treatise on how the governments of 
expanding municipalities really work. 

Scarborough, Dorothy. The Wind. New York: Harper, 1925. 
Repints available from the U of Texas P. Letty Mason, a 
young Virginian, travels west by necessity after her 
mother's death. Living on her cousin's small ranch near 
Sweetwater, Letty can scarcely endure her new benefactors, 
the bleak landscape, and most of all, her nemesis, the West 
Texas wind. Because of the ubiquitous wind as well as 
pressure applied by her cousin's wife, Letty accepts a 
cowboy, Lige Hightower, as her fiancee. When Wirk Roddy, an 
aging Fort Worth playboy makes untoward advances, Liddy's 
sad, sandy life takes a dangerous turn. By the conclusion, 
neither Lige Hightower nor anybody else can shelter poor 
Letty from the all-conquering wind. Scarborough's depiction 
of West Texas as a swirling hell made her less than popular 
with several chambers of commerce. Her best writing in The 
Wind, however, does capture the more strident forces of the 
elemental Southwest. 

Shrake, Edwin. Blessed McGill. Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 
1968. Reprinted by Texas Monthly. Fictional hero Peter 
Hermano McGill was raised on the violent frontier, and not 
unlike the historic Sam Houston, he often prefers the 
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company of Indians to that of his fellow Anglos. Throughout 
his exploits during Reconstruction-era Texas, the reader is 
apprised of the Native American customs, particularly the 
ancestral customs of the Apaches and Comanches. By his 

' self-description, Peter McGill is a "scalp hunter, scout, 
buffalo shooter, gambler, brawler, gold seeker, and family 
man." Blessed McGill. a first-person novel, begins with 
Peter McGill scribbling down his autobiography while 
waiting for his own death at the hands of the renegade 
Apache Octavio. Given this structural premise, the prose is 
delightfully conversational, often relying on nineteenth-
century idioms to achieve McGill's past and present. He 
roams about Austin, San Antonio, and New Mexico. During one 
trip back east, in a fine comic sequence, frontiersman 
McGill, while totally out of his element, proposes marriage 
inside a Baltimore finishing school for young women. The 
book also contains the memorable character, Badthing, a 
Karankawa shaman and McGill's philosophical travelling 
companion. Shrake's But Not For Love (1964), a story about 
members of the 1960s Texas counterculture, and Strange 
Peaches (1987), a Dallas novel that includes Jack Ruby as a 
character, are interesting works of Texas fiction. These 
three Shrake novels treat adult concepts and should be 
previewed before classroom use. 

Smith, C. W. Thin Men of Haddam. New York: Grossman, 
1973. Reprints available from Texas Christian UP. Texas 
Institute of Letters award. The events and internal 
monologues of this book occur in West Texas and across the 
border into "little Texas," the southeastern corner of New 
Mexico. In this Southwestern region where Odessa, Texas, is 
the closest town of any size, the two historic cultures, 
Mexican-Americans and Anglos, interact, sometimes 
painfully, attempting to better their quality of life. 
Raphael Mendez, a college-educated ranch foreman works hard 
to support his peaceable wife Juanita and their son Jimmy. 
He dreams of directing a ranch co-op where Mendez, with 
help from his cousin Manuelo and other Mexican Americans, 
can acquire job security and a sense of self. His dreams 
have a chance of coming true when the old ranch owner dies. 
A one-armed co-worker of Raphael Mendez, a former preacher 
known as Bond, is also very much part of Smith's themes and 
plot. Bond's incessant words gush into fragmented stories 
that never quite come to the point. In Thin Men of Haddam. 
Mendez wishes that he could quit trying to make sense of 
Bond's endless metaphors and that he could better cope with 
the demands upon his sense of responsibility to his culture 
and the needs of his family. In the novel's second section, 
"El Perdido Se Va a Todo" [He who is lost tries anything], 
Manuelo, frustrated because he cannot find work, breaks the 
law, and because of this, Mendez must act. 
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Thomason, John W. Lone Star Preacher. New York: Scribner's, 
1941. This fictional biography of Praxiteles Swan of 
Tennessee and later Texas proceeds in the spirit of the 
oral tradition. J. Frank Dobie once termed Lone Star 

1 Preacher "the cream, the essence, the spirit, and the body 
of the fighting tradition of Texas." From his early days in 
the Lone Star Republic to Appomattox Courthouse, the 
history of Swan comes mostly from the memory of Uncle 
Jimmy, "a dried-up little fox squirrel of a man who claimed 
to have served with Quantrell." One also enjoys a cogent, 
personal telling of the Civil War. Despite private doubts 
about secession, Princeton-educated Swan enlists as a 
chaplain with the Texas Brigade under John Bell Hood. In 
the heat of battle, he is transformed from a churchman into 
a soldier. Thomason's panoramic view includes cameo 
appearances by Sam Houston, General Lee, and Jefferson 
Davis. The tragic enormities of the Battles of Gettysburg 
and Antietam are effectively presented from a subjective, 
Southern perspective. Swan suffers through the horror and 
sometimes boredom of modern war with his personal beliefs 
being severely tested. 

Vliet, R. G. Soledad. Fort Worth: Texas Christian 
UP, 1986. Winner of a Texas Institute of Letters award. 
Soledad. a rewrite of Solitudes (1977), has most of its 
setting in the Southwest Texas in 1881, concluding with an 
epilogue in the Indian Territory of 1889. Rustler 
Clairborne Sanderling, known as Clabe, in what is surely 
the most mystical action scenes in Texas literature, shoots 
down Don Rey, a superannuated Tejano rancher who seems to 
possess supernatural powers. Clabe, who suffers an 
epileptic seizure during Don Rey's death, is left 
bewildered by the old man's dying laughter. Clabe finds a 
photograph of a young woman on Don Rey's body, and, 
atypical of his scoundrel past, Clabe falls in love with 
the image. The photograph sends Clabe on a mission that 
leads to Soledad, Don Rey's granddaughter. Only beautiful 
Soledad can end Clabe's wanderings by granting him 
absolution. In this poetic, superbly written novel, old 
Texas is given a new consciousness. Soledad treats adult 
concepts and should be previewed before classroom use. 

Wilson, John W. High John the Conqueror. New York: 
Macmillan, 1948. During the last years of the Depression, 
an African-American couple, Cleveland Webster and his 
pretty mate Ruby Lee, plan for the day when they can work 
their own farm in the rich bottomlands near the confluence 
of the Navasota and Brazos rivers. Cleveland greatly 
admires his father, Bully Webster, who has owned his farm 
since Reconstruction. Working against Cleveland's plans is 
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the Anglo landowner John Chaney, who conquers the dreams of 
those farmers who would escape the paltry existence of 
working on the shares. Chaney, a kind of robber baron, 
quickly buys up soil-rich property from financially 

' troubled cotton farmers, compelling them to leave for city 
jobs or accept the economic trap of sharecropping. 
Cleveland Webster can deal with jealous neighbors, hard 
times, and untimely crop losses, but cannot abide the way 
Chaney looks at Ruby Lee. The necessities of family ties, 
healthy mules, a vegetable garden, and the a11-importance 
of a flowing Brazos is presented in skillful description 
and dialogue. Critic James Ward Lee touts the novel's 
literary merits: "High John is one of the better novels 
about Texas as it was lived in that part of the state that 
was a part of the Old South." 

Wood, Jane R. The Train to Estelline. New York: Dell, 1988. 
Letters and diary entries tells this endearing story about 
a pre-World War I, West Texas schoolteacher. Accepting a 
teaching position in a prairie community, Lucy Eliza 
Richards arrives at a place that is very alien to her 
native East Texas. With all her intellect and tact, she 
tries to gain acceptance in a school district where some of 
her students take their guns into the classroom while 
others are too poor to own winter coats. Lucy first lives 
with the cheerless Dawsons, whose head of household, Giles 
Dawson, keeps a tapeworm from his own body in a jar. Amid 
the noxious environmental elements, Lucy falls in love with 
the handsome, rich rancher Bob Sully, and she is befriended 
by Josh Arnold, the older and wiser principal of a nearby 
school. The plot of The Train to Estelline includes 
prejudicial behavior against women and minorities, an 
emergency childbirth, theft of railroad property, and two 
untimely deaths—one being a murder. The book's real story, 
however, is Lucy Richard's growth away from adolescent 
romanticism toward two arduous adult tasks—living with 
regrets and coping with rejection. 
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POETRY ANTHOLOGIES 

Abercrombie, V. T., and Helen Williams, eds. Christmas in 
Texas. Houston: Brown Rabbit, 1979. Pattiann Rogers, Vassar 

' Miller, William D. Barney, R. G. Vliet, Walter McDonald, 
and other acclaimed poets contributed to this collection on 
yuletide themes. 

Beaty, John, ed. Texas Poems. Dallas: Dealey, 1936. A 
classic book of verses on Texas subjects by Berta Hart 
Nance, Karle Wilson Baker, Whitney Montgomery, and other 
major poets of the Centennial year. Though out of print, 
Texas Poems is in major libraries. 

Dixon, Sam H. Poets and Poetry of Texas. Austin: Dixon, 188. 
Often in Texana collections, this early Texas anthology of 
poetry has pieces that are perhaps more history than 
literature. However, poems by Mirabeau B. Lamar and 
Margaret Lea Houston, the second wife of Sam Houston, as 
well as other period pieces, would be of value to students 
of nineteenth-century Texas culture. 

Greer, Hilton Ross and Florence Elberta Barns, eds. New 
Voices of the Southwest. Dallas: Tardy, 1934. An extensive 
compilation with some of the best Southwestern poetry 
before World War II. Texans Karle Wilson Baker, William 
Lawrence Chittenden, Margaret Bell Houston, Whitney 
Montgomery, John P. Sjolander, and Berta Hart Nance 
represent poetic voices, many then new, and now famous. 

Lynch, Edmund C., and Peggy Zuleika Lynch, eds. Behold 
Texas: As Seen Bv Texas Poets. Austin: Nortex, 1983. Poetry 
that exhibits fine craftsmanship and teaches the state's 
cultural history. Selected from the works of Pat Stodghill, 
Dave Oliphant, David Yates, Violette Newman, and other 
gifted poets, the pieces catch the spirit of Texas lives 
and events. 

. From Hide and Horn: A Sesauicentennial Anthology of 
Texas Poems. Austin: Eakin, 1986. These 150 poems, some 
objective, others subjective, clarify the importance of 
each year from 1836 to 1986. Acquired from several leading 
regional poets, each sesquicentennial effort captures a 
specific memory as well as the spirit of the year. 

Major, Mabel, and T. M. Pearce, eds. Signature of the Sun: 
Southwest Verse. 1900-1950. Albuquerque: The U of New 
Mexico P, 1950. Signature of the Sun features a number of 
works by Texans about Texas. Verses by Berta Hart Nance, 
Arthur M. Sampley, Whitney Montgomery, Larry Chittenden, 
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Frank Desprez, Margaret Bell Houston, Boyce House, John 
Peter Sjolander, Karle Wilson Baker, and William Barney. 

Oliphant, Dave, ed. The New Breed; An Anthology of Texas 
Poets. Dallas: Prickly Pear, 1973. Some of the best Texas 
poetry can be found in this collection—verse by Charles 
Behlen, Robert Bonazzi, James Hoggard, Jim Linebarger, 
Tomas Rivera, Richard Sale, Walter McDonald, and others. 

Oliphant, Dave, and Luis Ramos-Garcia, eds. Washing the 
Cow's Skull/Lavando La Calavera de Vaca. Fort Worth: 
Prickly Pear, 1981. Each poem in this anthology is printed 
in English and in Spanish. Besides offering some excellent 
regional literature, Oliphant's selections reflect literary 
and cultural shifts in the twentieth century. Biographies 
of major Texas poets of the past and present are included, 
with some of their best works. Every student should read 
these pieces by William Barney, Vassar Miller, William 
Burford, R. G. Vliet, Walter McDonald, Naomi Shihab Nye, 
Harryette Mullen, and others. 

Ruffin, Paul, ed. The Texas Anthology. Huntsville: Sam 
Houston State UP, 1982. This anthology arranges poems 
within appropriate Texas chapter headings—"The Land," "The 
People," "Family, and "History and Legend." Works by Vassar 
Miller, Pat Ellis Taylor, Jim Linebarger, William D. 
Barney, Jack Myers, and others make The Texas Anthology a 
noteworthy addition to this Southwestern body of 
literature. 

Sale, Richard, ed. A Quartet: Texas Poets in Concert. 
Denton: U of North Texas P, 1990. A substantial display of 
the gifts of four of the state's most respected poets, R. 
S. Gywnn of Beaumont, Jan Epton Seale of McAllen, Naomi 
Shihab Nye of San Antonio, and William Virgil Davis of 
Waco, make up the quartet. 

Stokesbury, Leon, ed. The Made Thing: An Anthology of 
Contemporary Southern Poetry. Fayetteville: U of Arkansas 
P, 1987. Although this book groups Southern writers, 
several Texas poets, some not particularly in the Southern 
tradition, are included. Works by R. S. Gwynn, Walter 
McDonald, Vassar Miller, Naomi Shihab Nye, Pattiann Rogers, 
and Leon Stokesbury constitute a definite Texas element. 

Virgil-Pinon, Evangelina, ed. Woman of Her Word: Hispanic 
Women Write. Houston: Arte Publico, 1987. These leading 
poetic voices reveal a gender as well as a culture. Early 
works by Angela De Hoyos, Evangelina Virgil-Pinon, Pat 
Mora, and Sandra Cisneros are only part of this engaging 
compilation. Some poems contain adult concepts. 
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Whitebird, Joanie and Paul Foreman, eds. Travois; An 
Anthology of Texas Poetry. Thorp Springs, 1976. A landmark 
collection of some one hundred poets offers a variety of 
pieces, some early in the artists' careers—Walter 
McDonald, Carmen Tafolla, Naomi Shihab Nye, and Vassar 
Miller, to name four of many. Some poems treat adult 
concepts and should be previewed before classroom use. 
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POETRY COLLECTIONS BY INDIVIDUAL POETS 

Adcock, Betty. Beholdinas. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State UP, 
* 1988. America's James Dickey exclaimed, "Betty Adcock is 
the best woman poet writing in the South today, and one of 
the best in the language." The first section pertains to 
concepts and skills of both poetry and Texas studies; these 
poems chronologically trace the history of the Big Thicket. 
In "Ancestors" the remote region is first seen, and, in 
"Big Thicket Settlers, 1840," European-Americans are 
confronted by the harsh, hostile land. "Kaiser's Burnout" 
follows as an unusual story about Confederate Texas, and 
"Oil" recounts the early gushers at Sour Lake, Saratoga, 
and other once-sleepy towns, forever altering the piney 
region. In style and content, Adcock's book is the most 
convincing poetic statement about the Old South in Texas. 

Baker, Karle Wilson. Dreamers on Horseback: Collected Verse. 
Dallas: Southwest, 1931. Baker, who taught at Stephen F. 
Austin College in Nacogdoches, was one of the state's first 
poets to receive national acclaim, being nominated for a 
Pulitzer Prize for Dreamers on Horseback. Baker's body of 
work has aged well in the later scope of twentieth-century 
Texas literature. This rich compilation represents a 
lifetime of writing, giving vitality to her era. Poems on 
Texas subject abound—e.g., "Some Towns of Texas," "Texas 
Cowboy," and "Within the Alamo." These lines start "Song of 
the Forerunners: "The men who made Texas / Rode west with 
dazzled eyes / On the hot trail of the Future, / To take 
her by surprise." 

Barney, William. Oliphant, Dave, ed. The Killdeer Crvina. 
Fort Worth: Prickly Pear, 1977. Barney was Texas Poet 
Laureate, 1982-1983, twice the recipient of Texas Institute 
of Letters awards, and winner of a Robert Frost award from 
the Poetry Society of America. Today, Barney is a retired 
postal worker with a national reputation. Texas of fact and 
of the imagination can be appreciated in his writings. As a 
nature-lover, Barney writes of killdeers, rufous-crowned 
sparrows, copperhead snakes, and other Texas fauna. In 
other poems, he explores human nature. "Bedded Coals" 
keenly depicts an aging woman's understanding of her 
husband. "Mr. Bloomer's Birds" is an unusual poem story 
about an influx of boat-tail grackles into Belton, Texas. 

• Lone Gone to Texas Austin: Nortex, 1986. Barney's most 
recent collection, Lone Gone to Texas has been appreciated 
by scholars and the public alike. It is very regional, with 
content being divided into four subsections—"West of the 
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Brazos," "South to the Valley," "Points East", and "Deep in 
the Heart." This thin book of verse has some of the 
author's best—the title poem, "Lone Gone to Texas," along 
with "A Ride with Mr. Naranja," "Rain in the Guadalupes," 

' "Applesmell," and other regional pieces that can be deemed 
high literary art. 

Behlen, Charles. Dreaming At the Wheel. San Antonio: Corona, 
1988. Although this collection is not in all libraries, it 
does hold some excellent pieces on Texas subjects. Charles 
Behlen's word artistry and strange narrations have been 
enjoyed around the state for years. In such West Texas 
inspired works as "On the Plains, in West Texas," "Dreaming 
at the Wheel," and "Two Ice Storms," the poet creates a 
region that is part objective and part subjective. Some 
poems treat adult concepts and should be previewed before 
classroom use. 

Behlen, Charles, Sandra Lynn, and Joseph Colin Murphey. 
Three Texas Poets. Fort Worth: Prickly Pear, 1986. Behlen 
from Slaton, Lynn from Longview, and Murphey from Lufkin 
share credit for this exceptionally readable book of 
poetry. Their voices find meaning from within themselves 
and their land—regional elements infuse their works in 
such pieces as Behlen's "Widow Zebrach," Lynn's "For 
Paisano, in the Hill Country of Central Texas," and 
Murphey's "Theme Music for A Twister." This passage from 
Joseph Colin Murphey's "Re-stringing 100 Year Old Wire" 
connects our past with present: "The fence post I set today 
/ will stand watch, a true memorial to my sense of life, 
the strife I keep / before me less I fail / Dead hands 
stretched the original wire / I now stretch again." 

Burford, William. A Beginning. New York: Norton, 1966. As a 
young Texan in Paris, William Burford studied on a 
Fullbright Scholarship at the Sorbonne. Decades later, he 
received an Institute of Letters award. Burford's complex 
imagery comes from a very personal vision of Texas and the 
world. "South, Southwest" describes the state capitol as a 
symbol of economic injustice, and "The Spell" reads as a 
haunting, impressionistic view of the Kennedy 
assassination. In "Local God" metaphysical implications 
exist below the literal surface: "There stands a man in 
Round Rock / Can grasp the rattlers behind the head / And 
wraps them round his arms like bracelets / He is our chief 
scientist: savage and delicate." 

Catacalos, Rosemary. Again for the First Time. Sante Fe: 
Tooth of Time, 1984. Selected by the Texas Institute of 
Letters as the best book of poetry for the year of 
publication. Drawing on her Greek and Mexican heritage, 
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Catacalos provides insights for students of Texas studies 
into multicultural Texas. "Homesteaders" recounts thelife-
giving importance of the Edwards Aquifer to early settlers. 
Again for the First Time. Catacalos' tour de force, 

' contains "Katakalos," a work of poetry that traces the saga 
of her Aegean grandfather, who suffers childhood poverty, 
Ellis Island, and mooching relatives to achieve an honored 
life in San Antonio. 

Chittenden, Lawrence. Ranch Verses. New York: Putnam, 1893. 
By Chittenden's death in 1934, Putnam had reprinted this 
popular work sixteen times. Larry Chittenden decided as a 
young Easterner to learn Western ways on his uncle's ranch 
near the old Mackenzie Trail. Soon he was known nationally 
as "the poet-ranchman of Texas." Ranch Verses is subtitled 
"offsprings of solitude—born in idle hours on a Texas 
ranch," and his often amusing verse gives life and color to 
his cowboy culture, enveloping many Texas subjects—from 
blue northers to cattle queens. "The Cowboys' Christmas 
Ball," a comic description of a West Texas hoe-down, is an 
American favorite and appears in the anthologies The 
Southwest in Literature, edited by Mabel Major and Rebecca 
Smith (1929), and Texas and Christmas. edited by Judy Alter 
and Joyce Gibson Roach (1983). 

Desprez, Frank. Lasca; The Storv of A Texas Cowbov. Houston: 
Rein, 1931. First published in 1882 in London Society 
Magazine and reprinted in the 1929 high-school anthology 
The Southwest in Literature as well as in this Rein 
edition, this tale about a cowboy and his vaquera is as 
timeless as sagebrush. Frank Desprez of Bristol, England, 
was a professional writer and a world traveler who 
experienced three years on a Texas ranch. However, scholars 
have not discovered whether this story "down on the Rio 
Grande" is fanciful or somewhat autobiographical. Thus 
begins this story of ill-fated love: "I want free life, and 
I want fresh air; / And I sigh for the canter after 
cattle." Since the last century, "Lasca" has been a popular 
selection for classroom declamation. Whether taken as high 
camp or high Wordsworthian poetic drama, "Lasca" serves as 
a noteworthy example of early Texas literature. 

Fink, Robert A. The Ghostly Hitchhiker. San Antonio: Corona, 
1989. For years, Bob Fink has been a popular Texas poet, a 
man who sees poetic elements everywhere in his home state. 
These words of dry humor describing a dry land are from "A 
West Texan Looks at Vermont": "Past Abilene, land spreads 
flat as Time. / From the east come tales of rain and trees 
/ but to the west: distance duplicated." The following are 
a few of the folk omens given in "Drought: Sure Signs in 
Merkle, Texas": "Ten miles west of here Jimmie Ruth's 
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father / shot a rattlesnake and hung it from / the top 
strand of his barbed wire fence. / He noticed small birds 
walking backward. / An owl flew over the house at noon." 

#Goldbarth, Albert. Different Fleshes. Hobart and William 
Smith Colleges P, 1979. This work won the Texas Institute 
of Letters award in poetry, an honor that Goldbarth has won 
twice. In this epic prose/poem, Vander Clyde grows up in 
Round Rock, Texas, before becoming a celebrated circus 
artist in the Paris of the 1920s; the young entertainer 
causes a sensation with his unusual high wire act and 
abnormal lifestyle. Structured around flash forwards and 
flashbacks, Vander Clyde's story vacillates from his 
childhood in Round Rock after the death of outlaw Sam Bass 
to his adulthood in Paris during the heyday of expatriates 
Ernest Hemingway and Gertrude Stein. Different Fleshes is a 
one-of-a-kind Texas poem with its content and sophisticated 
style. The narrative treats adult concepts and should be 
previewed before classroom use. 

Gonzalez, Ray. Twilight and Chants. Golden, CO: Andrews, 
1987. The Rio Grande cultures are home to both the poet and 
his poetry. Editor, critic, and poet, Gonzalez is an 
established regional, bicultural voice. From the far corner 
of Texas near El Paso where Texas traditions merge with 
those of the Southwest comes "The Prison, San Elizario, 
Texas," a poem about an adobe jail that for a while held 
Billy the Kid. "Twilight and Chants" speaks of modern 
problems in the desert Southwest: "The nearest hills probe 
/ themselves for men that run / through night canyons, 
leave footprints for the sun in the morning." From Restless 
Roots (1986), which contains "Christmas Day, El Paso" with 
other poems of regional voices, is also recommended. Both 
collections treats adult concepts and should be previewed 
before classroom use. 

Hinojosa, Rolando. Korean Love Sonas.,Berkeley: Justa, 1978. 
Rolando Hinojosa is currently a professor of creative 
writing at the of Texas at Austin and celebrated author. 
Through the personna of Jehu Malacara, the poems reflect 
Hinojosa's experiences as a Mexican-American soldier in the 
Korean War, where he encountered an alien terrain, enemies, 
and alien comrades. These poems are important as individual 
works as well as a necessary component of Hinojosa's Klail 
City Death Trip series. Poignant pieces like "The Eighth 
Army at the Chongchon," "Rest Due and Taken," and "Vale" 
develop the theme of social equality and camaraderie among 
men facing death in battle. 
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Hoggard, James. Two Gulls. One Hawk. Fort Worth: Prickly 
Pear, 1983. Hoggard teaches at Midwestern University in his 
hometown of Wichita Falls and is recognized as a talented 
poet and fictionalist. The poem "Tornado's Eye," from Two 

1 Gulls. One Hawk, has its setting in Greenville, Texas and 
the Oak Cliff section of Dallas. Critics have praised Two 
Gulls. One Hawk for its experimental, often confessional 
style. Critic, poet Dave Oliphant explains: "Hoggard 
presents a warp and weave that is once Southwestern and 
Greek, prophetic and poetic, contemporary and classic." 
This collection treats adult concepts and should be 
previewed before classroom use. 

Jones, Daryl. Someone Going Home Late. Lubbock: Texas Tech U 
P, 1990. Recipient of a Texas Institute of Letters award. 
Jones has effected a compelling, contemporary voice, mixing 
metaphysics with regionalism. In "Triangulation" a Dallas 
based school-supply salesman on a night flight between 
Lubbock and El Paso despairs about his fate. "Going On" 
reconstructs the psychic aftermath of that terrible 1979 
tornado that ripped through Wichita Falls: "But the living, 
trying to forget, / go on. For years they will wake 
suddenly in the night, the bedclothes / twisted around 
them. For years thunderheads will find them / trembling in 
bathtubs or closets, their eyes squeezed shut." 

Linebarger, Jim. Texas Blues and Other Poems. Norman, OK: 
Point Riders, 1989. Texas Blues originates from 
Linebarger^s youth in Abilene and Midland and his present 
academic life in Denton, and from sundry physical and 
philosophical points in between. Poet and critic Richard 
Sale identifies Linebarger's deft lines with those of the 
British master poet, Philip Larkin: "Like Larkin, 
Linebarger can handle a formal, rhymed stanza easily, the 
rhymes never in the way of the conversational rhythms of 
the sentences." The interiors of the poet and of his state 
finds form in "Cemetery at Argyle" and "Texas Blues." A 
discerning use of line can be seen in "Coyote," a work 
about how as a child, Linebarger hunted coyotes with his 
father: "Sunday afternoons / my father would idle our '38 
Chevy / across the rutted prairie of West Texas, / a rifle 
cradled on his arm." Jim Linebarger's Five Faces (1976) 
which contains "Oppa" his anthologized poem about his 
pioneer German grandmother, is also highly recommended. 

McDonald, Walter. Caliban in Blue and Other Poems. Lubbock: 
Texas Tech UP, 1976. Texas Institute of Letters award. 
McDonald's gift for quickly securing the reader's interest 
can be seen in this, his first major collection. In this 
early work, central themes of later poems are introduced. 
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Particulars from his native West Texas often appear in 
juxtaposition with his Air Force duties during Vietnam. 

— W i t c h i n g on Hardscrabble. Peoria, Illinois: Spoon 
River, 1985. Poetry winner of a Texas Institute of Letters 
award. In this maturing effort, McDonald continues to make 
elements of classic poetry feel at home in Texas. In "Night 
Skiing on Lake Buchanan" and "Rafting the Brazos," his 
hardscrabble region is transformed into art. In "Starting a 
Pasture" a rancher contemplates his stewardship of precious 
Ogallala water: "This far out in the country no one is 
talking, / no rescue sguads row by in boats to prairie land 
/ so dry the Ogallala water table drops / three feet every 
year." 

. The Flvinq Dutchman. Columbus: Ohio State UP, 1987. 
Winner of a Texas Institute of Letters award. 
Representative of McDonald's expertise and ingenuity, The 
Flvinq Dutchman offers some of the poet's most confident 
and successful handling of his thematic concerns—perhaps 
"Wind and Hardscrabble " best exemplifies his love of West 
Texas; "The Flying Dutchman," his love of aviation; and "A 
Woman Acguainted with the Night," his love of family and 
fellow Texans. Although McDonald projects a sense of place, 
he proves in The Flying Dutchman that he is far more than a 
local colorist. 

. Rafting the Brazos. Denton: U of North Texas P, 1988. 
McDonald, in works like "The Picker Takes a Cold Ride to 
Austin" and "Double Mountain Fork of the Brazos," continues 
regional themes. These humorous words from "August on Padre 
Island" echo William B. Yeats while picturing a vacation on 
the Texas coast: "This is no season for old men, / yet here 
we sit / under beach umbrellas as if shade could save us." 

• After the Noise of Saigon. Amherst, MA: The U of 
Massachusetts P. Many of his best are in this publication. 
In a poem about a campout, "The Night of Rattlesnake 
Chili," McDonald discloses a strange recipe with rare 
wordplay: "Cook cut off the tail and grinned, / held up the 
tickling rattle, then / crushed and ground it in his hands/ 
Hulls floated down into red steam, / and simmered. That 
night, we ate / thick chili redder than fire / and griped 
about the dust and hulls, / but begged for seconds." 

— . Night Landings. New York: Harper, 1989. More pieces on 
West Texas that attain universality. Often, the reader 
thinks of Robert Frost in McDonald's economy in language 
and in their portrayal of a native land. In "After the 
Rains of Saigon," wartime in Southeast Asia fuses in 
context with peace and creating poetry on the Llano 
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Estacado: "Nothing about this flat dry land is like 
Vietnam/ but my own damned eyes and ears." 

Miller, Vassar. If I Had Wheels Or Love. Dallas: Southern 
* Methodist UP, 1991. This retrospective offers selected 
works from ten earlier books. If I Had Wheels or Love is 
Miller's third poetry book to be nominated for a Pulitzer 
Prize, and three of her books have received Texas Institute 
of Letters awards. Miller was Poet Laureate of Texas, 1988-
1989, and is currently deemed by Larry McMurtry and other 
respected critics to be an American literary treasure. Many 
contemporary artful poems seem arcane to high-school 
students; however, Vassar Miller's poetry is both exquisite 
and accessible. Although her works are more metaphysical 
than strictly regional, in such pieces as "Remembering Aunt 
Helen, "What the Cicada Says," and "Whooping Cranes," 
whispers of her native land can be faintly heard. 

Montgomery, Whitney. Joseph's Coat: Ballads. Lvrics. 
Sonnets. Dallas: Kaleidograph, 1946. Winner of the Texas 
Institute of Letters award in poetry. Montgomery was called 
"the pastoral poet of Texas," and he was a farmer and 
rancher as well as a writer, publisher, editor, and one of 
the founders of the Poetry Society of Texas. Joseph's Coat 
features well-crafted traditional, historical pieces—"The 
Ballad of Cynthia Ann Parker" and "How Spindletop Came In." 

Mullen, Harryette. Tree Tall Women. Galveston: Energy Earth 
Communications, 1981. Mullen was the first black winner of 
a Dobie Paisano Fellowship and at present teaches at 
Cornell University. Tree Tall Women is the best book of 
poetry on the black experience in Texas. Astute, fresh, and 
honest, Mullen's poetry delivers a needed view of the 
South, urban life in Houston, and views on personal 
concerns including family. This last stanza of "Momma 
Sayings" eloquently attests to her mother's love: "Momma 
had lots of words for us, / her never quite perfect 
daughter/ two brown pennies, / she wanted to polish / so 
we'd shine like dimes." Some poems treat adult concepts and 
should be previewed before classroom use. 

Murphey, Joseph Colin. A Return to the Landscape. Puebla, 
Mexico: Prickly Pear, 1976. This artistic collection 
contains Murphey's anthologized pieces "Yippee Yi Ti Yay," 
and "Texas Boomer," as well as other first-rate regional 
poems such as "Grieving for Snow in East Texas." The 
autobiographical poem "Texas Boomer" begins: "My father / 
was a graduate / of the second grade / a man who made 
/every strike / from Spindletop / to Eldorado / a jazz-
hopping / rig-tipping / bum." 
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Nance, Berta Hart. Flute in the Distance. Dallas: The 
Kaleidograph, 1935. A native of Albany, Texas, born to a 
pioneer family, Nance is famous for her many poems and 
stories for young readers. Flute in the Distance consists 

' of some fifty poems with several regional pieces of which 
"Cattle" is the most famous. Referring to our Western 
heritage, "Cattle" begins with these memorable lines: 
"Other states were carved or born / Texas grew from hide 
and horn." 

Newton, Violette. The Scandal and Other Poems. Burnet, TX: 
Nortex, 1981. Texas Poet Laureate 1973-74. The Scandal and 
Other Poems is composed of representative examples of 
Newton's word artistry—"Spindletop Evenings," "Book Show, 
LBJ Library, Austin," and "Robin in Nacogdoches Cemetery" 
sing of her state and region—of her verdant East Texas. 
Violette Newton, in "Texas Poetry," expresses a problem 
common to local artists: "Up East, they do not think much / 
of Texas poetry. They think Texans / have no soul for 
aesthetics, that all they do is pound their own chests, / 
talk loud and make money." Her first collection, Moses in 
Texas and her Poet Laureate publication, The Proxy, are 
also recommended for classroom use. 

Nye, Naomi Shihab. Different Ways to Prav. Portland, OR: 
Breitenbush, 1980. Texas Institute of Letters award. Nye 
has the reputation of being one of the emerging voices in 
American poetry. Noted poet Leon Stokesbury once mused, 
"When I think of Naomi Nye's poems, I am always impressed 
by her ability to infuse the charm of her personality into 
a free verse that just flows from her as naturally as 
breathing." In "The Whole Self," "Walking Down Blanco Road 
at Midnight," and "At Otto's Place," self-awareness is seen 
as the key to a meaningful life in Texas. In these lines 
from "My Father and the Fig Tree," Nye finds inspiration 
from her Palestinian-American father and his heritage: "He 
took me out back to the new yard. / There, in the middle of 
Dallas, Texas, / a tree with the largest, fattest, sweetest 
figs in the world." Nye's first book of poetry, Tattooed 
Feet, is also recommended. 

. Huaaina the Jukebox. Portland, Oregon: Breittenbush 
Books, 1982. Recipient of National Poetry Series and Texas 
Institute of Letter awards. Her impeccable, vernacular 
style illustrates the poet's active mind often in the act 
of discovery of self and world. From her experiences in the 
San Antonio school district come two delightful works—"The 
Lost Parrot" and "The Teacher's Lounge." In "West Side" and 
"Rebellion Against the North Side" two parts of San Antonio 
which differ more than geographically are contrasted, in 
"At the Seven-Mile Ranch, Comstock, Texas," a sense of 
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place fuses with a sense of purpose: "I live like I know 
what I'm doing. / when I hand the horses a square of hay, 
when I walk the road of stones / or chew on cactus pulp, 
there's a drumming behind me, / the day opens up to let me 

* pass through." 

. Yellow Glove. Portland, OR: Breittenbush, 1986. Nye's 
many travels have helped her to write about Texas within a 
global scope, and although most pieces in Yellow Glove take 
place in foreign lands, a part of her San Antonio self is 
always in her voice. Some of these poems directly have a 
regional voice—"New Year" in Houston and "The Spacious 
Air" in Alpine. In "Going for Peaches, Fredericksburg, 
Texas," the narrator motors around the Hill County, finding 
a woman at a fruit stand who "gave up teachin' for 
peachin'." These lines, representative of Nye's gift of 
expression, come from "When the Flag is Raised": "Somewhere 
in Texas, a motel advertises / rooms for 'A Day, Week, 
Month, or Forever.' / The melancholia of this invitation 
dogs me for miles." 

Oliphant, Dave. Lines and Mounds. Berkeley, CA: Thorp 
Springs, 1976. Oliphant of the University of Texas at 
Austin has long been recognized as an authority on and 
contributor to modern Texas poetry. His poetic lines deal 
with his wife Maria, a public library in Bowie, Texas, the 
writer Roy Bedichek, and Indian mounds. A series within the 
collection, "Memories of Texas Towns & Cities," is notable 
for its sense of place. 

Rogers, Pattiann. Expectations of Light. Princeton: 
Princeton UP, 1981. Also Splitting and Blinding. 
Middletown, CT: Wesleyan UP, 1989. Both collections 
received Texas Institute of Letters awards. Formerly a 
professor at the University of Texas at Austin, Pattiann 
Rogers has established a national readership and critical 
acclaim. Her compelling poetic images are metaphysical, not 
regional. However, critic Richard Sale points to a nexus 
between the national artist and the Lone Star State: "That 
Pattiann Rogers is a Texan does not seem surprising. Texas 
may be the only state large enough to support her 
imagination." 

Sale, Richard. The Tortilla of Heaven. Denton: U of North 
Texas P, 1990. Sale's poetry is distilled from his youth 
following the oilfields in West and South Texas, from his 
adult travels in Mexico and Morocco, and from his 
professorship. Subtitled New and Selected Poems, this book 
serves as a showcase, taking favorites from earlier 
collections, including The Return of the Sunrise Kid 
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(1975) and Dime Western (1978). Modern vignettes, dramatic 
monologues, and other poetic moments come together in 
multicultural Texas. Sale evinces a keen understanding of 
state, national, and world matters. These last lines from 
"Stilts and Other Vehicles" locate Texas in context with 
the world: "The High Plains and Piney Woods and the low/ 
Dunes of the coastal flats are far behind./ But a jingling 
spur: What you think you outgrew/ Shaped whatever gait 
you've grown into." 

Sampley, Arthur M. Selected Poems: 1937-1971. Denton: North 
Texas State UP, 1971. Born in Leander, Texas, Arthur 
McCullough Sampley was a major literary voice of post-war 
America. Texas Poet laureate, 1951-1953, Sampley wrote in 
sonnets and other traditional forms while expressing 
twentieth-century anxieties and desires. The ambience of 
West Texas and the desert Southwest come through in several 
pieces: "Frontier Fort by Midnight," "Castolon Mountain," 
and "Ghost Town." In "South Rim—Big Bend National Park," 
Sampley executes an eloquent description of one of the 
state's most spectualar natural views: "From this sheer 
wall the Indians watched the plain / And saw, as I, the Rio 
Grande bend / Southward to Mexico / and saw it end / In 
mountain ridges, fathomless terrain." An earlier book of 
Sampley's poems, Furrow with Blackbirds (1951) received a 
Texas Institute of Letters award. 

Shuford, Gene. Selected Poems: 1933-1971. Denton: North 
Texas State UP, 1972. This book gained Shuford a Texas 
Institute of Letters award. Once the Poet Laureate of 
Texas, Cecil Eugene Shuford wrote poetry of experimental 
form and content. His works are interesting for both 
English-language arts and Texas studies elements. Among 
these poems are the short verses in the "Some Were for 
Hanging," a section about outlaws of the old West like 
legendary Sam Bass. Another piece is based on his personal 
experiences in World War II; "Preflight: 1942-1945" 
describes the importance of pilot training fields in Texas. 
"A Death in the Family," Shuford's poem about Kennedy's 
death in Dallas, won a prize from the Poetry Society of 
America. 

Sjolander, John Peter. Salt of the Earth and Sea. Dallas: 
Turner, 1928. Years after leaving his native Sweden, 
Sjolander became known as "the dean of Texas poets." His 
early contributions to regional poetry rank him among the 
best Texas poets. Sjolander worked as a sailor like his 
father before, and once a Texan, he was a farmer, boat 
builder, and widely published poet. Farming around Cedar 
Bayou near Galveston, Sjolander lived as a nature poet and 
a man of nature. His collection Salt of the Earth and Sea 
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contains two Texas classics "The Last Longhorn's Farewell" 
and the "Boat that Never Sailed." 

Stokesbury, Leon. Often in Different Landscapes. Austin: U 
' of Texas P, 1976. Raised in Silsbee in southeastern Texas, 
Stokesbury is a major voice in regional literature. 
Sometimes humorous, at other times darkly serious, the 
poetry of Leon Stokesbury provides concise, thought-
provoking content. The elegiac poem "The Lamar Tech 
Football Team Has Won Its Game" is representative of the 
poet's gift. Stokesbury's tonal qualities can be seen in 
"East Texas": "The taste in my mouth / Was the taste of 
blood or rust on backdoor thermometers / Unread for twenty 
years." Also recommended is The Drifting Awav of All We 
Once Held Essential (1979). Stokesbury's works treat adult 
concepts and should be previewed before classroom use. 

Tafolla, Carmen, Reyes Cardenas, and Cecillo Garcia-
Camarillo. Get Your Tortillas Together. San Antonio: 
Cultural Distribution Language Center, 1976. This bilingual 
collection of three Mexican-American poets is interesting 
for both sociological and literary reasons. Of the three, 
the works of Southwestern poet Carmen Tafolla have best 
endured time. "Alii Por Calle San Luis," a poem about the 
West Side of San Antonio, and "At the Very Last Battle," a 
poem about a Tejano high school principal in Sequin, are 
two examples of Tafolla's fine poetry. Get Your Tortillas 
Together is difficult to find; fortunately, Tafolla's works 
were reprinted in Foreman's and Whitebird's anthology 
Travois. 

Vliet, R. G. Events and Celebrations. New York: Viking, 
1966. The most popular poem in Events and Celebrations. 
"Clem Maverick" has been reprinted in book form by Texas A 
& M UP. This work received a Texas Institute of Letters 
award. His epic poem "Clem Maverick" captures the spirit of 
modern Texas country and western music. Believable 
characters recount their friendships with the fictitious 
superstar, Clem Maverick. Part Hank Williams, part Willie 
Nelson, and part fantasy, Clem's sense of humor and his 
self-destructive tendencies come alive. A. C. Greene 
praises "Clem Maverick" as one of the best books in all of 
Texas literature: "It catches the excitement and the sorrow 
of Texas modern country and western music—full of 
phoniness, full of hype, but sometimes full of real tears 
and blind heartache." Poet, novelist, and playwright, R. G. 
Vliet is the only writer to receive a Texas Institute of 
Letters award in both the novel (Solitudes. 1977) and in 
the poetry (Events and Celebrations. 1966, and The Man With 
the Black Mouth. 1970). 
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Whithread, Thomas. Whomp and Moonshiver. Brockport: NY: BOA, 
1982. Whitbread received Texas Institute of Letters awards 
in 1964 and 1982. Thomas Whitbread, who has taught at Rice 
and the University of Texas at Austin, is one of the 

' state's most honored poets. Although Whomp and Moonshiver 
travels in voices and places, several pieces are set in 
Texas and in the poet's Texas self. In "November 25, 1963," 
the impact of the Kennedy assassination is felt by the 
writer and reader. The title work "Whomp and Moonshiver" 
revolves around Galveston, and another piece is set near 
the Llano River. This first stanza of "November in Texas" 
contrasts autumn in Texas with that of New England: 
"Russets, rusts, burnt umbers, and charred greens / These 
are the leaves of November in Texas. No / Oranges yellows, 
reds, Shadings and sheens; / No clarities, no fires." 

Yauger, Fay. Planter's Charm. Dallas: Kaleidograph, 1935. J. 
Frank Dobie once picked the title poem from this collection 
as the best of Texas poetry: "At the top of all I should 
place Fay Yauger's "Planter's Charm," published in a volume 
of the same title." The refrain of "Planter's Charm" is 
still memorable: "One for the buzzard / One for the crow / 
One to rot and / One to grow." This poem and the rest of 
the collection has held up well through the decades. Also 
in this small book of verse is "County Fair," a classic 
Texas narrative about a young boy who learns about life's 
disappointments at the regional fair at "Teague, the County 
Seat." 

Yates, David C. Riding for the Dome. New Braunfels: Cedar 
Rock, 1979. Naomi Shihab Nye once said of the late poet: 
"It's not just that David Yates tells us things we already 
know. It's that after he tells us, we know them better." 
Using images from his West Texas, Yates elicits a strong 
response from the reader who then knows this region better. 
Places he wrote about—Mentone, Pecos, Gonzalez, Terlingua, 
and Fort Stockton—are at once both bleak and sensual, and 
the people in these places feel authentic. The poet's use 
of natural meter and diction stand out in a representative 
work, "Sunset Along U.S. Highway 90 Between Langtry and 
Sanderson, Texas": "Imagine a long brown poem / As Brown 
and as long as you can / Stretch it beneath a blazing sun / 
That melts your meters and leaves them / Broken and cracked 
upon the sand." Also recommended is Motions (1982), Yates' 
last collection, which contains "Washing the Cow's Skull," 
the late poet's best remembered work. 
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